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Canonization Thronged
Vincent Pallotti a Saint;
Hailed as 'Pious Priest'
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pope
John XXIII declared the hum-
ble Roman priest Vincent Pal-
lotti a taint in heaven and
hailed him aa the archetype
of “very pious priests for
wheat no .official veneration
has been decreed."
The canonization rites for
the new St. Vincent began
with the procession of all
Rome's diocesan and retijrkm*
clergy into St. Pcter’a Basilica
Jan. 20. The Pope was car-
ried into St. Peter's preceded
by 28 Cardinals and members
of his official court.
EIGHT THOUSAND foreign
pilgrims joined thousands of
Romans in jamming the limit-
ed apace available because the
entire nave of St. Peter's is
blocked off by the grandstinds
of the participants in the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
Among those present- were
two persons who were cured
through his intercession An-
gelo Balzarani of Roccasecca.
Italy, and Margaret Sandlerof
Nadburg, Germany.
After the Pope received the
homage of Ute Cardinals, the
ritual pleading for the canoni-
sation of the Roman priest
who died in 1850 at the age of
55 was carried out by a con-
Material advocate.
POPE JOHN proclaimed
Vincent Patlotu a aaint, using
the traditional formula :
,
of OapWy TVtw-
Ui- ior. tb*. exaltation of the
Catholic Faith and for the
propagation of the Christian
religion: with the authority of
Our Lord Jesus Christ, of the
blessed apostles Peter sod
Paul, and with our own au-
thority: after mature delibera-
tion and divine help having
been implored, with the favor-
able vote of our venerable
brothers the Cardinals of the
Holy Roman Church, of the
Patriarchs. Archbishops and
Bishops who are in Rome, we
decree and define Blessed Vin-
cent Pallotti a saint and we
inscribe him in the roll of the
saints, establishing that hu
memory among the saints
shall be remembered with
pious devotion every year on
the anniversary of his death,
that is on the 22nd of Jan-
uary. In the name of the Fa-
ther and of Ute Son and of the
Holy Spirit. Amen."
THE POPE then spoke in
both Latin and Italian. In his
Italian discourse he cited
three characteristics Which
apply to the new aaint.
First of these, he said, was
the hooor attached to the cler-
gy of Rome. "Aa a result of
his testimony and activity,
i Route) caulad from then am
numbers ad prelates, pastors,
confessors and director* of pf'
ous institutions who gave hon-
or to the holy aad sancitfymg
priesthood." the Poeutfl said
Secondly the Pope spoke of
St Vincent's accomplishments
in the field of the spostolate.
saying that each priest must
work in his own sphere for the
triumph of the Kingdom of
God without "seeking immedi-
ate consolation and conspicu-
ous results, but keeping their
eyes fixed on the lofty pastoral
and missionary horizons of the
whole Church."
I-asUy the Pope said that
the new saint's life is an "en-
couragement" for all priests
"St. Vincent Pallotti Is called
upon through his glorifica-
tion." he laid, "to renew the
fervor of pastoral activity ex-
tended to all sections of life.”
THE POPE ADDED that
this work of the priest should
not be "based on hitman
means and shrewdness nor on
the pow.-r of technical instru-
ments. Without a doubt he
knows how to use them, but
above all he knows how to as-
sess them for the little they
are worth, to the extent of
saying that their efficacious-
ness is nothing where there
is a lack of prayer, Eucharis-
tic worship and a thorough
knowledge of the Sacred Scrip-
tures and of the sacred heri-
tage of Christian ascetics."
The Pope did not remain for
the canoniialkm Mass, cele-
brated by Luigi Cardinal Trig-
lia. Pro-Vicar General of
Rome.
At noon, however, he ap-
peared at his window over-
looking St Peter's Square to
bless the crowds gathered be-
low.
NEWEST SAINT - A bouquet for St. Vincent Poilotti, who was canonized Sunday, is
placed before his stotue in Holy Rotary Academy. Union City, by Ellen Hingston, a
sophomore at the academy which it atoffed by the Pallottine Sitters founded by the
Church's newest taint. Pallottine Sisters also conduct Sacred Heart Orphanage, Kearny,
while Pallottine Fathers are found locally at St. Philip Newark parish. Newark. Our lady of
Grace, Fairview, and St. Rocco's. Union City.
On the Inside
...
WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY’S situation
in Israel? See the story on Page 4.
AN EDITORIAL makes a plea for child-
less couples to adopt Oriental
children Page 8
WE LIKED IT, say teenagers who have
made a retreat. See Page 18
FOR SPECIAL stories on Christian •
unity see -Page 7
Bishops Consecrated
In Cathedral Rite
NEWARK - “Complete in
Thy priests the full power of
Thy ministry, and sanctify
them who have been provided
with the ornaments of full
dignity, with the dew of the di-
vine anointing."
With these final words of the
Preface Jor the Consecration
of Bishops. Archbishop Boland
added to the rolls of the hier-
archy of the Catholic Church
the names of Bishop John J.
Dougherty and Bishop Joseph
A. Costello in a ccrqpiony held
today a*. Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral.
THEY ARE the fourth and
fifth Bishops consecrated by
Archbishop Boland for service
as his auxiliaries. One of their
predecessors. Auxiliary Bish
op Martin W. Stanton, served
as a co-consecrator, along
with Bishop James A. Mc-
Nulty of Paterson. Another,
Bishop Walter W. Curtis of
Bridgeport, delivered the ser-
mon. Bishops Curtis ami Sun-
lon were consecrated in a sim-
ilar twin ceremony In 1857.
The principal parts of to-
day’s consecration ceremony
were: (1) the reading of the
Apostolic Mandates; (1) the
preliminary examination of
the candidates: <3) the impo-
sition of hands (this and the
words of the Preface which
follows constitute the episco-
pal consecration): (t) the
anointing of the head and
hand* with holy chrism; (5)
the blessing and bestowal of
the-episcopal insignia; (•) the
Messing of the congregation
by the newly consecrated Bish-
ops.
THE CEREMONY began
with the procession to the ca-
thedral where Archbishop Bo
land visited the chapel where
lhe Blessed Sacrament it re-
served before proceeding to
the high altar.
Bishop McNulty, at senior
co-consecrator. asked permit
siou for the Mandates lo be
reed before the reading by
Magr. Vincent P. Coburn, no
U*y. The ceoeeenter then ra
nnatoed the canrtidatee-put
uag a term of questions re
Urn* In their fkVUty to the
Church aad Ms teachings and
their teaching role as BUh
op*.
THE SOLEMN Pontifical
Mass of the Feast at St Tim
othy. with Arrhbtshop Boland
aad the two Bishops-elect as
con celebrants, followed.
After the CmfUror, the cm
rnntecrators led Bishops
Dougherty aad Costello to
their chapel, where they re
cyivtd the pectoral cross and
were vested with tunic, dal-
matic. chasuble sod maniple
Following the Alleluia. Areh-
bishop Boland went lo the
Editorial Fogs •
Other Stories Pago 2
Bishop John J. Dougherty Bishop Joseph A. Costello
Council Unit
Work Starts
VATICAN CITY (NC) -The
coordinating commission set
up by Pope John to keep the
ecumenical council's interim
mark progressing has haM Ha
first meeting
The commission is revising
and compressing protects to
be brought before the council
when it reconvenes here on
Sept S
A COMMUNIQUE of the
council press office said with
this meeting 'the couactliar
work, which took a moment
of rest for the nauonal holi-
days. picks up its full rhythm
again, although in a method
aad faras different from the
period of October-December.
SmF. •■(iiiTjdisr
Decisions taken by the meet-
ing will he raM—icated to
the t* council rommiss tons
and the secretariat for Pcs
tooting Christian Unity which
are carrying on their work
during the nine month interim.
It was reported
Francis Cardinal Spellman
of New York U among the
six Cardmala forming the com
misstoo tinder the presidency
of Amlcto Cardinal Ctcognam.
Secretary of State The com-
mutton> secretariat Is made
up of the council s secretary'
general. Archbishop Pericle
Felici. and the five council
undersecretaries, one of whom
Is Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia
Bus Rides Backed
By lowa Governor
DES MOINES. lowa. <KC)
Gov. Harold E. Hughes,
a Methodist, took lowa (tale
legislators by surprise with a
recommendation in his inau-
gural address that private
school children be allowed to
rtde public school buses
Hughes, addressing a joint
session of the state Senate and
House of Representatives,
said present slate law denies
public school bus rides to pri-
vate school children, "despite
the fart that their parents pay
taxes for public schools."
“IT IS MY recommendation
that this section be repealed
to allow all children to ride
on public school buses," he
Some legislators questioned
the Governor's recommends
Uon on Church-Slate grounds.
Other* backed It, however.
Hughes said later that he
had not mentioned the school
bus issue in any major speech
during his campaign for gov-
ernor but had made hi* posi-
tion clear whenever he wa»
asked.
He confirmed reports that
he baa received numerous pe-
titions from all over the state
asking that private school pu-
pil* get public school bus
transportation.
"The parents of private
school pupils pay property
taxea and help support achool
buaea," he said. "Sometimes
buses pass up children
at a farm home. I can sec
no logical reason for this.”
Conference on Race
Asks Prayer, Deeds
CHICAGO (RNS) - An ap-
pcsl to ail Americans "to
w»rk. to pray and to act cour-
ageously in the cause of hu-
man equahty and dignity
while there it stiU time" w**
made here at the close of the
lust inter-religious National
Conference on Religion xnd
Race
Some *5O delegates repre-
senting Protestant. Catholic.
Orthodox, and Jewish groups
unanimously adopted thu “Ap-
peal to thu Caution of thu
American People."
THE APPEAL described ra-
cism a* "our most serious do-
mestic eml" and admitted that
religious people have been
guilty of practicing racial dis-
crimination in their business,
political sad social life and
even in (heir religious tnstitu-
litas.
The appeal urged Americana
to work lor equality and love
far all under the guidance of
God
SCORES OF proposals to
pul the convention's resolu-
tions into action came from
the meeting
A forum on "The Role of
Church and Synagogue in a
Racially Changing Commu-
nity" recommended inner-city
task forces be formed on an
inter-religious basis to provide
learns of skilled workers for
areas of racial and social
crisis.
The forum also recommend-
ed that religious groups Uke
the lead in finding "new way*
of reaching migrant laborers."
and that the plan of home vis-
itation aa initiated by the
Catholic Friendship House in
Chicago be encouraged else-
where (o overcome the lack of
communication between whites
and Negroes.
A workgroup report on the
church aa a community Insti-
tution said that religious affil-
iated educational institutions
should have an open admis-
sions policy and an inlegrated
faculty.
LOCAL UNITS to back rec-
ommendations made by the
conference will be set up in 10
• target cities." according to a
report of the conference's fol-
low up committee
The units will be organised
across usterfaith line* to deal
with problems of racial injus-
tice. Target cities are Chica-
go. Detroit. St. Louts, Seattle.
San Francisco, New Orleans.
Atlanta, Pittsburgh. San An-
tonio and Oakland. Calif.
New York. Boston and
Washington. DC, will be in-
cluded in a later project. New
York was no* chosen imme-
diately because ft has “special
complex race problems" that
•ouU not suit a pilot project,
the committee said.
A Harold Murray at New
York, committee spokesman,
said it is hoped that religious
leaders in the 10 cities will
ciU a local conference similar
to the National Conference on
Religion and Rare to set up
the units to fight discrimina-
tion.
REV. JOHN R. Cronin. SS,
assistant director erf the Social
Action Department. XCWC.
and a member of the confer-
ence's steering committee,
said the conference has author-
ised "the continuance of a sec-
retariat for a period of at
least four months.”
He said it will coochide the
work of the conference and
help initiate follow-up meas-
ures accepted by the meeting.
Speeches and the statement
of conscience adopted by the
conference will be published in
a book entitled "Race: Chal-
lenge lo Religion." to be is-
sued by the Henry Roguery
Cos.. Chicago, in mid-March.
PRESIDENT Kennedy, in e
message to the conference, as-
serted he will do evetythtef
possible to assure the rights of
aH American* to wet*. to eat
aw education, and to turn ado-
quote housing.
A telegram from Presides*
Kennedy said: *T pledge to do
what is possible to protect and
preserve our cherished demo-
cratic traditions which must
sccord full rights to every
American regardless of his
race, religion, color or coun-
try of origin."
These rights, the President
said, “include unhampered ac-
cess to the ballot, to educa-
tion. to a good jbb. to recrea-
tion. to adequate bousing free-
ly chosen, and freedom of wor-
ship."
Some 20 Catholic Bishops,
led by Albert Cardinal Meyer
of Chicago and Archbishop
Paul J. Hallman of Atlanta,
took pari in the conference.
Oritur Isuriua, Fugu 4
At Clemson College:
Pre-Integration Plea
By Religious Leaders
CI.EMSON, S.C. <NC>—Reli-
gious leaders serving all-
white Clemson College here
hsve been actively working to
encourage students and others
to remain calm when the col-
lege is integrated next term.
THIS IS THE report of Rev.
Thomas F. Tierney. C.S.P.,
pastor of St. Andrew's Church.
He served on a Committee on
Religion and Ethics, a group
of campus and community re-
ligious leaders called together
by Clemson'* president, Rob-
ert Edwards, to strengthen re-
spect for law,
“I feel," said Father Tier-
ney, "that excellent work has
been done to prepare far inte-
gration. The students have re-
sponded admirably and no vio-
lence is anticipated."
He said that pastors
throughout the area have, in
sermons and church bulletins,
been urging calmness, la ad-
dition, church workers havo
been speaking to student
groups.
Harvey Gantt, a 20-year-old
Charleston Negro and a' Stu-
dent of architecture at lowa
State University, will transfer
to Clemson under orders of the
Fourth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in Alexandria, Va.
RAISED IN RANK - Archbishop Boland presided at the
Jan. 20 investiture ceremonies at Sacred Heart Cathedral
for 34 priests of the Newark Archdiocese who were raised
to the rank of domestic prelate or papal chamberlain.
At left, tho Archbishop is shown with the 22 now domes-
tic prelates, who now carry tho title Right Reverend
Monsignor; at right, he is shown with the 12 new papal
chamberlains, who carry the title Very Reverend Mon-
signor. The sermon was given by Msgr. leRoy McWil-
liams, pastor of Queen of Peace, North Arlington, and
tho Archbishop offered Solemn Pontifical Benediction to
dose the ceremonies.
(Continued on Page 2)
faldstool before the middle of
the altar where the Bishops-
elect were brought to him and
prostrated themselves as the
Litany of the Saints was sung.
When the litany was finish-
ed, the Bishops knelt before
Archbishop Boland as open
books of the Gospels were
placed upon thoir shoulders
where they remained until aft-
er the bestowal of the crosiers
and rings.
THE IMPOSITION of hands
was made by the Archbilhop
and the coconsecrators. who
said, as they touched each
Bishop-elect in turn. “Receive
the Holy Spirit.“
Then came the anointing of
head and hands. The chap-
lains bound the head of each
new Bishop with a cloth and
the Archbishop intoned the
hymn. “Veni Creator Spir-
itual’ At the conclusion of the
first verse, he anointed the
head and then the hands of
each of the consecrated (Bish-
op Dougherty, as senior,
tint).
This was followed by the
blessing of the crosiers and
lings. Archbishop Boland then
took the Gospels from the
shoulders of his new auxil-
iaries and gave them to Bish-
ops Dougherty and Costello,
saying, “Receive the Gospel,
and go. preach to ths people
committed to thee, for God is
powerful to increase His grsce
in thee .. .’*
THE NEWLY-consecrated
Bishops returned to their al-
tars and the Mass resumed In
usual fashion until the Offer-
tory antiphon when the new
Bishop* each offered two light-
ed candies, two loaves of
bread and two small barrets
of wine to Archbishop Boland.
Following the post-Com-
munion. the other episcopal
insignia, the mitres and
glove*, were blessed and given
to the new Bishops.
TIIE WAS followed by the
enthronement of the new Bish-
ops and the placing of the
pastoral staff in their left
hands. There followed the in-
tnnemeot of the Te Drum by
the Archbishop while the new
Bishops gave their blessing to
the congregation, walking
down the main aisle accom-
panied by the coconsecrators.
Bishops Dougherty and Cos-
tello. on their return to the al-
tar. each gave three blessings
from there, holding pastoral
staff in hand. Archbishop Bo-
land recited the last Gospel
and the recessional then be-
gan.
A DINNER at the Robert
Treat Hotel is to follow the
ceremony. Archbishop Boland
will give the main address.
The toastmaster will be Msgr.
James A. Hughes, vicar gen
era Land the presentahoe of
lifts from the priests and per-
ishes of the archdiocese will
be made by Msgr. James F.
looney, chancellor. Bishops
Dougherty and Costello will
respond.
In addition to the Bishops
listed as attending the conse-
cration last week, the follow-
ing have also signified that
they will be there: Archbishop
A.Z. Dachtou. Chaldean Rite
Archbishop of Urmiah, Iran;
Bishop Louis L.R. Morrow.
5.D.8., of Krishaagar, India;
Bishop John J. Wright of
Pittsburgh; Auxiliary Bishop
Leonard P. Cowley of St.
PauL Minn ; Bishop John F
Crawford, 0.P., Vicar Aposto-
lic of the Western Solomon
Islands; and Abbot Patrick
O’Brien. 0.5.8.. of St. Mary's
Abbey, Morristown.
People in the News
Rep. Hush L. Carey of New
York, « strong supporter of a
federal school aid biU which
would give parents a grant to
apend at the school of their
choice, has been nanted to the
“n',Uo" Utar
St. Paul (Minn.) pastor, has
beta named an expert of the
Second Vatican Council.
Thom Kerstlens, former
secretary general of Pax Ro-
mans, has been named by the
International Union of Catholic
Employers Associations as
full-time European secretary.
Paul Emile Cardinal Leger
of Montreal has returned home
after a week’s hospital stay
for treatment of “heart fa-
tigue.”
John Frederick Thomas,
deputy chief of operations (or
the Intergovernmental Com-
mittee for European Migra-
tion, Geneva, has been ap-
pointed director of the U. S.
Very Rev. Leo Volker, W.F.,
superior general of the White
Fathers of Africa, has been
named a Father of the Second
Vatican Council.
Mrs. Ann Nolan Clark of
Santa Fe. N.M., educator and
author of children's books,
has been named to receive
the 1863 Regina Medal of the
Catholic Library Association.
Rev. William J. McMahon,
director /of Cathedral Camp.
East Freetown, Mass., bas
been elected president of the
National Catholic Camping As-
sociation.
Causes
..*\ •.
Nunilo Sulpriilo, Italian lay-
man born April 13. 1817, and
died March 8, 1836. Miracles
attributed to hli intercession
examined In beatification
cause by Sacred Congregation
of Ritea, which In 1891 ruled
he practiced virtue to a heroic
degree.
Plan TV Tape
Of Ceremony
NEWARK - A 30-minute
television tape to be made
of the consecration cere-
mony at Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral Jan. 24 will be
shown on WABC-TV’* Di-
rections '63 Feb. I at 2-
p.m.
The TV-program is being
sponsored, by the National
Council of Catholic Men.
which will work with the
WABC crew in editing the
tape shot during the con-
secration of Biabops-elect
John J. Dougherty and Jo-
seph. A. Costello.
In addition to this belitsd
coverage, a radio broad-
cast during the entire cere-
mony wIU be carried by
WSOU-FM (89 5), with com
mentary by Magr. Thomas
J. Gilhooly of Seton Hall
University.
There will also be closed-
circuit TV within tbe cathe-
dral itself with 14 monitors
stationed at various strate-
gic points so that everyona
in the cathedral will have
a close-up view of the cere-
monies on tbe altar.
Pledge Voice
For Workers
LOYOLA. Spain (NC) - A
group of Catholic employers In
this Basque province of
Gulpuicoa have pledged to
give their workers an active
share in the operation of their
concerns.
It was in Gulpuzcoa that
railroad workers went on
strike In November, 1961, a
move which sparked further
labor protest* In much of
northern Spain. By the end of
last May, approximately 100,-
000 workers were on strike
even though Spanish law
makes it Illegal to strike.
The decision to give the
workers a share in business
operations took place during
the seventh session of Em-
ployere* Social Action, held at
the Shrine of Loyola. Some 70
employers from Loyola and
representative* from tha near-
by provincas of Vizcaya,
Alava, Navarro and Logrono
took part.
OK Religion
Classes
TRENTON - Public echoes
at McGuire Air Force Have
can be used to give “moral
and religious'’ training to chil-
dren of military personnel aft-
er regular school hours. State
Education Commissioner
Frederick M. Raublnger ha*
ruled.'
He Issued the ruling at the
request of the baae chaplain
because of the unusual circum-
stances involved. HD ruling
set aside a decision barring
such instruction by the North
Hanover Board of Education.
There are four elementary
school* In the district. Three
of (hem were built at federal
expense because of the pres-
ence of the base. They are
controlled by the local board,
however.
Raublnger noted that the
McGuire commander had as-
sured school officials that
funds would be made avail-
able to pay building operation
costs and any possible proper-
ty damage occasioned by use
of the schools for religious
training.
Nonacnominational classes
in moral training now given
in makeshift quarter* on the
base —and separata classes
for Catholics, Protestants and
Jews will be given.
THE FIRST native U.B.
Bishop west of the Mississippi
waa Bishop Henry Cosgrove of
Davenport, 1884.
See CouncilStrengthening
Regional Church Groups
By MSGR. PAUL F. TANNER
F«U*«m| m m 4 srties of orlttlet Ay vißwli ow
1netlSoot sender study ol the Second I'olMom Lounttl, w Sub
rnwiwi Sept. *. Tbe emtkor hoi sorted for flee yeeet oi
generel iftfWvry of lbo Soliouol Colbohr Welfere Os/snatv.
NCB’C Nnri Smite
Development* at the fir»f~
session of the Vatican Council
indicate that new. broad re-
sponsibilities may be delegat-
ed by the Uoly See to regional
episcopal conferences
On questions of revision of
the liturgy, for example, it
appears that episcopal confer-
ences wOi be given the author-
ity to introduce ’ certain
changes and to assure uni-
formity of practice, in consul-
tation with the Holy See.
As council discussion inten-
sifies on national Bishops’ con-
ferences, the Council Fathers
will be examining a phase of
Church life in which U. S.
Catholics provide much exper-
ience.
THR NATIONAL Catholic
Welfare Conference, now over
40 years ok), is the second
oldest of the 44 conferences
around the world. It is by far
the largest, having on lta staff
230 lay people and IS prDst*.
The oldest Is Ireland’s confer-
ence, begun in 1882.
Eptscopal conference*,
which have rapidly increased
in numbers sine* World War
U. range from a simple an-
nual meeting of all the Arch
bishops to discuss common
problems to a permanent sec-
retariat such as the NCWC.
The increasing Importance
of these conferences as well
-as the experience of the first
session Indicate that the coun-
cil will concern Itself primar
ily with world-wide problems
and will refer national prob-
lems to the conferences of the
countries involved.
THE ORGANISATIONAL
structure of the Church basic-
ally consists of a parish gov-
erned by a pastor; a number
of parishes constituting the di-
ocese, governed by ■ Bishop
Each Bishop D accountable
only to the Pope,
The only structure at th* na-
tional Dvel apart from a
plenary council which units
the dioceses of a given coun-
try Is th* episcopal conference.
The changing nature of gov-
ernmenU Is behind the need
for episcopal conferences. Tha
Church D a living organism
and has adapted itsaif natur-
ally to new governmental en-
vironments by evolving the
epDcopal conferences
THE GROWING importance
of episcopal conferences In
handling national problams is
Illustrated In the 1980 decree
of the Sacred Congregation of
Rite* reforming the breviary
and th# Roman Missal
In chapter 11 of that decree,
concerned wttfe the traditional
colors of the vestments at
Mess, mention |* usd* of the
(act that the five traditional
colors white, red. green,
violet and black might in
some arees, because of tndtg
ennui custom* of the people,
esrry a totally different sig-
nificance than Intended For
instance, in India white D the
color of mourning.
In such areas, the decree in-
dicates that in consultation
with the Sacred Congregation
of Ritas, the episcopal confer-
ence of tbe region or territory
should heve the faculty to
substitute a more apt color.
Editor to Write
Council Reports
NEW YORK (RNS)-Rev.
Walter M. Abbott, S.J., fee*
ture editor of America, na-
tional Cathplic weekly, an-
nounced here he will leave
shortly for Europe to inter-
view Cardinals and Blahops on
tha Second Vatican Council.
Ho has made arrangements
with Religious News Service
to send out whatever the Car-
dlnals and BDhopa approve
for immediate releaaa. He
said his reports will cover a
wide rang* of councU-ralatad
topics.
Father Abbott said one of
the most important matters he
will discuss with Uie Euro-
pean prelates will be the proj-
ect for a common Christian
Bible.
Bishop to Name
Lay Advisers
SUDBURY, Ont. (NO-Blth-
op Alexander Carter of Sault
Ste. Mart* disclosed hero he
will appoint e diocesan council
of lay persons to advise him on
matters pertaining to the laity.
“The Church D not th* Bish-
op and priests.”Bishop Carter
said. "If a Bishop is going to
fulfill hla role be must
be in dose contact with hD
people ...”
He eaid he wIU meet with
the council periodically to dis-
cuss diocesan affairs. Ha add-
ed: "And I will expect honest
and frank opinions on th*
needs and desires of th*
people,"
Dedicate Forum
To New Bishops
WESTFIELD - The eighth
annual Trinity Forum of four
consecutive Wednesday night
lectures will be dedicated to
Auxiliary BDhops John J.
Dougherty and Joseph A.
Costello, it was announced this
week.
. This follows a custom es-
tablished five years ago when
tha series was dedicated to the
then newly-appointed Auxiliary
Biahopa Martin W. Stanton and
Walter W. CurtD.
THE BERIEB opens Jsn. 30
with a talk by Dennis J.
Clark, executive secretary of
the New York Catholic Inter-
racial Council, whose topic
will be “Conscience, Color and
Community/'
Bishop Dougherty has ac-
cepted an Invitation to presida
at the Feb. 12 lecture of Rev.
Gilbert B. Hartke, 0.P., chair-
man of the speech and drama
departraant of Catholic Uni-
versity of America, who will
apeak on "Theatre ’63.’’
Bishop Costello has also
signified bis hope that he wiil
be abD to preside at one of
the remaining Dctures. On
Feb. 6, Bishop John J. Wright
of PltUburgh will speak on th*
work of the second Vatican
Council. On Feb. 20, Rev
John Reedy, C.S.C., editor of
Ave Maria, will speak.
Officers of Mass
Following ii • till of the officers of the Moss for tbe Con-
secretion of Bisbops-elect Dougherty end Costello.
Msgr. James A. Hughes,
vicar general, assistant priest;
Msgr, James V. Looney, chan-
cellor, and Msgr. John O.
Buchmana, pastor, St. Leo's,
Irvington, assistant deacon*;
Msgr. John F. Gannon, vicar
general, Diocese of Worcester,
deacon ol the Mass; Msgr.
Harold V. FiUpatrick. pastor,
St. Bridget's, subdeacon ot the
Masa:
Msgr. Vincent P. Coburn, of-
Qcialu, notary; Rev. Joseph
B. Ryan, Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral, master of ceremonies;
Msgr. John M. Mahon, actu-
ary. Rev. Francis A. Rein-
bold, administrator. St. Mi-
chael's, Elixabeth, and Rev.
Theodore V. Bonelli. assistant
chancellor, assistant matter*
of ceremonies;
■ EV. ALBERT B Hakim,
Seton Hall University, book
bearer. Rev. Carl J Mcriena.
St Venantius. Orange, bugia-
bearer Rev William J Doiy,
Seton Hall University, crosier-
bearer; Kei James A Me
Keen*, St Paul ol the ( rovs,
Jersey City, mart-bearer.
Rei Joseph T Shea. Seton
Hail University, grcmial bear
er.
Htv Aloyslus J Welsh, di-
rector. Pope Pius XII In-
stitute of Social Relations,
arctuepiscnpal cross bearer.
Rev. Clement A Ockai ami
Rei Francis J Finn. Melon
Hail University. acolytes t.i
tbe archiepiscops! tross bear-
cr, Rev Michael J O Grads.
Help of Christians. East or
aege. thurder. Rev. John t.
O'Brien, hetoo liail Cm vers.
tj . processional cross bearer,
Rc» Francis J. Blake, Holy
Family, Nuttoy, and Rev.
Jamea J. Reilly, St. Gene
*tev«'a, Elisabeth, acolyte* ot
the Mas*
CHAPLAINS TO Bishop Me
Nulty will be Rev Joseph J
Jaretnctu* and Rev. Thomas
G. Fahy Felon Hall Universi-
ty. Chaplains to Bishop Stan
ton will be Rev James W
O Neill. St Bridget's, Jersey-
Cay, and Rev John K Me
Carthy. Immaculate Concep
tam. Montclair
Officers to Bishop Dougher-
tv will j* Msgr Anthony J
Connell, Seton Hall Cmverai
ty. and Msgr. Henry G.J.
Beck, Immaculate Conception
Seminary, hooorary chaplains.
Rev. Ed*ard J. Larkin, Seton
Hall . University, and Rev.
James C. Tum>, Immaculate
Conception Seminary, chap-
lains; Rev. Robert J. Fennell.
Seton Htli University, master
of ceremonies, Rev. Edwin V.
Sullivan and Rev. Daniel A.
Murphy, Seton Hall Universi-
ty, assistant masters of cere-
monies. Rev. Joseph J. Vopc-
lak, Seton Hall Prep, book-
bearer; Rev. Francis E.
Byrne, Setoa HaU University,
crotier-beair*; Rev. Alexand-
er F. Sckolich. Seton Hall
University, mitre-bearer;
Msgr. George W. Shea, rec-
tor, Immaculate Conception
Seminary. Msgr. Joseph L.
Przczdxicekl snd Msgr. John
F O'Brien, Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary, Msgr. Mi-
chael I. Fronczsk, Msgr.
Thomas M. Readon and Msgr.
Charles B Murphy, Seton HaU
University, aU gift-bearers.
OFFICERS TO Bishop Cos-
tello will be Msgr. Thomas F.
Curry, pastor, St. Joseph’s,
Orsdell. and Msgr. Edward J.
Scully, pastor, Immaculate
Heart of Mary, Wsyne, hon-
orary chaplains; Rev. Alfred
G. Curral), Jersey City Med-
ical Center, and Rev. Joseph
W Russell, Seton HaU Univer-
sity. chsplslns; Rev. John 1L
Koenig, Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary, master of cere-
monies, Rev. George D,
Drexler, St Joseph's, Jersey
City, and Rev. John M. Smith,
studying at Catholic Universi-
ty, astisunt masters of cere-
monies. hev John J. Walsh,
St Patrick's. Newark, book-
bearer Rev John D.
Sweeney. St Bridget'!, Jersey
City crosier -bearer; Rev.
Thom ai F. Brennan. Hoiy
Spint Grange, mitre-bearer,
M*jr William B. Donnelly,
pastor. St Michael's, Cranford,
Mtgr. Christopher T. Clark,
vice official!*. Msgr. Thomas
J Tuohy, headmaster. Seton
Hall Prep, Rev Charles A.
Bell, pastor, St. Margaret's,
Little Ferry. Rev Edward P.
Scully, Seton HaU University,
and Rev. Francis J Houghton,
assistant chancellor, all gift-
bearers.
Trace Lineage
Of New Bishops
While it is not possible
to trace the exact episcopal
lineage of each Bishop all
the
way back to the time
of Christ, records compiled
unce the Middle Ages make
K possible lo trace tbe
Uncage of Bishops John J.
Dougherty and Joseph A.
Costello back to Pope Gre-
gory XII (1406-1413;
The lineage begiss with
Archbishop Boland. wK,
was consecrated by th* late
Archbishop Thomas J
Walsh
In addition to Pope Gre-
gory XII, Pope* appear-
ing in the Itneage of New-
ark t new Bishops are
Clement XHI, Benedict
XIV, Benedict XIII, Alex-
ander VH. Urban VIII, Plus
V, Clement VII, Julius 11,
Sixtus IV and Eugene IV.
2 THE ADVOCATE
Consecrations
At Cathedral...
(Continued from Page 1)
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MWL
JOHN, BISHOP, SERVANT OF THE SERVANTS OF GOO
m
To Our Balovad Son, John Joseph Dougherty, Domestic Prelate,
at present President of Seton Hall University, Titular of
Cotenna and Auxiliary Bishop-Elect to the Archbishop of Newark,
GREETINGS AND APOSTOLIC BLESSINGS
Since Our venerable Brother, Thomas Aloytfua Boland, Arch-
bishop of Newark, desires a helper In the administration ok his
densely populated diocese, it is Our mind that such an office can
be assigned to you, beloved Son,- for your qualities of mind and
heart, your administrative experience, and skill in public relations
are known to Us. These considerations lead Us to cherish the high-
est hopes that you will be of great assistance to Our beloved Son,
the Archbishop ol Newark, and will labor zealously for Our Christian
people. After consulting, therefore, with Our venerable Brothers, the
Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, who preside over the Sacred
Consistorial Congregation, and by Our supreme power, We declare
you Auxiliary Bishop to Our venerable Brother the Archbishop of
Newark, with all the rights, honors, duties, and responsibilities which
accompany this office. In order, however, that you may be able to
celebrate Pontifical Mass and rightfully discharge other episcopal
duties in the Archdiocese of Newark We appoint you Bishop to the
Titular See of Cotenna. in the Province of Pamphytis. which has
been vacant since the transfer of Our venerable Brother, Francis
Gleason, to the residential See of Fairbanks. As a Titular Bishop
you shall have all the rights and Insignia that pertain to the episco-
pal office. Looking also to your greater convenience We grant you
permission to be consecrated Bishop outside the City of Rome by
a Bishop of your choice, assisted by two other Bishop*, all three of
whom ere in communion with the See of Peter. To the Bishop chosen
We rent hill permission to perform the ceremony Before this tales
place, however, remember that It Is your obligation according to
the norms o! Caron law to make the profession ot CathoUc ta>th
and to taka both oaths, namely of fidelity to Us and Out Successors,
and against the errors e< the Modern,sts After doing this m the
presence of any Bishop who « likewise in communion with Us, you
shell see to it that the enclosed forms, with your Signature end seal,
be sent as soon as posubie to the Sacred Corcustoriei Congregation.
In conclusion be avw-rd that Our father ty preytri end good wishes
accompany you, bekyied Son. ademed with the episcopal dignity, to
*th# end tMt under the leader sAup of the Archbishop of Newark, to
mist whom you e'e being sent. yoj for yew part may encourage
among Our Chratuo people the prec‘<e o' p*ety end virtue.
Goran at Rome, at St. Peters, on the seventeenth day e<
the month of November, m the year ot Ow lord one thousand nme
hundred end saty two. the fifth of Our Pontificate
JkM» RIOTOUS OUtOWAl COPCUO
Chancellor of the HoTy Raman Church
FRANCIS TtNfUO. Regent
BERNARD DC FUJCtS. PrethcneUry Apoatofcc
CAESAR FECCRICI, Prothonetary Apaateftf
wMm
Apostolic Mandate
JOHN, BISHOP, SERVANT OF THE SERVANTS OF GOO
IS
To Our Baloved Son, Joseph Arthur Costello, at present Pro-
Chancellor of the Metropolitan Curia of Newark, Titular Bishop-Elect
of Choma and Auxiliary Bishop Elect to the Archbishop of Newark,
GREETINGS ANO APOSTOLIC BLESSINGS
Whan, with paternal solicitude, Wa ware considering whom
We should appoint as Auxiliary to Our venerable Brother, Thomas
A. Boland, the Archbishop of Newark, it seemed fitting that you,
beloved Son, should be selected for this office. Because of your
eminent success in the pastoral care of souls. We cherish In Our
heart the highest hopes that you. following in the lootsteps of Christ
Himself, will be of the greatest benefit to Our Christian people.
Therefore, having sought the advice of Our venerable Brothers, the
Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, who preside over the Sacred
Consistorial Congregation, and by Our own supreme authority, We
name you Auxiliary m the sacred duties of the above-named Arch-
bishop. granting you. at the same time, the Title of the See of
Choma. with the rights and honors, the duties and obligations,
which are p»cptr to Bishops of your rank. The See of Choma Is
now vacant by reason of the promotion of Our venerable Brother
John Baptist Sye Bong-iul to the Metiopoliten Church of Taegu. For
•your greater convenience. We gw you permission to receive
episcopal consecration from any Bishop, misted by two other Bish-
ops. provided that alt three are united with Us end with the Apostol-
ic See by sincere bonds of charily. Befort this takas piece, how-
ever. you shell in the pretence of e Bishop, likewise in union with
this Holy Set. make the ritual profession of faith, end take both
the tfQuiitd oaths, nemtiy. the oath of fidelity to Us end Our
Successorl. and th# oath agamst the errors of the Modeimits.
Whereupon, without deity, you shall transmit to the Sacred Consis-
torial Congregation the formulas used by you. confirmed by your
Signatmt and seal, as well as by the signature end seal of (he Bish-
op Who witnessed your profess** of feith I'd the preserved oiths.
As for the rest, beloved Son, as We pray la God w your behai*. We
pa;«vnatt| eihort you. who up to the present have empiojed ell the
powers of roue mind and talents in seeking the gtwy of Cod. that
now be*g endowed with mare sclent dignity end greater auttwrity.
you spare no effort «w bringing to men the saving doctrines and
Saljltj pracepts of Christ.
&ven a! Rare at St Peter s on the uit-'.irh an of
the swtft of N>er*e- m the year of (X# lord one !hmtand nme
and saty two the fifth of Our Pontificate
JAMES AlOYSJUS atCKHAl COPtUO
Chancellor pf the Hofy Roman CNach
fnwects 1MCUO. Regent
BERNARD DC FlUCil Prethonotary Apoetobc
CAESAR Ittxtia Ptothonotary Apostak
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Seek Homes for Orphans
NEW YORK-'East is east,
end west is west" but the
twain will meet if the giant
adoption campaign launched
by the Catholic Committee for
Refugees-NCWC is successful.
The committee is seeking
American Catholic families
willing to open their homes
to Asian orphans.
The aim of the adoption pro-
gram is to make more Ameri-
can Catholic families aware of
the plight of thousands of
Asian children languishing in
orphanages throughout the Far
East. To acquaint American
Catholics with the problem,
the committee has initiated a
month-long promotion cam-
paign
Since World War 11, Ameri-
can families have adopted
many war orphans, particu-
larly from Europe. Congress
reacted by passing temporary
legislation which permitted
alien orphans to enter on a
non quota basis from IMS to
1961. However, in September,
1961, Congress made perma-
nent the provisions whereby
eligible orphans adopted
abroad or coming to the US.
for adoption could be issued a
nonquota visa.
Catholic Relief Services-
NCWC has the overseas re-
sponsibility of selecting, docu-
menting and processing the
children. They are referred to
the Catholic Committee for
Refugees for matcfcfaag-up with
a family approved by a recog-
nired child care agency in
the stale wherein the chad win
reside. To date OCR has
placed 310 oriental children in
American Catholic homes in
29 states.
Catholic families interested
in welcoming an orphan into
their home should contact
their director of Catholic
Charities, or write Catholic
Committee for Refugees-
NCWC. 265 West 14th St, New
York 11. N. Y.
See Editorial, Page •
POSTER GIRL - Patty Flanagan, potter girl for the Morris
County March of Dimes, visits with senior student nurses
Marianne Paige and Susan Monahan at All Souls Hospi-
tal, where she was born four years ago. Bishop McNulty
of Paterson this week gave his endorsement of the March
of Dimes campaign at a "worthwhile work of charity."
Hospitals
Ask Increase
PATERSON - St. Joseph s.
Paterson, and St. Mary's, Pas-
saic, were among the six hos-
pitals of Passaic County to
request -a $1 million appropri-
ation from the Board of Free-
holders last week.
Passaic County last year
provided $600,000 towards the
care of ward patients and a
new state law makes it pos-
sible for this to be Increased
to the $1 million figure. This
would be an average of $ll a
day. still below the figures of
neighboring North Jersey
counties, which range from
$l4 in Bergen to $24 in Hud-
son. x
Sitter Ann Jean, adminis-
trator of St. Joseph s, noted
that the average daily co*t
for a ward patient is $32.
while the county now pays Just
$742 per day. Paterson itself
paid $190,000 to ita hospitals
last year, while Passaic paid
$67,000, but the other com-
munities gave only a negli-
gible sum.
In Colorado Parish
Bishop Grants Permission
For Night Funeral Mass
PUEBLO. Colo. (NC) -
Bishop Charles A. Buswell of
Pueblo, has granted permis-
sion for evening funeral
Masses as a trial program In
one of his parishes.
The optional privilege may
be extended to the rest of the
diocese, the Bishop ssid.
The pilot program is being
conducted, in St. Mary's par-
ish, Walsenburg. Permission
for funeral Masses in the even-
ing instead of the usual morn-
ing hours was granted at the
request of Magr. Howard L.
Delaney, pastor.'
THE CHOICE will be left to
the family. If the evening hour
is chosen, the Absolution rite
will follow the Mesa. Burial
will take place the next morn-
ing.
The rosary. If desired, can
be recited at another time.
Bishop Buswell explained
that the evening Requiem will
place proper emphasis on the
Mass.
Tracing the history of the
wake and the development of
the custom of reciting tho
Rosary for the deceased, the
Bishop said the number of
persons attending evening
rosary services has Increased
through the years and that at-
tendance at morning funeral
Masses has been declining.
BISHOP BUSWELL said
most American Catholics want
to extend their sympathy on
such an occasion, but often
attending a funeral during
morning working hours in-
volves a real hardship.
"Such persons have! found
the evening Rotary service the
answer to their problems."
Bishop Buswell ssid, "They
have been able to meet the
family of the deceased, to of-
fer their sympathy, and the
next day they are able to he
at their Job* or business."
From a religious viewpoint,
Bishop Buswell said the shift
in emphasis from the funeral
Mssa to the evening Rosary
has been regrettable. The
rosary service la non-
liturgtcal. sod is not recog-
nized In the burial ritual of tire
Church, he said.
"The Mass will be moved
from the morning hours to the
evening, putting spiritual em-
phasis where it belongs, on tbs
Mas* and accompanying ab-
solution." he said The Bishop
said funeral Misses can be
arranged for the morning
hours U preferred
Dr. Duffy to Head
Population Study
WASHINGTON - Dr. Bene-
dict J. Duffy of Jersey City,
a former professor of proven-
Ulive medicine at Seton Hall
Medical School, will be execu-
tive director of a center on
population problems at
Georgetown University.
Georgetown has received a
$150,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation to help finance
research and training in the
biological and sociological as-
pects of population problems.
THE FOUNDATION said
that Georgetown "will direct
Us first studies toward the
possible improvement of the
rhythm method of family
planning.** The university an-
nounced that the project would
cover a three-year period and
that a five-member policy
committee for the renter’s
program had been named.
Dr. Duffy ia presently in
Europe, but will return In
about two months, at which
time a press conference will
be held in which he will sup-
ply more details about the
center.
The members of the policy
committee, appointed by Rev,
Edward B. Bunn, S.J., uni-
versity president, are Msgr.
John C. Knott, director of the
NCWC Family Life Bureau;
Msgr. Joseph Gremillion.
South American division of
Catholic Relief Services-
NCWC; Harold Dorn. Nations!
Institutes of Health; Charles
Westoff, Princeton University,
and Dr Franklin T Brayer.
associate professor of medi-
cine. Georgetown University.
News From Vatican City
Pope Stresses Unitv Prayers
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope John is hopeful that
everyone win pray more la-
tensely for Christian unity, and
Is himself offering his Masses
(or unity on both the first and
last days of the Chair of Unity
Octave.
Thts was revealed in a letter
written on his behalf by AmkU.
Cardinal Cteognaal. papa) Sec-
retary of State. The letter ex-
pressed the Pope's confidence
that "tbere will arise from
every heart a more Intense
appeal to the Lord tor the
■ndy ed Christiana la the One.
IWy. Catholic and Apostolic
Church "
T*K LETTER was la effect
»e Pope s reply to a request
from the Franciscan Friars of
the Atonement that he offer bis
Mass on the first day of the
unity octave Jan 18-23
for the intentions of the octave.
Cardinal Cicognanl said that
in doing to on both the first
and the last days the Pope
hoped "to make ever better
known to the world of believ-
era what great efficacy he at-
tributes to this universal sup-
plication
“
The message said that the
Pope expects "grest fruits'*
from the eightdsy period of
prayer, "especially now that a
wave of anxious hope has been
aroused everywhere by the ec-
umenical council."
Pope John follows the annual
observance of the Chair of Un-
ity Octave “with special fer-
vor," Cardinal Cicognani said.
He recalled that the octave
was founded by the Atonement
Friara* founder. Rev. Paul
James Francis Wattsoo. S.A,
"with a deep aentus Ecclcsiae
(feeling for the Church) and
tenacity of purpose."
The Cardinal's letter was ad-
dressed to Rev. Salvatore But-
ler. S.A., who as procurator
general of the Society of the
Atonement represents his com-
munity at the Holy See.
•
Urget Charity
VATICAN CITY - Pope
John, at his midweek general
audience, exhorted Catholics
not only to lead holy lives but
to practice an active charity
that will help transform the
world.
Stressing his "everlasting
Joy” in greeting visitors from
ail comers of the earth, the
*t year-old Pontiff, quoting
from the Canticle of Zachary,
called upon all to serve the
Lord "without fear, aod in
holiness sod justice
"
Declaring that to be a Cath-
olic signifies the exercise of
the virtue of charity, he said
the faithful should not merely
live Christian Uvea but be
"profoundly engaged m the
transformation of society and
the diffusion of chanty.”
'*<**»«» «•
his health.
"Rumors spread U»at the
Pope was gravely m," ho
arid. "We am always rowdy
whoa our Lord wfll summon
ns But as you see. we are
still well and you can feel the
ihrohbtnf of our heart for
jou"
•
Pope Gels l.anthn
ROME (Radio. NC) - Two
lambs, whoso wool will bo
woven into patlmms tor fu-
ture Archbishop* have been
presented to Pope John The
presentation, in accordance
wtlh custom on the feast of
SI. Agnes, was made by a del-
egation of the Chapter of the
Basilica of SI. John Lateran.
Pallium*. white woolen
bands woven with six crosaes.
are worn over the shoulder
by Patriarchs hod Archbish-
op*. who receive them from
the Pope.
The custom dates bark to
the time when St. Agnes'
Church owed a yearly rent of
two iambs to the Archbastlica
of St. John Lateran. the Pope's
cathedral.
•
) earhook Published
VATICAN CITY _ The 1963
official Vatican yearbook. An-
nuarlo Pontiflco. hat been
published here and the first
copy given to Pope John.
The 1.964-page yearbook
carries statistics on
‘
the
Church a* of Dec. 31. 1962. It
has 39 more pages than the
1962 edition because of the
listings of the various commis-
sions connected with the Vstl-
can Council.
if shows that residential Sees
have increased from 1.T61 to
USB and that m 1962 five Car-
dinals and « Archbishops and
Bishop* died.
e
Pope fleam Concert
VATICAN CITY (NC) _
Pope John attended a concert
by the chair* of the Armenian,
Maromte. Russian sad
Ukrainian roUeges In Rom#
which be said meant a great
deal to him.
After Che concert the Pops
told choir member* that xl-
though "your tangs are tin-
tehnd. they continue to re-
sound in our heart
"
Selections Sad-aM fclk sod
re tig lout songs.
•
For Council Expenses
VATICAN CITY <NC> - A
group of Roman businessmen
and hankers have given Pop*
John about tIJO.WO to help de-
fray the expenses of needy
Bishops coming to Bom* for
the ecumenical council.
The Pope tn expressing his
thanks said that Use work the
council has done thus far it
barely "a sample" of what is
to come.
Passage Restored
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Vatican City workers have re-
stored a 13th century covered
passageway that runs a doien
city block* from Si. Peter’s
Square to ‘the Castel Sant* An-
gelo tn Rome. The catUe was
built on the Tiber River in
the second century.
•
Papal Condolence
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope John hat expressed his
grief at the assassination of
President Sylvanu* Oiymio of
Togo.
In a cable to Archbishop
Jean Baptiste Maury, Aposto-
lic Delegate to West Africa,
Pope John asked that his con-
dolences be conveyed to the
family of the late President,
a Catholic.
Newark Directory
Published by CYO
NEWARK - Publication of
the 1963 edition of the Direc-
tory and Almanac of the Arch-
diocese of Newark was an-
nounced this week by the CYO
Press.
Included in the 188-page
book are lists of parishes,
schools, officials, organiza-
tions, institutions and agen-
cies of the archdlocete.
ACCORDING TO statistics
given by the Directory and Al-
manac, there are now 262 par-
ishes and
, missions, 1,337
priests, 100 Brothers, 3,388 Sla-
ter*. 245 major seminarians,
276 educational institutions and
nine hospitals in the archdio-
cese, as well as other facili-
ties.
The book also serves as a
comprehensive telephone di-
rectory for the archdiocese,
listing all numbers of rector-
ies, schools and convents both
alphabetically and under the
various categories. All instllu-
i
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lions and agencies are also
given this double Dating.
The directory is priced at
$3.30 per copy and ia available
from the CYO Press at 101
Plane St., Newark. Revenues
help to finance the CYO pro-
gram.
SERRA PRESENTATION - Edward J. Foster, president of the Serra Club of Pateraon,
presents the annual burse to Bishop McNulty ot the dinner-reception in the Bishop's
honor Jon, [?] at the Hamilton Club, Paterson. Others present were, left to right, Jo-
seph Reilly, district governor; Msgr. Edward J. Scully, chaplain; Joseph M. Keating,
master of ceremonies; Dr. louis J. Bohl and Dr. Thomas F. Reilly.
‘Sense of Profession’ Urged
In Communication Industries
NEW YORK (NC)-Adver-
tisers and other representa-
tives of the communications
media were urged to "develop
a sense of profession" and to
draw ' personal guidelines”
for responsible service to the
public
The advice came from Sen-
ator Eugene J McCarthy of
Minnesota, who addressed
more than 300 persons at the
first conference sponsored by
the Catholic Apostolate of Ra-
dio. Television and Advertis-
ing (CARTA) and Fordham
University's Department of
Communication Arts.
Sen McCarthy noted that
"the private and public char-
acter of the emerging profes-
sions tn the communicitions
field imposes a special re-
sponsibility for selfdiscipline''
on those engaged m these pro
fessions
"R KT AS THE older pro-
fessions of law and medicine
evolved a body of specialized
knowledge and learning, a
code of conduct (whether writ-
ten or implied), and internal
disciplines the new profes
twos in the communications
Industries must recognize the
responsibilities related to
thetr opportunities to form the
mind and will of the people of
the Ui," ho said.
"The communications indus-
tries hive a high obligation to
seek the truth and to present
it to men." the Senator con-
tinued "They share, also, the
obligation to oppose without
qualification the lie—decep-
tion, calumny, and the half-
truth which mislead and mis-
represent
”
Senator McCarthy said he
did not share in the view of
Arthur Sylvester, Assistant
Seereiary of Defense for Pub-
lic Affairs, who stated recent-
ly that "news is only another
weapon” in the cold war ar-
tonal
"The growth of the com-
munications industries has
created new and tyecial prob-
lems," he declared, "but the
challenge to the merging pro-
fessions is the same basic mo-
ral principle involved in aO
human relations, that is, re-
spect for the truth.”
Registration Set
For Heading Center
RAMSEY Registration for
the spring term of the reading
classes at Don Bosco Diagnos-
tic Center will be held Feb. 1
from 6 30 to 9 p m.
The classes in speed and de-
velopmental reading are open
to male students from third
grade to college level and for
male adults tn industry. Sat-
urday morning sessions will
be held for grammar school
students. with Monday
evenings devoted to high
school, college and adult *tu-
deots
Blue Army
Honors Two
ELIZABETH Two men
who have served 10 year* as
trustees of the Ave Maria In-
stitute. Inc . headquarters of
the Blue Army of Our Lady
of Fatima, have been pre-
sented the new ' Distinguished
Award" medal of the or-
ganization.
Recipients are Frederick
Meissner, a New Jersey tele-
phone company executive, and
Frank Percarpio, a prominent
businessman Meissner is vice
president of the Blue Army'*
institute and Percarpio is
treasurer.
The presentation was made
by Msgr. Harold V. Colgan,
founder and international di-
rector of the Blue Army, in
Alexian Brothers Hospital here
where Msgr. Colgan is con-
fined for treatment of
bruises suffered in a fall.
Both recipients played ac-
tive roles tn the construction
of the $300,000 International
Center of the Blue Army at
the Shrine of Our Lady in
Fatima. Portugal.
Atlantic City Site
Of NCCM Meeting
NEWARK New Jersey-
ans headed by Archbishop Bo-
Isnd will play leading roles m
the 1963 biennial National
Council of Catholic Men coo-
vration m Atlantic City April
2*28 Convention plana, an-
nounced this week, also re-
vealed that the meeting will
be dedicated to the Fathers of
the Second Vatican Council.
TIIK CONVENTION ia being
sponsored by the Province of
Newark, headed by Archbish-
op Boland, who will be a
featured speaker. Also par-
ticipating in the convention
will be Bishop McNulty. Arch-
bishop Criesime J. Damtano
of Camden, and Bishop George
W. Ahr of Trenton
William F. 'Johnson of
Wayne. NCCM president, said
the dedication was decided
upon because the first session
of the council pointed toward
a pastoral and apostolic re-
newal in the Church The con-
vention theme will he: "The
l-iyman in an Age of Chris-
tian Renewal."
The federal aid to education
issue and the spirit of renewal
in the national and diocesan
councils are among the topics
which will be discussed at
general sessions Other discus-
sion topics wifi be based on:
ware of combating commun-
ism. maintaining decency in
entertainment, the Catholic in-
fluence w the race relations
field, sex education in the
family and the moral prob-
lems in business practices.
The NCCM, founded by the
Bishops in 1920. today repre-
sents some 10 million men.
Aroll bishop's
Appointments
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30
12:30 p.*>„ Pastors' lunch
eo* meeting. Arrbdioretan
Development Campaign, Rob-
ert Treat Hotel. Newark.
FRIDAY, FEB. I
12 woo*. Luncheon-meeting
First Friday Club, Downtown
Hob. Newark.
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Hostility Mars ‘Freedom’ in Israel
By MAX LAZEGA
Tbe outburst! of violence egeinst Cbrlstlen communities
7
l,r **lfh in January spotlighted the difficulties of Celbo-
lies in the lends where Christianity ties bom. The following
nrtlcle surveys the position of the Church in Itreel end enelys •
es the problems feted by Cbrlstieus there.
JERUSALEM, Israel (NC)
Christiana have nearly al-
ways been a minority in the
region where their religion
was born.
That U still the position of
Christians both in Jewish Is-
rael and In Moslem Jordan,
the two nations which today
occupy the Holy Land.
01 the 2.3 million people of
Israel, only about 35,000 are
Catholics. Of the country’s
Christian
community of some
55,000 there are about 17,000
Greek Orthodox, 900 Armenian
Gregorian*, 500 separated
Copts and Ethiopians, 950
Anglicans and 500 other Prot-
estants.
MELKITE RITE Catholics,
practically all of whom are
Arabs, number more than 20,-
000 and form the nation’s lar-
gest Catholic community.
There are also 2,700 Maronite
Rite Catholics —most of them
originating from neighboring
Lebanon —and about 10,000
members of the Latin Rite.
Of the latter approximately
6,000 are Arabs, many of
whom are descendants of per-
sons converted during the Cru-
sades. The rest are persons
born outside Israel, including
the numerous religious who
staff the Church’s hospitals,
schools and religious institu-
tions.
Catholics of the Melkite
Rite, whoso community dates
back to the early days of the
Church and is centered in
Galilee, are under the juris-
diction of Bishop Georges
Hakim of Acre. So are the
Israeli Maronites.
Bishop Hakim has under-
taken a broad program of so-
cial and economic betterment
on behalf of his people, build-
ing a whole new city neighbor-
hood for the poor, known as
Bishop's Hill, to help clear the
slums of predominantly Chris-
tian Nazareth. Communism
has had no success among
Melkites. as it has among
some Orthodox and Moslem
Arabs.
THE BISHOP hat buUt a
new Melkite Rite cathedral
and a seminary. But his See'a
41 parishes are staffed by only
25 diocesan priests.
The Melkite RUe Catholics,
along with native-born Arabs
belonging to the Latin Rite,
are generally branded by the
Jewish majority, as “Arab-
minded.” In sympathy with
the Arabs of other Middle
Eastern nations which are at
war with Israel.
Non-Arab Catholics of the
Latin Rite have a different aet
of problems In this Jewish
state.
One of them has been
created by the arrival In re-
cent years of many families
from Poland, Hungary and
Rumania in which either the
husband or the wife is a Cath-
olic.
In most such cases the Cath-
olic spouse has king lost con-
tact with the Church and as a
rule docs not practice his or
her religion.
there ARE ABOUT 200
Catholics of Jewish origin who
were either converted before
coming to Israel or who were
born and converted her*. This
slowly growing group is com-
posed of people who would not
be here but for tbe establish-
ment of the Jewish state. Its
members want to integrate
themselves as Christians and
good citizens into the new Is-
raeli society.
But there are also several
hundred converted Jews who
want to keep their conversion
secret. There is no cooperation
between these two groups of
convert* who are divided on
the question of Zionism, the
Jewish nationalist movement.
In addition there are a few
thousand Israeli Jews who
wer* baptized as children in
Europe during the war.
Having left their Christian en-
vironment, they will almost
certainly not continue to prac-
tice their religion.
TO AID JEWISH converts
*nd Catholics in mixed mar-
rlagea, the St. James Organ-
isation was aet up In 1954 by a
number of priests and laymen
and approved by LaUn Rite
Patriarch Alberto Oorl,
0.F.M., at Jeruialem. The
Patriarch, who lives In neigh-
boring Jordan, exercises his
jurisdiction over Latin Rite
Catholics hoe through his
Vicar General for Israel, Bish-
op Pier Chiappero, O K.M.
The organization’s two main
goala are to aid the non-Arab
Catholics of the Latin RUe In
larael and to promote better
understanding between Chris-
tiana and Jews. It seeks to
find all non-Arab Catholica
and help them live a
Catholic life in a Jewish en-
vironment. Translating the
prayors of the liturgy into He-
brew has been found to be of
great help in attaining this
end.
The organization also op-
erates chapels, librariea and
clubs supervised by chaplains.
A few priests visit Catholics
in isolated areas and bring
them the sacraments. Twice
a year national gatherings of
Catholics are organized at
which religious lecturrs are
given and discussion groups
deal with a variety of common
problems.
FREEDOM OF religion and
worship Is effectively guaran-
teed in Israel and its govern-
ment is eager to end in-
stances of anti-Christian dis-
crimination. But since Chris-
tians form a tiny minority
they cannot help but feel dis-
criminated against by the ma-
jority.
While native-horn Cath-
olics, mainly Arabs, are gen-
erally looked on as “traitors,”
Catholics of Jewish origin are
regarded as “apostates ”
Israeli Christian* are losing
their minority consciousness
in proportion to the growth of s
spirit of secularism here
Along with the growth of
secularism, however, there is
slso a rising Interest in re-
ligion among young Israeli
Jews.
This interest is leading
some of them toward Chris
tianity despite the strong feel-
ings against it among the
many Israelis who came here
from prcdomtnanOy Christian
countries where anti-Semitism
Is strong. A steady trickle of
convert* ii coming into the
Church even though several
years of study must preccda
Baptism.
Partly because of this, ul-
trg-Orthodox Jewish circles
take it for granted that atl
Catholics here sre mission-
aries in disguise.
IT WAS A GROUP of ultra-
Orthodox youths who were re-
sponsible for the outbursts of
violence against Christian
communities in early Jan-
uary. On Jan. 3 a number of
young fanatics smashed the
windows of a Finnish Prot-
school and spat at and
jeered Catholic Sisters.
The violence came In tho
whke of an Israeli High Court
decision that a Catholic priest
who was born a Jew was not
entitled to become an Israeli
citizen under the Law of Ro-
turn. The law provides that
all Jews automatically beeoma
citizens on entering Israel.
Prior to the court's ruling,
however, there had been no of-
ficial definition of who was a
Jaw. /
The effect of the decision
was to exclude Jews converted
to other religions, which Or-
thodox Jews regard as e vic-
tory for their viewpoint.
Recently a draft population
registry bill, now being
studied by a legislative com-
mittee. was introduced and in-
cludes a definition of a Jew-
ish national aa one who is sot
registered si a member of an-
other religion.
ONE UNFAVORABLE fac-
tor to the Church’s situation
here ia tbe inability of Israeli
youths to travel because their
country is hemmed in by hos-
tile Arab nation* The few
youths who have gone abroad
have discovered that the
Church is universal and more
dynamic sad social-mtaded
than they had thought
For the Church la this coun-
try is mainly represented by
a clergy which cannot speak
Hebrew, the national lan-
guage. and which has been be-
wildered by the rapid rhaagra
of the past 14 years since the
establishment of Israeli inde-
pendence
Scores Mission Work
Official Condemns
Violence in Israel
JERUSALEM. Israel <NC>-
Israel’s Minister for Religious
Affairs has denounced the use
of violence by ultra-Orthodox
Jewish youths against Chris-
tians early in January, but
made it dear that he is
against mission activity.
Zerah Warhaftig, a member
of the National Religious Par-
ty. aaid here that be does
“not consider violence the
proper way to combat mis-
sionary activities.” He added:
“EVEN THOUGH it is well
known that the Israeli public
does not look favorably on
missionary activity of the sort
that takes advantage of pov-
erty and backwardness in
alum areas, the struggle
against such activity need not
and cannot take the form of
violence. The establishment of
youth centers, such as is be-
ing done by the Keren Yela-
denu (an anti-Christian organ-
ization engaged in youth work)
ia a more constructive and
effective way,”
Meanwhile a report on mis-
sionary work in Israel pre-
pared by the Ministry for Re-
ligious Affairs and calling for
restrictive legislation has been
leaked to the press. Tbe pro-
posed law states that all ac-
tivities of Christian institu-
tions and clergymen must be
restricted solely to Christians
Under the proposed law-
called the “Freedom of Wor-
ship Act”—any Christian
clergyman or layman who
gave a Bible to a Jew could
he convicted of proseiytism
and could be jailed for up to
two years.
Observers here think it is
impossible to get such a law
passed by tbe Knesset (Par-
liament), however, since it is
being strongly opposed by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
lor fear of adverse foreign re-
action.
W'ARHAFTIG'S comments
were made following the Jan-
uary 3 incident in which some
SO Orthodox Jewish youths
smashed the windows of a Fin-
nish Protestant school and the
nearby Zion Christian Mission,
and insulted and spit at Catho-
lic Sisters.
The Israeli government has
expressed its regret for the in-
cident, apologized to the Fin-
nish government and arrested
nine of the youths involved.
Police have been put on guard
duty outside all Christian In-
stitutions in Israeli Jerusalem.
Pope Donates Ring
To Polish Shrine
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope John has given one of
his personal rings to the
Shrine of St. Joseph in Kalisz,
Poland, Vatican Radio an-
nounced here.
Pope John gave the ring as
a reminder of his inclusion of
the name of the foster father
of Christ in the canon of the
Mass. The shrino here features
a statue which many people be-
lieve miraculous.
Smut Charge
Hits Publisher
WASHINGTON. D. C A
New York publisher using a
Middlesex County mailing ad-
dress was arrested last week
on charge* arising from a 19-
count grand Jury indictment
alleging obscenity violations,
the Post Office Department
has disclosed
Ralph Ginzburg, publisher of
the quarterly magazine Eras,
was released on 11,000 bail
after a Philadelphia grand
jury handed down the indict-
ment. The charges related to
the mailings of advertising
material for and copiaa of a
book published by his firm.
Evidence relating to Ginz-
burg's operations was obtained
by postal inspector* and waa
submitted to the U. S. Attor-
ney at Philadelphia for con-
sideration of criminal proceed-
ings under the postal anti-ob-
scenity statutes.
THE MAGI are first called
“saints” in the writings of
Archbishop Hildcbert of
Tours (1133):
VATICAN PAVILION - Construction of the Vatican Povilion
be erected ot the New York 1963-64 World’s Fair has
been started on an oval-shaped plat of ground meas-
uring 50,000 square feet. Surmounted by a lantern and
cross, the pavilion will cost about $2 million, it was an-
nounced by Church and fair officials.
Pravda Irked
By Religion
BERLIN (NC) - Catholic
*t><! BapUft Churchc* in
Belnrum*, a republic la the
pari of the Soviet Un-
too. are attracting not only
older people but «h* youth at
well. according to the Com-
muaitt Party newspaper
Pravda
Pravda reported (hi* la an
article entitled Where Are
the Militant AthetfU'” The
article urged communixi* to
go into home* and try to win
believer* to athevtm
See Doubled
Food Needs
ROME (NC>—The UN rood
ami Agriculture Orgamutaon
extimaled that from coe third
to text- half the people of the
world today nutter from hue
ger or malnutrition or from
both
Bated oa the UN terecatt of
world population growth by
the year SOW. the new xurvey
estimate* that food auppUea
will have to be doubled by
I9tf> and tripled by the turn o(
the century to achioe "a level
of nutrition reasonably ade-
quate to the need* of all the
work!» people*
“ United Na-
irn* expert* expect the world
population to double b) JOCa)
It I* now about three bdlmo
The new KAO *urve>—pre
' low* one* were pubiithed in
ISM and IVVi louh the form of
a paper preaented by the agcti
cy'a iUUitical director. Dr.
P V. Sukhatrr.c It wat pub-
Uahed here at a nontechnical
brochure totaled ' Six Bilitoo
to Feed."
Birth Control Pills
Seen Dangerous
WASHINGTON t RNS)—The
public health director of Oak
Park. 111. charged there is
danger in the use of oral eon
inceptive*, or so-called birth
control pill*, in an article ap-
pearing here in the current is-
sue of the Catholic Family
Leader, a publication of the
NCWC Family Life Bureau.
The article devote* itself to
a private memorandum Dr.
Herbert A Ratner sent to the
Illinois Public Aid Commission
in a recent dispute over use
of tax funds to supply
contraceptives and birth con-
trol data to certain welfare
clients.
In the report. Dr. Ratner
charged that the birth control
pills involve long-range dang-
er*. complications and even
unnecessary removal of
female organs
DR. RATNER was particu-
larly critical of the Planned
Parenthood Association's eo
dorsement and promotion of
the pills.
"Planned Parenthood." Dr
Ratner said, “by suppressing
th* complete story of the oral
contraceptive pill, is violating
its obligation to the public
who supports it. Like most en-
thusiastic promoters of new
drugs, they have remained re-
markably silent about the
dangers and the medical com-
plications of the pill which are
being reported increasingly in
the medical literature.”
Dr. Ratner said the U. S.
Food and Drug Administration
hat limited the us* of the con-
traceptive pill to not more
than two years for any one
woman because of uncertain-
ty about its long-range dang-
ers.
He also asserted that the pill
causes false pregnancy and
stimulates the growth of pre-
existing uterine tumors.
Polls of physicians, he said,
“Indicate that the majority
would not prescribe this pill
to their wives and daughters,
and that about ball of thoao
who have used th* pill in pri-
vate patients have already dis-
continued its use because of
its many complications.“
Jailed Bishop
Still Alive
HONG KONG (NC) - !m-
-prisoned Bishop Ignatius Kung
Pin mei of Shanghai, who wai
earlier rumored to have died,
was reliably reported alive in
prison at the end of November.
Rumors circulated several
times during the past
year that the Bishop waa
gravely ill and even that he
had died. Reports of the
death of an unidentified Cath-
olic priest in th* T 1 Lai Ghiao
(Shanghai) prison during 1962
led some to believe that the
Bishop had died there.
At the end of November,
however, prison authorities
asked the Bishop’s relatives
for warm clothing and books
for him. No member of hla
family had been allowed to
visit him and there la no way
of knowing the state of bis
health.
Bishop Kung Pln-mel was
arrested in 1955 for ao called
“anti-revolutionary activi-
ties" and a few years latsr
was condemned to Ufa imprll-
onmant.
Theologian Says Many Belong
To Mystical Body of Christ
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
official papal theologian has
asserted that there are non-
Catholics who are “real Chris-
tiana” and therefore m com-
munion with th* Mystical Body
of Christ and benefit from toe
Communion of batnu.
Rev. Luigi Cupp*. OP,Hea-
ter of tho Sacred Palace*,
msda hi* comment u L Os*cf-
v store Romano.
HE LSCEUDEU among "real
Christians" baptized period
who have “supernatural faun
u Christ th* KcOccrr.rr anu
who are united with Hun
torough bonds of chanty and
respect for ill* teachings and
precepts while remaining ex-
trrnauy separated from t&e
Catholic Church ”
He said such persons "hr#
in ■ certain communion of su-
pernatural guts born with
inrut th* (Usd and with to*
members of Hu My-iucal
Body," Foe that rriaoc, r.t
said, they benefit from to*
communion ot Saints, enjoy mg
in part the treasures of merit.
ot saiufsclioo and ot prayer
which circulate among the
members of the Mysticzl
Body "
From these treasures of toe
Communion of Saints “flows a
bencfical influence on all toe
children of the Redemption."
Father Cuppi staled
It can be affirmed, toe Do
rnimcan theologian said, tost
“Christians separated in good
faith from the Apostolic See.
moved by the Holy Spirit, tend
toward becoming reunited with
the visible body of the Catholic
Church ao the wings of desire.
at yearning and of wishing
"
FATHER CIAPPI cited
Pope* Leo XII! aad Pius XI si
authorities for the statement
"Those who were validly bijv
tired belong by right to toe
Church although they find
themselves off toe nghl road
because of false doctrines
He quoted a letter from toe
Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office to Richard Car-
dmaJ Cushing eg Boston (Aug.
6. IH3) stating that *»rb Chm
tisns adhere to the Church
lie said such adherence is
through a desire which Pope
Plus XU's encyclical Mystici
Corpora styled "unconscious "
Some of these Christians, he
pointed out. "shine with solid
virture to the point at the
heroism of martyrdom.”
There is. be said "a certain
symbiosis between th*, mem
berv of the Mystical Body of
Christ and those »bo yearn to
become members.” .“Syjnbio.
sis" is a biological term de-
scribing the living together in
more or less Ultimate associ-
ation or even close union ot
two dissimilar organisms
He continued: “There D also
a sacramental conformity be-
tween all validly baptized per-
sons and Christ the Head of
the Mystical Body; thev are
therefore at Jeast basically. . .
incorporated in it.
HE RECALLED that Christ
prayed and died on the Cross
so that all believers in Him
might be one. For this sane
intention He prays constantly
in Heaven and sacrifices Him-
self daily in the Mass.
"Thus there reigned in th*
(Second Vatican) Council, at
which even the representative*
of the separated brothers as-
sisted. a certain unity not only
of minds and hearts but even
of external worship." he said.
AU separated Christiana who
long for unity were somehow
present with the celebrant of
the Mass tn the ccaincil ha!l,
he asserted
Sold Bible Pictures,
Slovak Scnt lo Jail
BERLIN <NC) A resident
of Kosice. Slovakia, has born
sentenced to three years in
jail for selling picture! show-
ing Biblical scenes, according
to reports reaching here
Tbe convicted person. Josef
Brann. allegedly supplied to*
pictures, which a Slovak com-
munist newspaper caild
“smut," to Catholic priests
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7WISHES...
The people of Bamberger’s join with all our
neighbors in sending Bishops-Elect Dougherty
and Costello every good wish for long and
successful service in their new appointments
as Auxiliaries to the distinguished Archbishop
of Newark. Their spiritual, scholarly and cul-
tural leadership has been a vital force in the
growth and development of our community,
and men of all faiths rejoice in their elevation
to the Episcopacy of greater Newark.
i%L
NEW U JERSEY
Quotes From National Conference
Christ Is the Victim ofRacial Injustice
Following are toma selected quotes from talks give* at
the National Conference on Religion and Race in Chicago.
Christian Responsibility
“The religious culture of the
South is a culture strongly
shaped by the Southern Bap-
tist Convention, and anyone
concerned with religion and
race knows that heavy respon-
sibility for racial justice In
the South falls with this
Christian body ~.
"In the North, the culture
of many large cities has been
heavily shaped by Roman
Catholics and their institu-
tions. No large northern dty
will seriously tackle problems
of segregation in housing, for
example, if Catholics and
Catholic diocese* do not ear-
nestly tackle them." Mat-
thew Ahman, executive direc-
tor. National Catholic Confer-
ence for Interracial Justice
• ♦ *
Denial of God •‘The reli-
gious ' institution which re-
mains aloof from its neighbor-
hood, and whose administra-
tors do not involve themselves
with the aspirations, causes
and organisations of the neigh-
borhood, are by virtue of their
symbolic role denying God in
that neighborhood." - Msgr.
John J. Egan, director, Chi-
c«|o Archdiocesan Conserva-
tion Council
* ; ' Ip; joy
Need for Cooperation The
problems of race "are too
manifold and too deep rooted
in human
passions and mis-
understandings for any one of
our great religious bodies to
deal with them alone.”—Al-
bert Cardinal Meyer of CM-
cage
• • •
Iw*er Ufa “I would like
to suggest that insteadof seek-
ing a solution to the race prob-
lem through the inner life of
church and synagogue, it
would be more realistic to
seek a true inner life for
church and synagogue through
the race problem.” The
Rev. Will D. Campbell, South-
ern regional director. Depart-
ment of Racial and Cultural
Relations, National Cowell of
Churches
• • •
Whose World? - "By negli-
gence and silence we have ail
become accessory before the
God of mercy to the injustice
committed against Urn Ne-
groes by men of our nation.
We have (ailed to demand, to
insist, to challenge and to
chastise
...
"Few of us seem to realise
how insidious, how radical.
how universal and evil racism
Is. Few of us realize that ra-
cism is man’s gravest threat
to man, tho maximum of ha-
tred for a minimum of reason,
the maximum of cruelty for a
minimum of thinking ~.
"This is not a white man’s
world.'lt is God’s world. No
man has a place In this world
who tries to keep another man
in bis place." - Rabbi Abra-
ham J. Hescbel, Jewish Theo-
logies! Seminary of America
■ • •
National Froblem _ "The
plague of racial injustice is
not contained within geograph-
ical limits. It is not a regional
issue. It is a national issue and
a national disgrace ... What
ono section (of the country)
does brutally by antiquated
law and outdated custom, an-
other does jiist as brutally by
private agreement and the
curtain of silence." Arch-
bishop Paul J. Halllnsn, At-
lanta, Ga. [ .
■ . • • * •
Organised Protests-"Amcr-
ican Catholics ~. have been
so concerned in pulpit, press
and classroom with sexual
morality that we have tended
to shrink tho moral universe
to the dimensions of the Sixth
and Ninth Commandments. I
have ...seen students from
Catholic schools picketing
movie theaters where ’con-
demned’ films were being
shoWR ...
"I should like just once be-
fore 1 die to sec Catholic stu-
dents, shepherded by their
religious teachers, picketing a
slum district bearing placards
which road: ’We Catholic stu-
dents of this city publicly pro-
test that here Christ in His
brothers is condemned to live
like a swine)
"Sub-human housing, sub-
standard education, all the de-
vices snd instruments of ra-
cial hatred and prejudice have
as their victims not s race or
a cultural minority. They have
as their, victim Christ."
Philip Scharper, editor-in-
chief, Sbecd aad Ward pub-
lishers.
"Program Needed "As o
layman ...I tebndar why I
can go to church S3 times a
year and not hear ooe sermon
on the practical problems of
race relations ... I wonder,
furthermore, why each minis-
ter, rabbi and priest does not
map a specific program for
his congregation —a program
which will produce concrete
gains over Uw next 13
months."—R. Sargent Shrtver,
director. Peace Cerpe.
For All Colleges
Education Council Advises
Wide Federal Aid Program
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
American Council on Educa-
tion (ACE) has proposed a
wide program of federal ac-
tion to develop U. S. higher
education public and pri-
vate.
The council, which Includes
tho Nations! Catholic Educa-
tional Association In Its mem-
bership. Is tho nation’s prin-
cipal organized spokesmen
for higher sdnestiop.
THE PLAN centered on a
recommendation for a com-
mitment of n men a year
for matching grama and low
interest loans for the construc-
tion of "instructions! and re-
search facilities" fas public and
privatehmtitnttani.
The proposal is similar to
ana which died in the House
In M3. intervention of the Na-
tion*! EductUoo Association ts
credited with botag a major
factor la killing tt.
la runs wing the proposal.
Uw ACE said that use of fed-
eral funds for private tnstttu-
Uons. which an "an integral
put of the American system
of higher education." amounts
to "nothing aaw, in either
principle or practice."
"Hfotoncstty," said the ACE
rra'tiasraj
drawn no line of demarcation
between public and private In-
stitutions of higher education
when utilising them m the na-
tional Interest.”
PRESIDENT Kennedy’s bud-
got for the fiscal year
proposed that Use National Sci-
ence Foundation’s role in aid-
lag higher education ho ex-
panded.
Tha foundation, which dis-
tributes federal money for sci-
ence research projects to both
public and private tastitutioos
af higher education, would ha
givoa Pti million, an Increase
of laboratories and other, so
sent total.
Tha foundation's new role
would be to distribute largo
federal grama for ronstraction
of ft in mtlbon over the pra-
tact and engineering class-
room* at both public and pri-
vate college*.
The administration's budget
withheld details, as did the
State of the Union message,
on how the president proposes
to assist education on the ele-
mentary and secondary level*.
Byzantine Mass
Said in English
SUBIACO. Alt (RNS) A
Byzantine Rite Mass entirety
in English wss offered her*
for the first time with mentis
of the Subiaco Abbey and stu-
dents of Sobiaeo Academy tak-
ing part.
The Maas was celebrated by
the Rev. Viacom Shepherd of
S«. Bernard’s Abbey, Cullman.
Ga. From the opening "Litany
of Peace" to the conckadiag
recessional, all parts of the
Msss or Liturgy were
sung or recited in EagMah.
The Byzantine liturgy has
more dialogue between the
celebrant and the faithful than
tha Latin Mam. and there are
fewer variable parts.
Fatter Shepherd is ooe of
three priests at St. Barnard's
who are bi-ritual. They have
the privilege of offering Mam
In either the Latin or Byun-
tine Rite.
Library Grant
To St. Peter's
JERSEY CITY - St. Pe-
ter’a College has received a
grant of $700 from the Asso-
ciation of College and Ha-
search Libraries, a division of
the American Library Associa-
tion.
The grant, made poaalbla by
the Joint efforts of eight cor-
porations and foundations, is
om of 70 givsh throughout tbo
country and the only ooe to a
New Jersey collage. It will be
used to purchase reference
work*, according to Rev. Ed-
mond Ivors, S.J., librarian.
Bishop McNnlty
To Attend Dinner
WAYNE Bishop McNulty
will he guest of honor aad
principal speaker at the Calh
obc Mew of Wayne dinner to
be held Jan. 9 at Dooohur’s
Restaurant
Tha dinner ts being spoo
sored by the Nocturnal Adora-
tion Society of the three per-
tehee located ta this Passaic
Oamly township: lloiy Crow.
Immaculate Heart of Mary
aad Our Lady of the Valley.
The lay speaker will be Jo-
seph Spendicy of Haworth
Federal Aid
Seen Legal
ATLANTIC cm (NO—A
commission of the Association
«f American Colleges held that
nothin* ka the VS. Constitu-
tion prohibits federal aid lor
education la private college*.
The claim was made la a
report from the association's
Commission m Legislation.
Calvert N KOI*, president of
Juniata Cottage. Huntingdon.
Pa., commission chairman,
submitted the report to the
ttth annual meetia* of the as-
sociatMa. composed predomi-
nantly of private liberal aria
coBegos.
"There is eothia* la the
Constitution of the Catted
States.-' the report said. “«•
debar the federal government
from assisting ceOagao ami
universities. »fcstever their af-
filiation. in the performance of
their proper educational func-
tions. **
In Alabama
Integration
Calm Asked
BIRMINGHAM. Ain. (NC)-
Alabama’s people have been
cautioned by 11 ranking cler-
gymen of tho state against "in-
flammatory rebellious"
statements of opposition to
possible desegregation of
schools here.
The appeal for moderation
came three days after the de-
fiant inaugural address of
Gov. George Wallace, who
promised that he would main-
tain segregation.
Among signers of the state-
ment was Auxiliary Bishop Jo-
seph A. Durlck of Mobile-
Birmingham, who was au-
thorized to sign by Archbishop
J. Toolcn
Other signers are Lvo
Methodists, two rabbis, two
Episcopalians, a Baptist, a
Presbyterian, a Greek Ortho-
dox snd an official of the
Christian Church** of Alaba-
ma.
The statement said that
"hatred and violence'’ have
no sanction in “our religious
and political traditions" It
said that laws may not he
ignored by "whims of in-
dividuals."
Form College Chapter
Of Interracial Group
ST. BONAVENTURE. N. V.
(HC) — Students of St. Boo
•vesture University who ere
members of the Third Order
wt St, Francis have organized
the tint college unit of Action
for Interracial Understanding,
a Catholic movement designed
to solve racial problems at the
grassroots level.
Prayers Pledged
MADRID (NC) - Rev. Pat-
rick Peyton, C.S.C., said here
that the Family Roaary Cru-
sade which he directs has
netted 15 million pledges of
daily recitation of the rosary.
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HAWAII AND TNI DO*.DIN WIIT
17 DAY
Fabulous Vacation
JUNE 28 to JULY 14, 1963
CtMi MA M Holott _ in,
$525.00 INC. TAX
TON WTORMATTOW AND
RESERVATIONS. CAU. NOW.
ST. CHRIITOPHf R 0011.0
M DROAOWAY. niwark. h. j
HU 2-7172
RO*l ANIITTA RUTH KRAUtt
PL 941265
BRIDAL UIOX
BALSSY ST, MtBAIUC
Wep romise you
one of the loveliest and
largest collections of
spring and summer
BridalFashions in
all New Jersey
from to year hart's eoctwt—-
without any abijptm Sea isqattb
raw /owns nr on •min Draw
party. IrfcU (mm, 49.98 to!
B-' ijsnahh vd forwati,
22.98 to 4998. M
8200.
Cham ar Upt
r NKum
Holland-America Line,
expands its service to
GALWAY
In 1963, Holland-America*a charming
thrift-liner Maaidam will make regular,
frequentcalta at Galway during tho. sum-
mer. Thia expanded service will, of
course, supplement the Maasdam’s regu-
lar calla at Cobb throughout the rest of
theyear.
The air-conditioned, stabilizer-equipped
s.«. Maasdam oilers superb food, comfort-
able accommodations, gracious service
and a genial, jovial “happy ship’
1
atmos-
phere.
Other Maasdam gateway .pbrtrlti ’63t
Southampton, Le Havre, Rotterdam and
Bremerhaven. See your travel agent.
PROM NEW YORKt
SAILINGS TO GALWAY, April 30 (May 1 FROM BOSTON)
SAILINGS TO COON, FEBRUARY 4, MARCH 4. APRIL 1
SAIL A HAPPY SHIP
29 Broadway, Ntw York 6, New York
1 -A- 1
; u iTns,^--
For Holland - Ameri-
can Una Reserva-
tions or Information,
Call, Write or See—
JOS. IV!. BYRNE CO.
828 Broad St. Newark, N.J.
MA 3-1740
New Course in
READING
SPECIAL and
CORRECTIVE
Don Bosco
Diagnostic Confer
Franklin Turnpike,
Ramioy, N.J.
Registration Friday
FEBRUARY 1
In the library
For Information cat m
NOrth 4.5008
(Evening Hours)
if:
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Start a Broadway Bank ehfelony account today and
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COMPARE!
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CHANGES
*£?***•* MMOWAY
IWptr north SOfpw worth iigr
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT AND BANK BY MAIU-
BROADWAY BANK PAYS POSTAGE BOTH WAYS
BROADWAY BANK
& Trust Company
M fcoadwsy, Patwson, NswJwssy ARmory 84000
fWDIVis AtOmLAQa WwtSSj* jfatf£S »kl Bsrfi
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
H 6 WASHINGTON STREET
MA 2-5071 NEWARK. N.J
It's Easy!
TRIP to
...to win a |
VISITING FATIMA—ROME—ETC.
CATHOLIC TRAVELER is giving it nwnyl
»>vi Lia
Y*i
**
H!eaV
TV« "Mopoiino of All ih* Skrinot" . . . up to 60 pog.i aocti litue,
w™ (n M cotori Lpuollr reciting for All Cotholicc . . . ttioM who
k»»t plont lo HI Pit Holjf Podtor. or PotHor Pio, lourdrr. Potimo,
lh«l. Porir, OK., and that* w*>a or* only “orm cfvoir trovelort."
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NAMIt_
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WAREHOUSE
CLEARANCE!
There never was a better time to hove an
'AST COAST FINISHED
BASEMENT ROOM
To clear out our warehouse of overstock ma-
terials wo oro offering Finished Basements at
fantastic low Prices! Imogine: pre finished wall
paneling, acoustical ceiling tiles, colorful floor
tiles, recessed lighting —and every Finished
Basement INCIUOES a BUIITIN BARI It's all
yours —and the price will be much less than
you dreamed possible)
NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 7 YNS. TO PAY
PER
WEEK
16x24' BASEMENT
msAiio tot
tINISHING
•*."•4 by last
| Cecil, weltt iiuddod
I orcoiding la finish mo.
••'■oil dotiiod. win-
dow 4 000/ eptn-
•"*» propoiod coil-
Intt twrvd.
French Protestant Monastery
Devoted to Christian Unity
TAIZE, France (RNS) A
cluster of unity-minded Prot-
estant monks, the Brotherhood
of Taize. France, is fast being
recognized in Catholic and
Protestant circles as one of
the brightest signs of visible
Christian unity on the religious
horizon.
Their purpose is reconcilia-
tion between separated
Christians, between husbands
and wives between un-
believers and the church, be-
tween mankind and the chal-
lenges of an industrialized
world. Their method is to pray
and live together at Taize as
a monastic community dedi-
cated to God, and to work “in
the world" as men having
secular occupations but dedi-
cated to Christian unity.
INTEREST IN Taize and it*
unity goal is at an all-time
high. Christian unity is up.
der study by the continuing
Second Vatican Council. Dur-
ing the week of Jan. 18. both
Protestants and Catholics are
offering a chorus of prayers
to end the schisms of cen-
turies.
The Catholic Chair of Unity
Octave during this period is
marking the 100th anniversary
of the birth of Rev. Paul J. F<
Mattson. S.A.. of the Graymoor
Friars, who started it in 1908.
Among Protestants and the
Eastern Orthodox, the annual
Week of Prayer for Christian
Unity is being celebrated
with Bible readings and
prayers on the theme, “lie is
our Peace," from the book of
Ephesians.
••FUTURE generations will
be lea* and less willing to ac-
cept the contradictions ol
Christians divided into differ-
ent creeds." writes prior
Roger Schulz, who started the
Taize Brotherhood in 1938, in
anew English translation
(Helicon Press) of a volume
summarizing the spiritual
goals of Taite entitled "Liv-
ing Today for God."
"The poison of disunity is to
Insidious that it is not
recognized by those affected
by it. By shutting u* up In
Christian ghettoes, our divis-
ions have stifled our vitality."
Over and over again. Prior
Schuti stresses that Christ's
prayer. "That nil may be one
.
. .that the world may be-
lieve" is "not Just one human
aspiration among many but a
positive command of faith." It
demands obedience.
AT THE FIRST session of
the Second Vatican Council, a
group of Taize Brothers trans-
formed a Rome apartment in-
to a monastery-in-miniature.
Fathers of the council were
thus given the unique chance
to learn of the Brotherhood'*
life and rule, which is based
on the rule of St. Benedict.
Two of the monks attended
the sessions of the council as
"guests of the iecrotariat."
invitations having been ex-
tended by the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity
headed by Augustin Cardinal
Bea.
Member* of the community
undertake the triple obligation
of lifetime celibacy, obedience
to one authority and common
sharing of material goods. In
addition to a prayer-filled life
in Taize, near the ancient
western monastic center of
Cluny, they can be found on
missions at Marseilles as dock
worker*, in North Africa as
bricklayer* among Moslems,
as dialogue leaders at Packard
Manse, an ecumenical center
near Boston, Mass., or work-
ing in slum* at Abidjan.
French West Africa.
THE VISITOR to Taize.
(pronounced Tay-zay). a som-
nolent yellow-walled village
with a population of 78, is im-
pressed with its resemblance
to many other Burgundy com-
munities ...a romanesque
12th century church
...the
sound of the Angctus. .
.
white-
robed monks bound for prayer.
The small parish church is
Catholic. The Brothers are
Protestant. For many years
they have been allowed by
Catholic officials to bold
thrice-daily liturgical services
there. They use an ecumeni-
cal prayer book with some
Greek Orthodox liturgy, and
hymns and Psalms which in-
corporate Gregorian and
Anglican chants and music.
Catholic priests from many
European areas are frequent
"dialogue" visitors to the moe-
astery.
tn August. Ml. the modem
Taize Church of the Re-
coocthatm was opened oo a
nearby hilltop. It has a Cath-
olic crypt. The church was de-
signed by the Brother*. Funds
and labor were donated by the
"Suhnezeichen" (signs of re-
conciliation). student group
from Germany in repentance
for Nazi crimes.
THE BROTHERS wear
their white habits only in
church. The garb, they feel,
has meaning only within tha
Christian community. At other-
times, they wear regular over-
alls or business suits. Asa
sign of their vocaUoo, they
wear an aluminum ring on the
left hand.
The Taize Brotherhood has
made major contributiotu to
the village. One. Brother Rob-
ert. is the first resident phy-
sician. Another. Brother Alain,
organized a modern dairying
cooperative for the region
The community's ceramics
workshop designs are in de-
mand all over the world.
There is a Taize school tor
orphans and a Taize printing
press
IN THE SPIRITUAL realm,
the community has retreats
and study sessions at a con-
ference center at Cormatin.
two miles from Taize. These
are known as Cormatin En-
counters. And from them have
grown husband wife con-
ferences called “Households of
Unity."
The Brotherhood was
started by Prior Schuti when
he was a Reformed Church
theological student in Laus-
anne. in IKS With like-minded
friend*, he set out to organize
a center for prayer, dialogue
and spiritual retreats and es-
tablished a house in Taize.
The Gestapo forced him to
return to Switzerland in INX.
As soon as Burgundy was free,
boweeas. he waa bark «tth
throe students
They formed a mwnßy,
made their profession at Eas-
ter. ihto. and a unique eenture
into modern ecumenism was
born.
UNITY CENTER - White-robadmembers of the Brotherhood of Taize, a Fronch Protes-
tant monoitic community, gather outside Cotholic church in which they hold liturgical
services. The brotherhood is dedicated to Christian unity.
Identical Services
Promote Unity
COLUMBUS. Ohio (NC) Catholics and Protestants hero
untied to observe the Chair of Unity Octave which cods Jan 25
Identical services are being held daily at St. Joseph's
*!** 13 pro,MUnt churches. The service • known as
a Bible-Vigil _ consists of readings from Scripture and recita-
tion of the Apostle* Creed, a litany for Christian unity the Our
Father and a prayer for the day.
A common prayer being said during the octave i*t "For
our controversies, sometimes full of maty, narrowmindedness or
exaggerations with regard to our Christian brethren, for our
intransigence* and our harsh judgments we beseech Thee to
pardon us, O Lord."
The whole senes of Bible Vigils for Christian Unity wss
prepared b 7 the French Catholic Ecumenical Center at Lyon*.
France, in cooperation with th# World Council of Churches. It
has been adapted and is being sponsored hero by the Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine.
Cardinal Bea Cites Gains at Unity Service
A» AJvoctle Stun Summary
V An address by Augustin Car-
dinal Bea citing gains in
Christian unity during the
year highlighted a series of
programs snd religious care-
mdnics held throughout tho
world as the Church marked
the annual Chair of Unity Oc-
tave.
At rallies, dialogue sessions
and solemn liturgical rituals,
thq, theme of unity was stress-
ed as the octave was held for
the 55th Ume since its found-
ing by the Franciscan Friars
of the Atonement in the U. S.
in 1908. The octave begins
every year on Jan. 18 and
ends Jan. 25.
CARDINAL REA. secretary
of the ecumenical council's
Secretariat for Christian Uni-
ty, was one of eight Cardinals
who spoke nightly at the
Church of San Andrea del
Valle during the octave.
He tingled out three out-
standing facts which he said
dominated this "inexorable,
ever-quickening march of
events" in the cause of unity.
The first, he said, was the
presence of more than 40 ob-
server-delegate* and guest*
from other Christian commu-
nities at the Second Vatican
Council. The second was the
numerous appeals, sometimes
official, made by non-Catholir
Christian communities to pray
for the council
The third factor was "the
reciprocal influence of the
council members and the
group of observer delegates,"
he said.
AS A RESULT of the past
year's events, new life has
been given to the Church Un-
ity Octave this year, tha Car-
dinal said. At the same time,
he added, "tbe octave It in-
spired by the heartfelt desire
of what ia to come, namely of
what will be done by the coun-
cil commissions In the period
before the next session of the
council."
He continued:
"This future hai been shap-
ed, practically apeaking, in the
first session of the council, not
only with regard to th# spirit,
but in the concrete form of a
draft decree on the unity of
the Church
...
"The council has solemnly
approved in general principle
and with its supreme author-
ity, the fundamentals of Cath-
olic ecumenism and has more-
over made known its inten-
tion to direct and order more
fully ecumenical activity."
OTHER NOTABLE events
in connection with the octave
Included:
A raUy of more than 1,000
AngUcant, Catholics and Free
Church members in London's
snow- and wind-swept Trafal-
gar Square.
A ProteaUnt-Catholic-Or-
thodox dinner at John Carroll
University, Cleveland. at
which Auxiliary Bishop John
F. Whcalon'of Cleveland ad-
dressed a crowd of over 1,000
on the ecumenical council.
A call for year-round prayer
for unity from Very Rev. Sam-
uel Cummings, S.A., of St.
Paul's Friary, Garrison, N.Y..
in a sermon at St. Patrick's
Cathedral, New York City,
where daily services are being
held during the octave.
A dialogue on the priesthood
between Lutherans and Catho-
lics at the University of Minn-
esota.
A Christian unity dinner for
priests and ministers in Alex-
andria, Va., at which. Bishop
John J. Russell of Richmond
wa« host.
An inter-faith meeting In
Davenport, lowa, arranged by
the Davenport Diocese and
the Protestant Council of
Churches, which heard reports
on the Vatican Council from
Bishop Ralph L. Hayes of
Davenport and Dr. Stanley I.
Stuber, Baptist minister who
was a council observer.
Praise for Pope John's work
toward Christian unity in a
sermon by Giacomo Cardinal
Lercaro of Bologna.
A discussion on unity held
between Catholics and Luther-
ans in a Lutheran church in
Mason City, lowa.
THE OCTAVE was founded
by Rev. Paul J, F. Wattson.
S.A., born In Maryland in
1863. An Anglican, he founded
the Society of the Atonement
in 1898 and two years later
committed it to the vocation of
Christian unity.
In 1908 he launched the Oc-
tave of Prayer for the Unity
of Christians. His concept of
unity included the return of
the Anglican Church to com-
munion with the Holy See, but
he eventually abandoned his
a postdate for corporate reun-
ion of the Anglicans and con-
fided the unity mission blindly
to the Providence of God.
In agreement with Mother
Lurana White, co-founder of
the society and leader of tha
congregation's Sisters, as well
as the rest of tbe religious
community, he applied for the
corporate union of the Society
of the Atonement with Rome.
Pope St. Pius X granted his
petition, and the society was
received into the Church Oct.
30. 1909.
Father Wattson died Feb. 8,
1940.
Cardinal Cushing Planning
Boston Ecumenical Center
BOSTON. Mass. fNC) -
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston has announced that he
will build a large ecumenical
center here for the Paulist Fa-
thers.
,
The Pauiista, who are en-
caged in dialogue work In
Boston, said tbe foundation
win be named the Cardinal
Cushing Institute for Religious
Understanding.
THE INSTITUTE wiU be the
first of it* kind in the U. 5-
tt wifl be simiUar to those al-
ready functwwng in Europe,
such at the Mohier Institute in
Paderborn, Germany, and the
latina in Pan*.
The purpose of the new in
stitote construction cost of
which will be about 1250.000
will be to carry on theo-
logical studies and discussions
between Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish clergymen.
Tbe institute wiU house a
theological library, small
chapel, meeting rooms snd au-
ditorium and living quarter*
for resident and visiting cler-
gymen. Groundbreaking will
be in March.
The Paulist* have conducted
several dialogue sessions here
On Oct. 23 and 24. some 30
priests and minister* attended
session* on Christology. tradi-
tion and scripture and the
Church and New Testament.
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Why We Rejoice
Today, this week, this month, this
year, and for a long time to come, the
Archdiocese of Newark rejoices. For die
first time in its history it has four suo
cessors of the Apostles, our beloved Arch*
bishop and three Auxiliary Bishops.
THE EPISCOPAL consecration of
Bishop Dougherty and Bishop Costello
adds the names of two eminently quail*
fied priests to the hierarchy of the
Church. How well qualified they are be-
comes more apparent when one recalls
the contents of a letter written many
years ago by an eminent Catholic Bishop
to another new Bishop.
This letter writtenalmost 2000 years
ago sets forth the qualities a Bishop must
have.
This letter, the famous one from
Paul to Timothy, states in part: “If any*
one is eager for the office of Bishop, he
desires a good work. A Bishop must be
blameless, prudent, reserved, of good con-
duct, hospitable, a teacher ...moderate,
not quarrelsome, not avaricious.”
Although the Apostle Paul did not
know, at least at that time, the names
and identities of the future Bishops in
Newark, he did outline with remarkable
accuracy, the outstanding characteristics
of Bishop Dougherty and Bishop Costello.
They are without doubt, men of blame-
less character. They are “reserved” men,
which means they are men of quiet dig-
nity but always pleasant and affable.Each
is a teacher with many years of experi-
ence in his assignment as a priest of
the Archdiocese.
THE ARCHDIOCESE of Newark is
indeed fortunate to be blessed with two
new Bishops so admirably suited, by
training, experience and personal quali-
fications for their new office and the re-
sponsibilities entailed in that office.
In tittering our congratulations and
best wishes, we add our fervent prayers
that God will grant them many years of
health, happiness and increasing holiness.
Saint of the Eucharist
The living proof of a powerful spir-
itual vitality existing in America today is
found in our great devotion ta the Holy
Eucharist and in the almost universal
practice of frequent Communion. Fam-
ilies by the thousands crowd to our altar
rails Sunday after Sunday. Pastors claim
that it is not extraordinary in an average
size parish of 1500 families to have over
100,000 Communions a year.
A MAN WHO, under God, was the
prime mover in our modern resurgence
of Eucharistic devotion was canonized in
Rome on Dec. 9 His name is Peter Julian
Rymard.
St Peter Julian was a French parish
priest who died in 1868. With an intense
love of the Eucharist and dominated by a
desire to glorify the Blessed Sacrament
throughout the world, he founded the re-
ligious order of the Blessed Sacrament
Fathers, and also a congregation of Sis-
ters, the Servants of the Blessed Sacra-
ment.
He organized the Priests' Eucharis-
tic League which now has a membership
of 32,000 in the U. S. alone. For
the laity, he instituted the People's
Eucharistic League and there are 200,000
members in the U. S. pledged to spend
one hour a month in the presence of the
Blessed Sacrament.
? Other organizations, though not
started by this saintly priest, can be at-
tributed to the influence of hit seal and
inspiration. Such are the Family Com-
munion Crusade now extended to50 coun-
tries; the Eucharistic Congresses that
bring together pilgrims from all over the
world; the Catholic Youth Adoration So-
ciety now in eight countries.
Another, the Nocturnal Adoration
Society, for men only, with a membership
in the U. S. of near 100,000 Is the lay-
man’s tough but practical and manly way
Of showing sincere love for the Euchar-
ist. These nocturnal adorers get out of
bed at odd hours in the night to go on
their knees in Church and spend "one
hour with Him, one night a month."
THE TREMENDOUS significance of
this devotion to the Eucharist is that the
Catholic layman is not only glorifying
God. but he is also sanctifying the world.
In striving for peace today, the essential
feature of Catholic strategy Is prayer and
devotion to the Holy Eucharist. In his
final sermon two weeks before be died,
Father Peter Julian Eyrnard said: "The
Eucharist is yours. You need nothing
else.”
If America should fail in the world
struggle, it will not be because we have
neglected to arm ourselves with adequate
nuclear weapons. We have enough now to
destroy the world. Our failure will come
when we neglect the old weapons of pray-
er, Communion, and adoration. Just now
it seems we are not failing. But we still
need more assurance at the altar rail.
Slaughter of the Innocents
Currently, direct abortion is legal in
Minnesota If bearing the child would en-
danger the mother's life. That eWM mur-
der is condoned to this extent is already
shocking enough. But more «h<v»irfng still
would be the revision now under con-
sideration —of Minnesota's criminal code
so as to permit abortion also in the case
of rape, incest, when a deformed child
would be born, or when the birth would
severely impair the mental or physical
condition of the mother.
THIS “LIBERALIZATION” of an al-
ready too liberal law would pave the way
for a veritable slaughter of the innocents.
• Most shocking of all is the failure of
Protestant and Jewish spokesmen to tabs
a firm stand in defense of unborn Infants
and of the moral law. Of the nine Minne-
sota religious leaders who were asked
their opinion on the proposed revision.
only one, the Catholic spokesman. Auxil-
iary Bishop Leonard P. Cowley, declared
flatly and unequivocally that the direct
termination of the life of an innocent
human “is always s crime. There just
aren’t any exceptions to it”
THE REPLIES OF the eight others
who were polled seven ministers and
one rabbi ranged from refusals to ex-
press a view to limited endorsements of
the proposed revision. If the Utter does
become Uw, these Protestant churchmen
will have to accept a large share of the
blame for the ensuing ■Unght+r of the
innocents, by reason of their failure to
give proper moral guidance to public
opinion In the strongly Protestant state
of Minnesou.
“If the trumpet give forth an un-
certain sound, who will prepare for bat-
tle?"
An Act of Charity
There are many calls made upon the
charity of American people and they have
always responded generously to any wor-
thy call. They are willing to give of their
material wealth to relieve the sufferings
of mankind not only in their own coun-
try but in every nation of the world. The
CARE program, Catholic Relief Services,
the Peace Corps program these are all
manifestations of the generous heart of
America.
HOWEVER, THERE IS another area
in which an appeal is being made to our
American people. That is for the adoption
of Oriental children from the Far East,
particularly from Hong Kong and Korea.
Many of these children are waifs who,
abandoned by their refugee in the
overcrowded cities of the Orient, are be-
ing cared for by the many relief agen-
cies working in that area.
For the past few years, a program
arranged and endorsed by our government
has allowed these children to come to
America if adopting parents can be found.
Already there has been a wonderful re-
sponse on the part of many American
couples and anyone who has been reading
our papers and seeing pictures of such
adoptions no doubt realizes that a great
act of charity has been performed.
Adoption U one of the greatest acts
of charity that any couple can perform.
Not only are they giving of their materi-
al things, but thay are giving of them-
selves completely for they are making
a strange child their own and they are
giving to the adopted child their name,
their home and the right of inheritance.
HOWEVER, IN ANY adoption, it Is
not only what the adopting parents give
to the child but, much more, what the
adopted child gives to the adopting par-
ents. It may seem rather bold to suggest
that American couples should consider
the adoption of Oriental children, but It
is a fact that there are so many couples
seeking children to adopt that, perhaps
in the Providence of God, this might be
the fulfillment of an adoption desire.
' If the heart is big enough then the
home will be big enough and the race of
the child can t>e lost and smothered by the
love of theparents. It is worthy of thought
and consideration to give a home, parents
and family to an Oriental child. It is the
Stest act of charity that could be per-iod.
Potent Weapon
John’s Preachings
Stirred Antagonism
By [?] J. SHEED
The temptations were mr,
Satan bad left Our Lord, as-
sets had ministered la Him
“After this,” St. Maltha*
ear*. “Varies at Jobe's im-
prisonment, He withdrew tato
Calilea."
“After this" it la a lasialu-
ies phrase. How loaf after?
And wbal happened ko be-
tween’ The first three Goepeli
glee do him at an answer. It Is
St. John who tails ut
Ha has not m ratioaed either
Oar Lord's Baptism or the
temptations These had been
described by u»e other three
Evangelista sad their Goepeli
had beta cerreet la the Chris-
ttaa ear Id lee a Bead 3» years
Wforo John wrote bis. As to
often, be assume* that bis
readers win know what thay
eoatala. He la more cooceraed
to UU as what they do not.
Flam him we learn that hi
the tee maths between
Salta’s departure sad Uw
Baptist’s departure far
Herod's prims Bes the he-
fhtalof at Out Lord's public
ministry.
AFTBB KB Baptism. Our
Lord had torn to the desert.
Nov He went back to John,
who was sou baps,tin* in Jor-
dan The « days 0< Our
Lord’s solitude had aeon Uw
growth of John’s reputation
with the mate ot the people,
and a hardening of the official
heart against him.
TV Baptist had railed Uw
Pharisees a brood of vipers;
he had talked o 4 One Who
would put His ax* to the root
of Uw tree. Thia made it clear
that racial descent, which
meant to much to Uw Jaws,
was not to bo decisive.
Ho told an official depute-
Uon plainly that V was not
the Mtssias. and spoke of One
Who had stood in their midst
and Whom they had not roc-
of nixed. Of this One, V had
already said mysteriously that
Ho would btptlxe with the
Holy Ghost and with fixe, a
phrase which Uw rulers could
dismiss at no more thin
prophetical jargoo. But b« bad
also said that Ha would galh
or HU wheat into Uw barn
hut would bun the chaff with
unquenchable fire, and this
they could not so easily dis-
miss. For It was quite clear
that John regarded them as
the chaff: the burning was a
straight threat.
THE DEPUTATION re-
turned to Jerusalem, its mind
clear. From that moment, the
face of Sadducee and Pharisee
alike was set against John.
They may not have suggested
to Herod that be seise him,
thay would not have been
unhappy when he did
.Neat day Jesus came to
Jordan. Seeing Him, the Bap-
Ust said: “Behold the Lamb
of God. behold Ilia Who takes
sway the tin of Uw world "
AU Catholics know the
Phrase TV Agnus Dei U a
point of IV Maae at which
Uw most distracted begin to
concentrate thnr attention
But there is on* difference be-
tween what Uw priest says at
Uw slur and what John said
by Uw Jordan. TV priest
speaks of Uw Lamb of God.
who takes away Uw thwof Uw
world. John said aW.
THERE IS A difference of
emphasis here, no more than
that. TV “atna of the world''
are a reminder that Christ
Our Lord will offer Hit re-
deeming sacrifice for aB the
sine that men have committed
in this world
What John actually said re-
minds as that there is e sin
of Uw world, a tin which in-
volves IV whole human race
There are not only the sins of
individual mew. there Is the
s« of the first man. the
representative man. which
made s breach between th*
human race and God.
TV angel had told Joseph
that Mary’s Bon would save
Mis people from their tin*.
JoV IV Bapttot says that Ha
wiU redeem tV whole race
from to Us la which It bed
Urn since lb* cstastropV of
Adam. Aad for tb* first time
It ts Hearty uttered that He
will do so by suffering and
dying tV word “lamb'' could
hare Vrdiy any other mean
mg for men who yearly ate
the paschal lamb.
January Intentions
The Holy Father'! gener-
al intention for January it:
That the desire of unity
may lead ProUstanu to the
knowledge of the Church.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostlcsblp
of Prayer by the Pope ia:
That the ecumenical coun-
cil may help the work of
the missionaries.
Reds Still
Confuse U.S.
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
Years attar Uw testimony of
ax-comawatou should have ed-
ucatod this country, we are
etiO confronted with a mental
confusion on communism. Be-
cause Khrushchev has declar-
ed in his December address
to tV Supremo Soviet that
“the Albanians." by which ho
means Uw Chinese commu-
nists, wore bent on getting
Soviet Rusaln and the U. S.
into “eolUaiea," much of our
press has unwittingly trailed
after his arguments.
TV Waahingioa Post has fol-
lowed up its huge display of
Uw Dec. 31 statement by Uw
Peking People’s Dally with a
series of articles and editor-
ials—all based on the idea that
the Chinese communists un-
derestimate “our power." and
want a Mg war, whereaa So-
vlet Russia wants peace. They
have also intimated that there
ts something new about this
Red Chinese statement that al-
most makes It a esU to World
war.
r Both concepts era wrong.
NEITHER IKB Soviet Com-
munist Party nor that of Red
China wants a big war, which
might V thermonuclear, for a
simple reason. They both
know that at present we
would devaataUngly defeat
them. >
In tha People's Dally edi-
torial of Dec. 18, we read:
“The people of Chioa, like
the people of all other aoeialiat
countries end the rest of Use
world, love peace. Chine hee
always followed a foreign pol-
icy of peace. We have consis-
tently and energetically fought
for the relaxation of interna-
tional tension and in .defense
of world peace. Chins was an
iidUator of the Five Principles
of Peaceful Coexistence. We
have consistently advocated
peaceful coexistence with
countries of different social
systems on tha basia of the
Five Principles, stood tor the
settlement of international dis-
putes through negotiations end
oppoaed recourse to fores."
Look that over carefully
and you win tee that it agrees
with tV declarations at
Khrushchev. Then It goes on to
any:
“THE Chinese Communist
Party Vs always maintained
that in order to preserve world
peace, realise peaceful coeaist-
ence aad ease international
tension, it la necessary first of
all. to oppose resolutely the
US. Imperialist policies of ag-
gression and war and to mo-
wn** the masses of people to
wage a biowfor-blow struggle
against U. S. imperialism
"
IN THE DEC. 31 Red Chi-
nese statement in the Peking
People's Daily, this view is
pinpointed in these words:
“Nor have we ever consid-
ered that the avoidance of e
thermonuclear war in the Ca-
ribbean was a 'Munich.' What
we did strongly oppose and
will strongly oppose in the fu-
ture is the sacrifice of another
country's sovereignty at a
means of reaching a compro-
mise with Imperialism."
And to clinch the matter, so
that we may understand what
the Sino-Soviet debate is all
about, tV Poking People's
Daily goes on to say:
“We Marxiet-Leninists are
no believer* in the theory that
weapons or nuclear weapons
mean everything. W* never
believe that nuclear weapons
can deckle the deetiny of
mankind. W* are convinced
that the masees of people are
the decisive force In the devel-
opment of history."
WHEN THE communists
speak of their influence on
"the masse*," they mean nec-
essarily the infiltration of a
capitalist country’* means of
information so that the people
wiU V moved in a commu-
nist-line direction.
' Whet the Soviet and Chi-
nes# communists are debating
is not the question of a big
war.
It is the question of how
much Intelligence or stamina
the American nation has.
The Question Box
Evolution? Well,
It’s Like This...
Rev. Lao Purity, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., ot
tmmecuUle Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ramsey, N. /,
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may be addressed
to them there for answers in tiiis column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. /.
Q. What Is tha current po-
sition of evolution a# the ex-
planation of bow things came
to V? What fat (V proper
Catholic attitade with regard
la evolution?
t_
A. Over recent months we
have collected a thick packet
of letters asking sundry gen-
eral and particular questions
on evolution and related Cath-
olic positions. Most are from
students who encountered this
in their course of studies and
from persons who Just finish-
ed reading a magazine article
or a book on the subject.
Frankly, we procrastinated
In answering because of the
complexity and highly techni-
cal nature of the matter, which
involves much more than read-
ing the Book of Genesis, in
this area an over simple an-
swer Is of no value and could
be positively misleading. Still
our conscience has been both-
ered over this infideUty (slight,
we hope) to our correspond-
ents; and although it is a
thorny field, we have decided
to walk through It for a while.
A THREEFOLD considers-
Uon and clarification is indi-
cated: science, reason, reli-
gion. For the first two areas,
we Vve enlisted the kind as-
sistance of a specialist, Hev.
Russell G. Ruffino. STL.,
Ph D
,
of the seminary facul-
ty. Your editors will make the
final entry oo the theological
appraisal. Father Ruffino
writes:
“Perhaps I should leave all
theological remarks to our two
abla theologians Yet, I find
it quite impossible to view the
scientific and philosophical as-
pect* of evolution in their
proper perspective without
first safeguarding some fun-
damental (acts of our faith
Why. in tV final analysis. Is
reiigioa even interested in ev-
olution?
“In s word, because all
things have been created by
God aad are completely de-
pendent upon Him for their
existence. When any attempt
ts made to explain this world
ut which we live, religion is
concerned with what ts said
thereby, even Implicitly or
equivalently, about th* Crea-
tor aad His actual manner of
creation. Truth 1* one. aad
wrhat the human mind con-
cludes about creatures cannot
stand in any real contradic-
tion to what we know through
revelation and faith about God
the Creator and His creation.
"In other words, to attempt
to understand the way Uungt
came to exist must ultimately
be an effort to comprehend
and appreciate better the real
nature of creation and the
glory of the Creator. To dis-
cuss evolution is to consider
that proposition tiut God will-
ed things to come Into being
through a process of gradual
development
“THE LETTERS sent to
the Question Box are merely
summarised to the above sim-
ple questions. But simple an-
swer* to these questions arc
really without meaning. The
word 'evolution' itself is sot
and cannot be a catch-all
term. It ia an ambiguity which
demands clarification before
Uw basic aad complex prob-
lems implied in Uw question
are understood. What ia the
current position of evolution as
Uw explanation of bow things
came to be, and what to the
proper Catholic attitude with
regard to evolution?
“We must ask our Inquirers
t series of constantly narrow-
ing questions: are they asking
about the fact of evolution as
opined and investigated by
science, or about the theories
on evolution, that to, opinions
on the principles which would
have determined and directed
the gradual development of
things (such as the theories of
Darwin and De Lamarck, or
more contemporary theories)?
Are our inquirers asking about
a thetstic evolution, that to, a
process dependent on God the
Creator, or about an atheistic,
a supposedly self-sufficient
process? Are they asking
about natural evolution, that
to. the refated development of
substantially different species
(e.g., reptiles developing into
mammals; a common form di-
viding into wolves, foxes and
dogs), or any morphological
evolution, that to, the partial
external changes in sixe, color,
and the like (e.g., long tails,
shOrt tails, or no tails; fangs
or hardly any teeth at all)?
“Are our questioners asking
whether all things came from
only one original form of life,
or from a plurality of original
forms? Are they asking about
a ‘mono-actual* evolution, that
is. God by one creative act
has brought into being the
process by which ail things ex-
ist, or 'jxily-actual' evolution,
that is, God positively inter-
vened many times in the de-
velopment of His creatures?
“This list of distinctions
could be lengthened; but I
am sure everyone can now
see that no simple answer
could be gives to questions
simply on 'evolution'!
“LET IT, THEN, precise
our scope here. First, we re-
start our consideration to the
fact of evolution, and need not
pass any Judgment on the
theories Evidently, we are
concerned with theistic evolu-
tion. which we do not limit to
morphological evolution, but in
which we include natural evo-
lution. Further we favor the
view that there was a plural-
ity of original life forms, out
we would see no intrinsic im-
possibility in ooe original Ufa
form. Finally, because crea-
tion is a divine activity which
is not observable as such, we
could not choose between
mono-actual and poly-actual
creative evolution; we do af-
firm that both are intrinsically
Possible. (W« make an excep-
tion, of course, with regard to
the human soul J
“It should be evident there-
fore that any Catholic attitude
on evolution must be founded
not in a fearful and negative
prejudice or in uniformed dog-
matism but in the rather com-
plicated facts and in a vital
and practical belief that truth
is really one
“Having cleared the way
then for our summary re-
sponse to the queries on evo-
lution. next week we shall
took at tome important prin-
ciples of nature and some es-
tablished scientific facto."
For Vocations
Members of th* Apos-
tulate for Vocation* can
gain a plenary indulgence
under th* ordinary condi-
tions on:
Feb. 2 Feast of the
Purification
Once a week, if one re-
cite* daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days may be gained for
each act of charity or
piety performed for the in-
tention of fostering voca-
tions to the priesthood.
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Reader Objects
To FilmRating
Frederick J. Knight
Newark
Editor:
I imagine a lot of readers
regard Mr. Mooring's film
column the last word in the
selection of family movie fare
outside of the Legion of De-
cency. This is fine, but there
should be some guide for po-
tential movie goers who enjoy
a decent, full blooded yarn ...
Mooring is fallible at times
and hia rating of the excellent
“Guns of Darkness" as weak
is a good example.
This praiseworthy film from
England is a joy for the ap-
preciative, has morals as high
or higher as the best Disney
epic, and is seemingly
unknown to filmgoers. If I had
children of 10 or over I would
have no hesitation in person-
ally escorting them to a
theater showing this eptry.
Store’s Holiday
Display Hailed
Richard L. Smith.
Chairman
Chapter No. 1
Knights of Columbia
Boon ton
During the ChriStmaa sea.
son, thousands of shoppers and
numerous school children were
given the opportunity to view
reproductions of two great
masterpieces of Christian art
on display at Bamberger’s
Newark store.
We members of the Knights
of Columbus believe that ihe
store should be congratulated
for sponsoring an exact re-
production of Michelangelo's
famous ceiling of the Ststinc
Chapel in the Vatican, a high
point in Renaissance religious
painting, and the bronze re-
production of Michelangelo's
great masterpiece of sculp-
ture, the "Pieta."
These exhibits certainly add-
ed much to the spiritual and
cultural enrichment of the
Christmas season tor many
people
The members of New Jer-
sey Chapter No. 1, Knights of
Columbus, would Uke to ex-
press their appreciation to
Bamberger’a for bringing
these fine exhibits to New Jer-
sey.
STRANGE
BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY OW«M IMS aoweItem IMa
God Love You
Council Scene
Of Holiness
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
This is the second in a aeries
on the council. Last week
I discussed poverty; this
column is called “1 Saw HeU-
ness."
Our times are blessed with
a holy Church. It is holy not
only because the Holy Spirit
vivifies it. but because when
one sees all the Bishops of the
Church in Council, one sees
holiness in the shepherds.
Seventy per cent of the
Bishop, were at St. Peter's
a half hour before Maas be-
gan each day —and an to
pray. Some prayed before the
tomb of St. Plus X, others
before the altar of Our Lady,
others before the Pieta, but
most at the alUr of the
Blessed Sacrament.
I SAW THE holiness with
which the hierarchy assisted
at a dialogue Maas in honor
oi the Holy Spirit each morn-
ing. Perhaps nowhere in the
world hat the Holy Sacrifice
been attended with such in-
telligent and rapt devotion,
and with what reverence Mass
waa offered each day.
I saw holiness in the prayer,
"Adsumua.” with which the
council began, begging the
Holy Spirit to guide all those
assembled. Each Bishop was
like an individual torch lost in
a flaming, corporate appeal to
the Holy Spirit. I saw the
holiness in the charity which
prevailed never was a
syllable uttered against those
outside of the Church, enemies
of the Church or even those
who persecute the Church. Ali
kved one another.
I SAW THE holiness in those
Bishops who had suffered tor-
ture never once did Uiev
apeak of it. But if 10 just men
could have saved Sodom and
Gomorrah, then what of the
Just Bishops of Poland and
other countries! I felt that I
was unworthy to touch even
the hem of their garments.
One day, when praising 22
Yugoslavian Bishops who suf-
fered daily for the Church,
one of them answered: “Do
not think we are saints be-
cause are suffer for the
Church The thief on the left
suffered too. but be waa no
Persecution we esnnot stop.
But we can end the poverty of
these holy Bishop* and their
people. To prevent the mis-
sions from becoming other
Chinas and Yugoslavia* and
Hungary*, prove your holiness
by a weekly sacrifice to the
Holy Father for the Church
throughout the missions. The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith will Mod all sacri-
fice-offerings directly to the
Pontiff, and be will send them
to the missions.
GOD LOVE YOU to C.W.
for $100: “The Holy Father
may use this wherever be
feels it will do the most good."
To M.V. for 175: "I just re-
ceived interest from my sav-
ings bank and am sending it
to you for the poor of the
world." To T.Q. for $5.50:
"Every time I am selfish. I
put SO cents in my mission
box. The last few months were
bsd for me. but good for the
society -*■ and 1 am improv-
ing."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fultoo J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
368 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton. 31
Mulberry St.. Newark, or
Magr. William F. Louis, 24 De-
Grasse St., Paterson.
Prayer Gets
New Twist
LINCOLN. Neb. <NC>—M;a.
Thomas Fox of St. John'a par-
ish here reported her six-year-
old daughter rushed home
from school. She excitedly
said ahe had lots of home-
work. Most important, she had
to learn the "Apostlea’ Creep."
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Responsibility
To the Public
By MSGR. GEOBGE G. HIGGINS
Director, SocUl Action• Dept., NCVPC
In anew book w|>lch
hat received more than its
share of "rave” reviews in
the conservative press, Milton
Friedman,, professor of eco-
nomics at the University of
Chicago, flatly asserts that to
talk about the "social respon-
sibility" of labor and manage-
ment in the context of collec-
tive bargaining ia ao much
nonsense.
-W ./■ > -•/
THOSE, he maintains, who
argue that corporate officials
and labor leaders have a "so-
cial responsibility" fundament-
ally misunderstand the char-
acter and nature of a free
economy. "In such an econ-
omy." he argues, "there is one
sad only one social responsi-
bility of business—to use Hs
resources sod engage in activ-
ities designed to increase its
profits ao long as it stay* with-
in the rules of the game ..."
"Similarly,” says Professor
Friedman, "the ‘social respon-
sibility' of labor leaders is to
serve the interests of the
members of thetr unions.” The
notion, he concludes, that eith-
er labor leaders or employers
have a "aortal responsibility"
which toes byood serving the
interests of their own mem-
bers or stockholders is a "ton-
dameatally subversive doe-
trine”—subversive, that is, of
economic freedom.
JACK BARBASH. an ex-
tremely competent labor econ-
omist, gave equally short
shrift to the doctrine of "so-
cial responsibility."
Barbash complained in a
talk that union* arc too often
judged by a double standard.
They are asked, he said, to
practice seif-denial, whereas
management is expected to be
' dynamic." The public, be
continued, talks about the un-
ions' responsibility to the pub-
lic but sat about the public's
responsibility to the union.
Up to this point, It seems to
me that Barbash waa making
a vabd point But during the
discussion period follow tog hit
.
prepared address he went the
way of Friedman even
though, presumably, he would
disagree with Friedman's
premises, which are those of
old-fashioned classical eco-
nomics.*
"I’M REALLY against a
‘responsible union'," Barbash
told his distinguished audience
of industrial relations experts.
"An irresponsible union is
what keeps management on its
toea. You can’t run an econ-
omy with self-denial.”
These statements by Fried-
man and Barbash are fraught
with some rather disturbing
Implications. In effect, they
are saying to tabor and man-
agement: "Don't worry about
the public interest. Ask for
and try to get ai much as the
traffic will bear, let the devil
take Ihe hindmost."
U labor and management
were to follow this advice, the
government, sooner or later,
would have to step ia to pro-
tect the public interest and
conceivably might even be
tempted, under the pressure of
public opinion to plunk for
compulsory arbitration sa a
means of bringing at least a
modicum of “social responsi-
bility" Into the process ef col-
lective bargaining.
IF THIS WERE to happen,
both Friedman and Barbash
would undoubtedly regard it
as a genuine catastrophe. But
if they really think labor and
management should not be ex-
pected to exercise social re-
sponsibility. then they must be
prepared to have the govern-
ment go la. whatever lengths
may be necessary te protect
the general welfare
No administration in the sec-
ond half of the Both century is
gomg to stt idly by and permit
labor and management to
hand the dirty end of the stick
to the general public To para-
phrase Barbash. you can't run
a government with this kind of
onesided or unilateral self-
denial
Reader Misinterprets
Article on Steady Dating
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS. S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St, Louis University
Your recent advice to the two college freshmen who felt they were in love wgf
Just what my 17-year-old son needed to confirm his conviction that “going steady” is
thoroughly approved by the Church, provided no proximate danger of sin is involved.
Naturally, I was quite shaken by your reply, since my son has been going steady
with a Catholic girl since he was 18, Her parents condone it; the priests he talks to
aay “every ease U different.” Where does that leave me? Hasn’t the Church taken
an official position on this matter?
U your son discovered any
confirmation of bis convic-
tions about steady dating in
my article, he should receive
an "A phis" for ingenuity or
creative imagination. I'm
sure he could find similar con-
firmation in a copy of the tele-
phone directory, a Sears and
Roebuck catalogue, or a good
stamp collection.
My position in regard to
steady dating by young cou-
ples who can have no reason-
able thought of marriage has
been coosistenf —and I hid
hoped, sufficiently clear. The
article you mention did not
concern steady dating but of-
fered advice on bow to deal
with a couple of college stu-
dents who thought they were
in love.
EIGHTEEN - YEAR - OLDS
are capable of becoming deep-
ly emotionally involved, and
though this may indicate a
serious failure in parental
guidance and an unfortunate
mistake .on the part of the
couple, once the situation oc-
curs, we must try to deal with
it prudently.
In the ease under discussion,
the couple were snoarrntly not
engaging in morally objection-
able practices, they were de-
termined to continue their ed
oration, and provision had
been made for them to attend
separate colleges. Taking all
these circumstances into con-
sideration. I did not advise the
parents to attempt to break
the affair up directly, but
warned them of ail the social,
psychological, and moral
problems involved in such
lengthy courtships.
If the parents find that the
couple cannot solve these
problems successfully, they
*hou)d take a more direct ap-
proach.
A FALSE assumption run-
ning through your letter
Is that if the Church would
only come out with a blanket
condemnation of steady dat-
ing, all your problems would
be solved. Unfortunately ade-
quate solutions of complex
problems are never that sim-
ple.
It is the function of this
Church to define the normt
of chastity, the sacred respon-
sibility of the marriage voca-
tion, and the obligations of
parent* to provide for the apir-
itual and social education of
their children.
Hence the Church condemns
any form of pre marital cross-
sex association that interferes
with the fulfillment of the
above demands.
Since steady dating practice
normally leads to emotional in-
volvement, it is an obviously
objectionable practice whenev-
er it is not directly related to
marriage or hinders adequate
preparation for life.
Can a moral code be made
more explicit?
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Congratulations and Best Wishes
Most Reverend John J. Dougherty
and
M«m»| Reverend Joseph A. Costello
New Auxiliary BUbops of the Archdiocese of Newark
O. Vincent McNany
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Altar Boys’ Apostolate Cited to International A udience by Pope
NCWC Nows Strike
Following is o translation of on aJJnst given by Pope
Joan Will on Aug. 1, 1962, to on international pilgrimogo
of alter and choir boys.
The white-robed ranks of the
“altar attendants” bring
heartfelt pleasure and char-
acterise this first of August
audience. ,
Beloved sons, to know that
each of you,
in the spring-
time of youth,
lends service
in distinct
and accom-
plished min-
ner alongside
thepriestthat
celebrates the
divine mys-
teries gives
us lively consolation and we
like to give to you proof of this
before the multitude of the
faithful here present, who
surely look upon you with ad-
miration.
THIS Morning you came
to make us feel your vibrant
faith, eloquent proof of which
you have given during the
liturgical manifestations held
in this, the Rome of the Pon-
tiffs and of martyrs.
And now, here are a few
words which you await and
which you will know how Hi
welcome with Joy and put into
practice with fervor.
” They are being prompted
by the recollection of a noble
character of the Old Testa-
ment, young Samuel, who.
dressed in white tunic, served
Qod in the Church of Jeru-
salem (I Kings. *. 18) amidst
the ranks of Levitcs.
Such example, abounding In
inner pleasure and edification
for the people of God, has re-
peated itself through the cen-
turies and continues to renew
itself.
UGHT MOMENT - Amus[?]ment shows on Pop[?] John's foes
at his cop[?] flares out in the br[?]. The Holy Father was
visiting the Sonia Mario Church in Rome, which was
his longest trip from tho Votican since his recent illness.
Development
Of Altar Boys
Back in the early Church,
youths were admitted to altar
service. During liturgical as-
semblies they read the Scrip
turn of the prophets and Apos-
tles; as soon as the lector had
finished, the Bishop, by proper
discourse, would explain It snd
would exhort the faithful to
make their Ufa conform with
the teachings contained in the
Scriptures (cf. S. lustinus,
Apol. 1, 87; PG 8, 430).
Later on, when the Scrip-
tures were reserved to the
holy ministers, our predeces-
sor St. Gregory the Crest pro-
vided that youths be orginltcd
in proper “tcholaa cantorum”
to carry out the office of chant
entrusted to them.
A third category was soon
added to these, that of the at-
tendants who, particularly in
monasteries, enjoyed special
care. Often, offered to God
when still very young, these
hoys were instructed In the
holy service and in human and
divine science.
TO MAKE A study of the
development of these provi-
dent institutions in the course
of centuries, many would be
the reasons for edification and
encouragement.
In modern times, we like to
recall the encouragement giv-
*n by St. Piua X to active par
ticipalioo of the laity in the
Holy Mysteries. When Petri-
arch of Venice, in his pastoral
letter of May 1. 1888. ho
wished to refer back to the
ancient tradition of the “Poeri
camores'' for rendition of the
them proper of the "voci
bianebe” (voices without tim
bre) end restored boys and
youths to the liturgical chant.
On becoming Sovereign Pon-
tiff. he extended to the entire
Church hi* provident Umova
don (cf. “Mote Propria"
•Among Solicitudes” Nov.
a. MM. N. 23; Piua X PM.
Acte, VoL I. Roma. I*o6—pp
S3. MJ.
or* IMMEDIATE predeces-
sor of venerable memory. Plus
XII. likewise often sdvtsed
that the liturgical service be
rendered by hoys and youths:
both in the encyclical "Media-
tor Dei" (Par. IV; A AS. M-
-1*47 p. Ml) and In the "In-
structions on Sacred Music
and the Holy Liturgy."
la the latter ha stated that
“the laity . , , whether boys,
youths or adult*, when ap-
pointed by dm proper 00-
rlest attics I authority to alter
service and to rendition eg ta-
rred music, also exercise a di-
rect ministry, though del*
Sed.
if they fulfill this aerv-
of theirs in the manner
and form established by th«
rubrics (88 e.: AAS |0 -
its* - p. m>.
8m. beloved son# bow the
Church he* ahraj* tho »n con-
c«n» for you.
Our hurt rejoice* in noting
that sat out) the little wm
art a garland at the altar, but
that o dolast anti *n»t youths,
more and mere numerous. per-
aevere m thia holy service
Pope's Advice
To Altar Boys
That which we propcted to
Catholic Art toe >-owag mew aad
to the Priori chorale* of our
beloved Venice alace MST
(Epucola Patchahi p. to.
Card. AC RooraUi Writing,
aad Ducoune* III. p. 81; ct
p. M). today ee entrust to you
"luveor* llimatrestea **
DO NOT BE salUDed only
to fulfilling ah orderly tcnrke
of memoniee and a careful
liturgical chest; he the pre
ctaue coUaboratort of the cler-
gy Is the work of propagation
and (duration of the bturrteal
aporit; he is your piritbti
"the flrat trhooi of perfect re
Ugtou* and ctetc education, if
U i* true, at it it eery true,
ee said at that time that the
arhoia dtani aervfti) (school
of dlvtoe service i la shove all
a contract of good behavior
asd a start toward well betas,
worthwhile atlance. worthy
prayer before Cod aad before
men.'*
Like that of the lector* hurt
bus and Celertma of Carth-
age. year aervke win. that,
be a miens pndeaaion st faith
before the assembly of the
faithful <St Cyprianue. ftp. M.
PL 4. 133)
May the apeeial veftment
which you wear during tarred
functions be to you • constant
admonishment to Bee in Ced's
grace and to serve Him worth
Uy and generously: may the
whiteness of the gowns and
tunics recall to you the purity
of heart with which you art to
give service to Cod.
What the Church
Expects of You
At conclusion of these, our
words, there comes spentane
ousiy the question: what does
the Church aaptet of you?
BeJovsd tens, above all, she
(rusts that you wifi know hew
to make of the liturgical sen
tee an apostolate of prayer sad
example. Is lad. by taking
part to devout and decorout
manner to the strred services,
to alternating the chant with
tim faithful, u regulating the
prayers of the assembly, you
fulfill a true apottoUtr, be
cauae you cooperate ta the
meat sublime action of the
priesthood.
SECONDLY, the Church tn
courages the work of personal
aanctifSratson ot each eg you,
which is the noblest and most
desired consequence of your
servkn. Many of you prepare
for the teak by taking rooms
to Btwrgy, ceremonies, singing
and diction
Equally interne is the spir-
itual preparation which you
nsderiake. in order that went
tor your seals becomes in-
creasingly rich, and your epos-
tolate more valid.
You well know that, in serv-
ing at the altar, you par-
ticipate in the Divine Sacrifice
in a manner more direct than
the rest ot the faithful, thus
drawing upon yourselves very
special fruits.
WELL, THIN, in the inti-
mate contact wtth Jesus
vivifying Word and essential
Food your faith is strength
ened, hops Is lifted to sweet
certainties and charity be-
comes more ardent.
Under this perspective you
give your contribution to the
good outcome of the ecumen-
ical council, that wants to be
8 council of upto-dateness.
chiefly in the deepest knowl-
edge and love of revealed
truth, to the fervor of religious
piety, in sanctity of Ufa.
The Church will present it-
self to all Christiana and to ali
mankind to invite them to as-
cend the "Holy Mount of the
Lord"; you. imong the first,
will be alongsid* the priests by
example and prayer.
Joy. experienced at tha be-
ginning of this meeting, now
changes into gratitude to God
for having permitted us to
view this spectacle of youth,
rich in trust of supernatural
salute
AND A GREAT thanks to
you alto, dear priests who,
with lively ual, look after the
training of these youths while
we lift a sad thought and one
of prayer to memory of your
brother Walter Hermann, of
the Diocese of Cologne, who
died tragically a few days ago.
Ha was so deserving tor the
organising and outcome of this
pilgrimage, which aU of us
fool sure —be has witnessed
from the splendors of tha
heavenly home.
Lastly, In welcoming your
wishes and aims, we Invoke
upon all of you .the interces-
sion of the Virgin Immaculate,
of your patron saints, St. Tar-
cisius, Martyr; St. Damasus,
Pope, and St. Dominic Savio.
in offering them to the
Heavenly Father, giver of all
good, wo wish to assure you
of our paternal satisfaction,
bestowing upon all of you,
your families and upon aU
altar attendants, our apostolic
biassing. Amen. Amen.
Statue Made of Salt
Sent to Pope John
RERUN (NC) - Fifty
CaUtotie salt miner* of Wte-
Uetfca near Cracow. Poland,
kave sent a Madonna carv-
ed out of a block of sah to
Pop# John
The mine*, worked since
tha 11th century, contain
a church which was carv-
ed out of the ash about *9O
feet betow the surface of
the earth
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Expelled Priests Say:
Sudan Anti-Christian
Drive Is Intensified
NAIROBI, Kenya (RNS) -
A full-scale anti-Christian
campaign la being waged In
the Moslem-dominated Sudan,
four priests expelled from the
East African country said
here.
Rev. William Dowdi, spokes-
man for the four, described
the Sudanese government as a
“military dictatorship.''
(An unconfirmed report this
week from Leopoldville, the
Congo, stated that two priests
have been beheaded by Su-
danese. One of the priests, It
was reported, was Msgr.
Ireneus Dud, who attended the
Ecumenical Council.)
FATHER DOWDS, a native
of Durham, England, arrived
in Nairobi with Fathers Ed-
ward Sloane of Belfast, Ire-
land, and Alvin Meyer and Pe-
ter Kok of Holland. The priests
had given the country a total
of 5* years of missionary serv-
ice.
In the last few months 36
priests, monks and Sisters
have been ordered to leave the
Sudan.
Protestant missionaries In
the country also have been ex-
pelled. with 17 United Presby-
terian and Reformed mission-
aries from the U. S. ordered
to leave by Jan. 19.
Expulsion of the missioners
followed enactment of anew
anti-Christian law.
THE FOUR priests said they
believed the present situation
would result in violence be-
tween Arab Moslems in the
north of the Sudan and African
Christians in the south.
No reason was given for
their expulsion, they said. In
mid-November, the priests told
newsmen, they received a let-
ter from police telling them
that their permit to stay in the
Sudan had been withdrawn.
They were told to leave the
country by the end of De-
cember.
Father Dowds, who spent 19
years in the Southern Sudan,
said ha would “walk back if
I got the chance." There is
no Justice in the country, he
said, and “the only way to
straighten things out is. . .
through telling the rest of the
world what the situation is
really like in the Sudan.”
REPORTS FROM Stanley-
ville, the Congo, eaid the Su-
danese government had set up
a psratroop corps to deal with
any emergency in the south-
ern part of the nation. The re-
ports also said troop strength
In the south hid been Increas-
ed from 6,000 to 13,000.
Sudanese troops patrol Su-
dan's borders with the Congo
and Uganda In an effort to
prevent southern Sudanese
from fleeing the country.
POPE JOHN received a
first-hand report on the situ-
ation “with profound grief."
The report came from New
York-born Archbishop Joseph
McGeough, Apostolic Delegate
to South Africa, who bad been
sent to the Sudan to contact
Church and civil authorities
in an attempt to solve the
problem.
Archbishop McGeough said
that he had two missions: to
bring in the Pope's name a
word of encouragement to the
clergy, the faithful and mis-
sionaries In the Sudan, and to
make every effort possible to
persuade s cessation of the
“ever increasing expulsions of
missionaries in southern Su-
dan." He said that he was tin,
successful in the second of his
missions.
Parish Reports
$20,000 Loaned
NEWARK —The second an-
neal meeting of the Credit
Union of Queen of Angels par-
ish met Jan. 20 and reported
that loans of 930.000 have been
made in the past two years
and there is $lO,OOO now on
deposit.
The Church Unity Octave
was celebrated at the church
with a Solemn High Mati that
day. to which non-Catholic
friends of parishioners were
invited.
Hoboken Chamber
Cites Fr. Ciullo
HOBOKEN-Rev. Salvatore
Clullo, O.F.M. Cap., received
an award from the Hoboken
Junior Chamber of Commerce
Jan. 21 for his work in be-
half of the youth of Hoboken.
Father Ciullo, an assistant
at St. Ann’s Church, directs
a youth center, there.
Sudan Jails
5 Sisters
STANLEYVILLE. The Congo
(NC) — Fire inching Sister*
in the Sudan were held fire
days in jail and then released
on bail pending trial for al-
lowing some of their pupils to
go to Mass at a mission
chapel.
The priest who ottered the
Mass was also arrested, but
was freed on bail the same
day. according to reports
reaching here.
The repons indicated that it
was a continuation of the Mos-
lem-led Sudanese govern-
ment’s drive to exterminate
Christianity in the southern
pert of the country. Forty
three Catholic and 10 Protes-
tant missionaries have been
expelled from the Sudan as
"unnecessary.’*
The Sisters involved m the
latest incident are two Italian
members of the Verona Mis-
sionary Sisters and three Su-
danese Sisters. All were serv-
ing on the staff ef e girls*
school at Mupoi. a former
Catholic mission school which
had baoo nationalised by the
Sudanese government.
‘Mockingbird' Gets
Legion's Applause
NEW YORK - The National
Legion of Decency has reclass-
ified and recommended the
film. "To Kin a Mocking-
bird” because of revisions in
the final versions. "To Kill a
Mockingbird,** originally clas-
sified "Morally Unobjection-
able for Adults.” is now rated
"Morally Unobjectionable for
Adults and Adolescents."
Pick Mahon
For Award
NEWARK - The second an-
niversary dinner-dance of the
Friends of St James Hospital
will be held Feb. 10 at the
MlliUry Park Hotel, with
Archbishop Boland in attend-
ance.
The Archbishop will high-
light the evening by present-
ing the St. James Hospital
Distinguished Service Award
to Matthew P. Mahon Sr., a
trustee of St. James Church
and a member of the hos-
pital's governing board.
The affair will mark the
second anniversary of the ded-
ication of the new 93,3 mil-
lion hospital, which is con-
tinuing the service to the city
of Newark that St. James hss
offered since 1900.
Co-chairmra for the dinner-
dance are Mayor Hugh J. Ad-
doniiio of Newark, Robert G.
Clarkson, Frank Langella.
Dr. John J. Torppey and Vin-
cent J. Murphy.
MR. MAHON
True Crow Relic
Found on Street
NEW BRUNSWICK—A relic
of the True Cross was recov-
ered here Jan. 19 after 1U
theft from St. John's Church
earlier to the week. It was
found by Mrs. Grace Robbs-
son. a aon-Catholic, who re-
turned it to Rev. Florian Pe-
kar. C.P.
Father Pekar is conddetiag
a novena at St. John's.
Four youths who had staged
a aerie* of robberies from
poor boxes st Catholic church-
es in the city admitted taking
the relic along with torn*
ether reUftoua article* When
they could ant open the case
to remove Re intents, they
threw it into the street where
Mins. Robinson (Band « while
waiting for a baa.
New Checks Cited
SaysAbuses Forced
New Income Tax Rule
NEWTON, Mass. (RNS)—A
pri«tt.«xpert on social ethics
said hero that the U. S. In-
ternal Revenue Bureau’s clos-
er scrutiny of expense ac-
counts is “a perfect example”
of the need for governmental
agencies “moving In" where
business fails to regulate ft*
own concerns.
Rev. Daniel Lowery, profes-
sor of Social Ethics st the
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca. presented this view before
a business seminar sponsored
by Boston College.
“THE GENERAL view that
government interferes too
much in business might be ar-
guable," the priest said, "but
almost all the time it has
stepped in because abuses
have been allowed to nin."
Father Lowery stressed that
the expense account Issue
must not be judged in strict
“black and white" terms. He
said theologians will be oblig-
ed to explore the so-called
"grey areas" to resolve the
problem.
He indicated that the new
regulations will affect individ-
ual taxpayers severely, requir-
ing them to preserve receipts
for almost'everything
Much so-called expense ac-
count padding, Father Low-
ery said, is done even by con-
scientious businessmen, be-
cause the line between person-
al and business expenses is
very fine..“By requiring the
businessman to keep a does
check on his expenses, the
government hopes he will be
able to keep the record
straight,"
Boston See Plans Video Station
BOSTON (HNS) - Plana to
establish an ultra high fre-
quency (UHF) educational
and religious'television station
near here were announced by
Richard Cardinal Cushing.
He said the station will be
the first of its kind to be op-
erated by any Catholic diocese
In the world.
MSGR. WALTER F.
Flaherty, director of the Arch-
diocesan Radio and Television
Center, said the station's
transmitter will be located in
suburban Woburn. Programi
will emanate from the Boston
TV center.
The transmitter will be used
mainly to telecast educational
and religious programs to
some 90,000 pupils in the arch-
diocese’s 340 parochial schools.
About 100 schools already are
equipped with TV receivers
sod the remainder are ex-
pected to have them by next
autumn.
The archdiocese eventually
will broadcast educational
and religious programs to the
general public.
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Boy Shooting for $10,000
For Dr. Dooley’s Work
By JUNE DWYER
MONTCLAIR - Fifteen
year-old Frank T. Schait read
a book, believed in it and is
on his way to raising $lO,OOO
in one night to support that
belief.
The book was "The Night
They Burned the Mountain,"
by Dr. Thomas A. Dooley,
Laos jungle doctor who died
of cancer at 34.
Frank decided: “I don't
want to be kept from helping
In this important work be-
cause I'm young. 1 can't wait
for five years to work when
the problems exist now and
the Asian people need Ameri-
can help now."
Frank went out and hired
the Kingston Trio, talked
adults into advancing the
thousands of dollars needed
for backing, and hired the
South Mountain Arena in South
Orange for a benefit perfor-
mance Sunday. Feb. IT.
"AT FIRST everyone said it
Couldn't be done,” said Frank,
a handsome, poised speaker,
"but after I finally got
through to the Trio and they
agreed to come, everyone
came forward with support."
The money needed as guar-
antee was raised by Frank
with as assist from his dad.
Howard Schait, who has been
authorized to sign for the
Thomas A. Dooley Foundation.
"What Frank is doing is
good far him." Mr. Schait
said, "and for those kids who
come in here to help. They
listen to a tape that young Dr.
Dooley made just for them
and they see pictures of what
they can accomplish for others
... it's a great thing."
FRANK HAS turned his cel-
lar-laboratory into a business
office where the reserved
tickets are kept and com-
ipoodence handled. Tickets at
$7.30 and $5 are also avail-
able from the arena and from
Bamberger’s.
“We know the prices are
high." Frank admitted, "but
we're working for something
big. When you buy n ticket
the mosey goes directly to the
foundation and directly to peo-
ple. Every child we can help
is a friend for the U. S. We
possess something that com-
munism can never possess:
love, understanding and com-
passion we must prove it
to others."
THE BOOK that started
Frank off on hia project v/as
read for'a book report assign-
ment made by Sister Mary
Kenneth. 0.P., in St, Cassian's
eighth grade last year. Frank
chose it only because he found
a copy on a table at home.
First he sent a $1 cheek to
the foundation in San Fran-
cisco. The response was a
four-page letter from Dr.
Verne Chaney, foundation exe-
cutive director.
“Can you imagine an Im-
portant person like that sitting
down and writing such a
letter to a young boy,” Mrs.
Schait marveled. "Even we
were impressed."
FRANK CONTINUED his
correspondence and his help.
He organised his classmates
and sponsored a folk-singing
festival last year which net-
ted over $3OO. Then with school
out and letters coming in
from interested young peoplo
throughout the country, Frank
founded the Thomas Dooley
Corps.
The San Francisco head-
quarters sends requests for
help to Frank who in turn for-
wards them to young people.
Members of the corps include
St. Cassian’s Civics Club
(which recently donated $200)
and St. Michael's Civics Club,
Union.
His big attempt to be a
theatrical promoter in the
name of charity was inspired
by his love of the Dooley
Foundation and his admiration
of the music of the Kingston
Trio (lie plays a guitar him-
self.) "We need publicity as
well as help." he said, "and
I thought if we could get such
big names for a benefit w*
could accomplish both.”
THERE IS A capital out-
lay of about $4,300 tied up in
the Feb. IB program, though
the Kingston Trio has agreed
to give up a percentage be-
cause of the nature of the
event. The 4.000 sells of the
arena must be filled to reach
the $lO,OOO goal
Posters (1.000) and 3.000
leaflets are being distributed
to schools and stares. Mrs.
Schait is handling newspaper
contacts. Invitations hive
been lent to such dignitaries
as Gov. Richard J. Hughes.
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
and even President Kennedy.
The Schait's Cooper Avc.
borne has become headquart-
ers with a member of the
family on duty at ill times.
Mrs. John Dooohoe of Wayne
(TE 3-9320) is also dutribut-
tng tickets for the benefit.
Frank's sister. Martha, a
senior at Lacordaire. la hand-
ling clerical chares and acting
as hottest for groups of young
people 'coming to help HU
brother. Paul, is lining up
usher*.
FRANK, WHO wants to be
a doctor, hopes to do more
speaking after the benefit, and
to go to Lao* in the summer
where he can work and get
a first hand account "so I ran
get more people interested in
thU heart to-beart project
“
"The people of the U. S.
should wake up." young Frank
said, "and realise that these
Asian people need us. Help
should come from our people
not from our government . .
"Sometime* we don't
realise," he continued, "that
in isolated parts of the world,
the only thing they have to
turn to Is communism or the
Tom Dooley Foundation U'a
up to us to be sure that wbeu
they turn to us there is some-
thing to gtve.”
YOUNG PROMOTER - Frank Schait and his mother work in hit basement lab on pro-
motion for the Dr. Dooloy Foundation benefit he is staging, Feb. 17 at the South Moun-
tain Arena with the Kingston Trio featured.
‘Make Homes Holy’
Feastday Festivities
Bake a rake In the shape of
a ship for the Feast of St.
Prter, or in the shape of a
lamb for the Feast of St.
Agnes, or an eagle for the
Feast of St. John.
Serve a flaming dessert on
the feastday of a martyr by
fire, decorate the table with
fleur-de-lis on the Fean of St.
Joan of Arc, bake an angel
food cake on the Feast of St.
Michael.
It is not a superficial way
of giving a party. It is a cus-
tom deeply rooted In the tradi-
tion of Christian living, and
aspect! of this tradition are
wisely and richly commented
upon by Helen McLoughlin in
her new book, "My Nameday
Come for Desaert” (Litur-
gical Press, Collegevilie, Minn.
320 pages $2.75)
MRS. McLOUGHUN, a li-
turgy-minded New York moth-
er of ecven, who haa written
other books and pamphlets on
home observances of the
Church year, glvea the format
for home celebration of feast-
daya for people with over
2,000 names. Obviously the sel-
ection is not limited to the
standard name*; to Thomas
and Theresa are added Tracy
and Trude, with Grace and
George aro luted Gary and
Gwendolyn. And we are told
that the moat popular girl's
name in the U. S. at present
is Linda —with Mary running
second for the second time
m to years.
There are recipes (some
simple, some elaborate, with a
warning attached to the Ut-
ter), hymns (words and
music) for family singing on
the feastday, and hints on ap-
propriate decor,
n
ornaments
and even suitable nameday
gifts (so explicit that shops
and suppliers are listed, along
with prices in soma instances.)
But there is so much more
in Mrs. McLoughlin's book
than the externals of the
nameday ritual. She suggests,
for example, the keeping of
the vigil ot the patron's feast.
This would begin with Maas
and include fasting and work
on the feaiUlay preparations
performed in reflective al-
ienee. Before the serving of
the nameday dessert, prayers
from the Maas and sometimes
from the Divine Office of the
day are led by the father and
responded to by the whole
family.
"THE SISTERS, Brothers
and teachers in our schools
teach Christian doctrine, it is
true," Mrs. McLoughlin ob-
serves, “but parents must
teach 'religion* ... One of the
ways to create a supernatural
atmosphere in the boma and
to train our children in the
Faith is by the celebration of
nameday*.
"Nameday*," she continues,
"enrich a child's thinking and
create feelings of security,
reverence and love of tradi-
tion which come from links
with the past. They bind the
members ot the family closer
to each other, to God, and
to the saints; they are a
means ot sanctifying the
borne, fulfilling the command
of the Bishops of the U. S.:
'Christians must make their
homes holy.”
A practical woman, as well
as one who has contemplated
deeply (this is revealed in this
little book), Mrs. McLoughlin
admits the nameday custom
adds "another Job for moth-
er.” But to other mothers who
ask her how she finds the
time she replies, "Something
leas Important must go i un-
done." Anne Mae Buckley
FAVORITE FEASTDAYS - Parishioners of St. Therese's. Garfield Heights, Ohio, gave
statues of their favorite saints to be displayed at the church on the saints' feastdays.
Here Rev. Frederick Becka, M.M., examines 13 of the statues top row, Saints Cecilia.
Jude, Dymphna, Anthony, Angela de Merici, Wenceslaus and Nicholas; bottom. Saints
Anne, Stanislaus, Vincent de Foul, Gerard Mojella, Patrick and Rit[?]. Anew book, "My
Nameday - Come for Dessert," details home observances of patron saints feastdays
(story below).
Columbus Had
Ransom Role
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Christopher Columbus must
surely have beamed as he
watched, from the other
shore, the ransoming of the
1.113 Cuban invasion prison-
ers.
After all, the discoverer of
the New World has a right to
feel that he had a hand In the
liberation of the men captured
in the Bay of Pig* battle.
On one of bis voyage* to
America, Columbus brought
with him three Mcrccdarians
who founded branches of their
religious order all through
Latin America—in Mexico,
Brazil, Peru. Chile, Ecuador
... and Cuba.
And who were (and are) the
Mercedarians?
THEY WERE missionaries
who mad* it part of the Latin
American tradition that a
prisoner must always be able
to hope for freedom by ran-
som if necessary.
That tradition has deeply in-
fluenced the Cubans. It influ-
enced, almost certainly. Pre-
mier Fidel Castro, because It
is part of the very air of Lat-
in America.
For the beginning of the
Mercedarian atory. we must
go back to the 12th century,
when the Moors were waging
war on Europe, trying to de-
stroy Christianity with fire
and sword, as they had de-
stroyed it In northern Africa.
Thousands of Christian de-
fenders were taken captive,
cruelly mistreated, and en-
slaved.
IN n», a group of noble-
men in Barcelona formed
what is railed a "confrater-
nity" to ransom the prisoners.
Spain, which later was to
send Columbus on his epic
voyage*, was bearing the
brunt of the Moorish attacks.
About this time, the King of
Aragon died, and hia young
eon succeeded to the throne.
At tutor for him. hia counsel-
lors selected a learned soldier
in France, who was later to
be caaonised as St. Peter No-
lasco.
The Virgin Mary, appearing
in a vision, charged Noiasco
with the Uric of founding a re-
ligious order dedicated to ran-
soming prisoner*.
THE RANSOMING of cap-
tives then, and tor long after,
wa* listed as one of the seven
corporal works of mercy,
"Visiting the sick" was substi-
tuted when (so it was thought)
ransoming would never again
be necessary.
St. Peter Noiasco consulted
hia confessor. St Raymond of
Pransfort. canoe of Barce-
lona. who encouraged and
helped him in the work glim
to him by the Blessed Virgin
Mary.
Naturally enough. SI. Prter
based hi* order on the centra
lernlty founded by the noble
men. who became the order t
first monks. It was called the
Orderof Our Lady erf Merry—
Mertcdaruni for abort.
THE MERCEDARIAN* col-
lected funds and negotiated
wtth the Moors for the release
of capuve*. exactly as a group
ef Americans, erven centuries
later, were to solicit goods sad
moooy sad negotiate with Fi-
del Castro
When everything else failed.
»®am Mercedanans handed
themselves over to Urn Moors
In exchange foe prisoners so
that the captives could re-
turn to their families
Among them hemes was St
Raymond Nomutu*. a Cardi-
nal. who fbt hit name (non
name. Latin for not boro)
from the fact that be had
been takro from to* mother's
womb after she died
Nonnatu* was a nobleman
who became a Mercedanan
and row to the rutted office
of Ransomer.
After ransoming hundreds
nf captives, ha faced.a de-
mand from the Moors that he
did so. sad because be would
not stop talking to them about
Christ, they pierced hts tips
with redhoi irons and padlock-
ed them.
AMONG MERCEDARIAN
saint*, la addition to Noiasco
and Nonnatus, were St. Peter
Paschal, a Bishop who was
martyred, and Blessed Ber-
nard of Oorhario.
The Mercedarians also pro-
duced many Archbishops,
Bishops, writers and educa-
tor*—plus the three who came
to the New World with Colum-
bus and spread the Order of
Our Lady of Mercy through
Latin America.
Nor was North America
skipped. The Mercedarians
ara not as well known as, say,
the Jesuits. Franciscans. Do-
minicans and Benedictines, but
they are with ua. as they were
with Columbus when he found
the lands we live in.
Stamps Finance
Pilgrimage
ROMP. (RNS>—Three Amer-
ican prtesu arrived here on a
13-day pilgrimage financed by
trading stamps collected by
their parishioner* in the Dro-
ver area.
They were Rev. Robert M.
Syriaaey of Drover, hi* broth-
er. Bev. Francis J. Synaney
of nearby Aurora; and Res'
Leonard A. Redeiberger of
Denver.
In return for trading stamps
representing SIW.OM worth of
purchases by partaktomm. the
priests received plane ticket*
and fund* to cover hotel sc-
commodaUeats. meal* and oth-
er travel exprase*.
They were scheduled to
have sn audience with Pope
John XXUi.
And the Deaf
Hear
...Again
ROME (RNS) A 12-
year-old Sicilian boy, Vito
Longo, deaf six years, can
hear again, thanks to a
priest whose hobby is elec-
tricity.
Vito became deaf when a
flying steel splinter pene-
trated his right eardrum.
His parents believed an op-
eration could cure him but
could not afford it.
They had given up hope
until Rev. Paolo Randauo,
rector of the Catholic
school in Acireale, Sicily,
itepped into the picture.
The priest spent hit
Christmas vacation in the
school laboratory building a
rudimentary electromag-
net powered by 11 small
batteries.
As the local physician
stood by, the priest in-
serted the magnet into
Vito'* ear and successfully
extracted the ateel splinter,
restoring the boy'* normal
hearing faculties.
Cerebral Palsy Doesn 't
Stop Her Helping Others
By ANTOINETTE TOMANLLI
BAYONNE Petite Anna Marie Sopko, who
has cerebral palsy, lifted from a table beside
her a sheaf of letters from people she has
helped
"These are letters from aoma of the people
who have been receiving the magazines." she
said. The letter*, all of them written by mem-
bers of the Catholic Union of the Sick in Ameri-
ca (CUBA). went something like this:
"I received the roll of magazines a day or
so ago and thank you so much. They are so in-
teresting and when t am finished with them I
take them to our chapel so others can enjoy
them
"
“Every one of the parcels ha* something in
it which has added to my spiritual life
"
"I received the magazines from you and
deeply appreciate them . . . Being a abut tn
most of the time. I d-n't see the world. But.
through the papers, magazines and letter* 1
get a glimpse of everything
"
ANNA MARIE, 27. ha* charge of a unique
apostulate that functions as a part of CUSA
and is carried out with the assistance of *od-
alists at St Joseph's parish here under tlm di-
rection erf Rev. Eugene T. Booeskl. The maga-
zine* approximately 30 editors furnish them
with copies each month ~ include The Anlbnoi-
an. Catholic Digest, IJguonan. 81. Anthony's
Messenger, and Maryknoll. They go out to over
300 Outsits each mooth.
The operation begin* with a delivery to
Anna Marte's home each month of over 1000
magarme* "Here's a present to keep you out of
trouble.*' the mailman quip*
TV magazines are stored on the porch of
the Sopko * rambling house here, until brother
John, 2!. came* the boxes over to the parish
clubroom the fourth Tuesday night of the month.
THERE. TO THE tune of snip (from the
large roll of brown paper that Mrs. Sopko buys
every three months), moisten (the small spong-
es used tn wetting the address labels) and roll
(each individual pile of magazines ts rolled in
a sheet of brown paper), the job is done. Al-
though manual movement is laborious for the
cerebral palsied, Anna pitches right to. Thro
each package is weighed for postage.
The magazine roiis arc placed in cartons
to be delivered to the post office by Father
Booeskl.
Anna Marie Is the third person to inherit
the project It was begun by * girt in the Mid-
west, suffering from tuberculous, and later as-
signed to Anne Pluta of Linden, who has an
arthritic condition. (Anne and Anna are close
friends.) When St. Joseph's Sodality was scout-
ing around for a good project in September,
1961, Anna Marie suggested that they help in
the msgazine mailing. Since most of the mem-
bers would have difficulty getting to Linden.
Esther Booeskl proposed that they do the work
right at their clubroom. ,
WHEN SHE’S NOT busy with the many de-
tails connected with the mailing service writ-
ing to additional editors to interest them in pro-
viding magazines, answering letters, keeping
track of address changes Anna Marie works
at her home-lypuig job. Or else she reads (most-
ly spiritual book*. “Yes. I love Thomas Mer-
ton"). writes poetry which has appeared in
Catholic publications, and bakes One batch of
cookies which She and her mother whipped up
went to a fellow Cusan, in a Massachusetts hos-
pital
Or she might be trading quips with brother
John, a student at Newark College of Engineer-
ing. about whom she confided. "He can take
it . . and an afterthought. "And he can give
It out. too ." She also has a sister, Mary Sue. 19,
who attends Montclair State.
BIT lIER LIVELIEST interest is CUSA,
which she joined after meeting Grace Gavin,
the organization's secretary, at a retreat for
the physically handicapped at the Cenacle. New
Brunswick, in ISS«
She explained its purpose for the sick and
handicapped: to answer the "why” of suffer-
ing offering it up to God —and to afford
friendship and understanding among its mem-
bers. many of whom are bedridden.
The special intention for which Cusans offer
their sufferings might be the conversion of Rus-
sia. or the sanctification of priests; each group
of eight members with a chaplain similarly
handicapped, prays for that intention And they
communicate with each other through a group-
letter
ONE OF Anna Mane's biggest thrills cam*
in New York three years ago. when she met
the chaplain of her own group. Rev. Sebastian
Schuler, O.F.M , Cap., of Michigan. He was in
New York visiting a heart specialist at the time.
In CUSA, Anna Mane said, she finds a
spiritual purpose for her own life. After gradua-
tion from Holy Family Academy here in 19(9,
she explained, she found it dificult to adjust to
some things. CUSA brought new friends, new
activities, and'new spmtual meaning into her
life, she said. Or. as one member summed it up,
"It (CUSA) is such a unique way of pooling
our spiritual resources."
TO CHEER THE SICK - Bayonne Sodalists Karen Okal and Mary Gouker help Anna
Marie Sopko, cerebral palsy victim (far right), moil magazine to shut-ins throughout
the U.S.
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HIS MOTHERS PROMISE”
APRIL 7th
Bishop's Performance
and Reception ...
for information
regarding this
EXTRA ordinary
occasion
. . . call
Father English
at SHerwood 2*8819
A RELIGIOUS DRAMA
WILL NOW BE PRESENTED
IN OUR NEW
$200,000 AUDITORIUM AND STAGE
1050 SEATS
441 Main (near Slater St.) Paterson, N. J.
Presented by
ST. BONIFACE PASSION PLAYERS
Performances for Grammar
and High School Students
SATURDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 14, 23, 30 April 6,
Admission 50c; Adults $l.OO
TWO-HOUR
PERFORMANCE
SPECIAL
GROUP RATES
Performances for
Adults
SUNDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 17, 24,31 - April 7
Admissions: $2.50 - $1.50
BISHOP S PERFORMANCE FOR THE BENEFIT OF
DIOCESAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
HONORARY CHAIRMAN. RT. RIV. MSOR. WIUIAM f. ttWIJ. Chancellor. Dioceto of Mnm
Owitial Chairman, Mr. Joioph Cougar • Mortar of Coromonlot, Mr. Slaphan P. Radio
Atiltfonl Chairmonn Mr. Harry Von Volk anburgh, Mr. Wtrnar Vogal
ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW
PUN A THEATRE PARTY
far Rotanrationl or Informationi
Phono SHerwood 2*8819
REV. FRANCIS A. ENGLISH
44 JACKSON milt PATfRSON. N.J.
dxcfc »r Manay Ordart thauld accompany all ardor* far tkkoti, payobla to
St. Sanlfaca Ranlon May Deductible farm Your federal Incama Tec
ST. BONIFACE NEW AUDITORIUM
sm
44 MAIN (near Slater St.) - PATIRSON, NiW JERSEY
Book Review
Underground in Slovakia
MOTHERHOOD OP SI-
LENCE, by Stefan Hok with
Letter Tamer.- Lace. 33ft
PUN. S3.SO.
There are men and women
behind the Iron Curtain whose
lives are in jeopardy every
day because of their dedica-
tion to God and to freedom.
They are members of an or-
ganised underground the
brotherhood of silence re-
ferred to In the title <*- whose
dual task of combating com-
munism and maintaining
ideals of Christian liberty ex-
poses them frequently to ter-
rifying risks.
Told simply and directly,
their story could not help but
be one of inspiration. In
“Brotherhood of Silence,”
however, someone has chosen
an alternate route. What has
the ingredients of a moving
tribute comes up Instead as
something which might have
been the joint effort of Alfred
Hitchcock and Mickey Spil-
lane —with some dialogue
they might have rejected.
STEFAN ILOK la an
turned name. Presently living
in the West, the author is a
leader In the underground ef-
fort in Slovakia. The fellow
Siovaklana whose deeds he de-
scribes in a loosely-connected
aeries of narratives also have
pseudonyms to protect many
who are carrying on their
campaign to this day.
There is no quarrel here
with the statement that “the
stories that appear In this
book .are documented in the
files of the underground lead-
ers." Too few Americans real-
ize the dangers which are un-
dertaken —and the tortures
frequently suffered by the
freedom fighters in Slovakia
and other Iron Curtain coun-
tries.
It is In flashing out the
stories that the book falls far
short of the deeds it describes.
The thoughts and the speeches
given to the underground
couriers and saboteurs have
the unmistakable ring of spy
film cliches although the
tasks they perforih are any-
thing but commonplace.
THAT THIS IS the case Is
all the more unfortunate in
view of the book’s description
of the "Church of Silence”
the Church whose priests and
Bishops remain loyal to Rome.
It is an engrossing account of
men who risk their lives to
obtain wafers and wine so
that a priest can celebrate
Mata: of secretly consecrated
Bishops: of Catholics caught
in a nightmarish diiamma of
determining whether or not a
priest Is validly ordained or if
he is an active agent of the
communists.
There is also a touching ac-
count of the spiritual and phy-
sical resurrection of a priest
who survives a Red hrain
washing, s torture which Is
vividly and frighteningly des-
cribed.
THESE SECTIONS of the
book are effectiva because the
author allows the story to tell
itself.
The rest of the topics of
which he wrfles the breve
deeds end the brave people
who perform them are
strong enough to do the tame,
But other things Including
detailed romantic interludes
best described as pointless
keep getting in the way.
The brotherhood of silence
deserves something better.
Jerry Ceetelto
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Stravinsky Made
Papal Knight
SANTA n, N.M. (NC) -
Igor Stravinsky, 80. muslo
composer and symphony or-
chestra conductor, baa been
honored by Pope John XXTII
at the request of Archbishop
Edwin V. Byrne of Santa Fe.
Stravinsky, who is not a
Catholic, was named a Knight
Commander with Star of St.
Sylvester, a Christian knight-
hood instituted in 1811 by Pope
Gregory XVI.
Stravinsky's "Threnl: Lam-
entations of the Prophet Jerre
miah,” was performed in St
Francis Cathedral here In 18-
99 by the Santa Fe Opera and
orchestra.
The concert In the cathedral
followed a precedent set by
Pope John when he was
Patriarch of Venice. The Pope
made St. Mark's available for
a performance of Stravinsky’s
■ Canticum Sacrum," which
the maestro conducted.
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By JOAN T. NOURSE
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Critics Say Art, Religion
Can Be Partners Again
Michslangelo’a "Plata” is
prepared for its journey from
St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome
to th* 1884 World** Fair in
New York, and people are re-
minded of the centuries gone
by when art and the Church
wrre collaborators.
It is possible, uy Frank and
Dorothy GeUein, that art and
the Church, long estranged it
is tree, will find each other
•gain, and this in the last
third of our century. The Get-
leiai examine the factors that
augur for and against such a
reunion in a particularly fine
book of art historycriticism,
all the finer because simply
stated.
The book is “Christianity in
Modern Art," (Bruce. 227
pages. 15.). a superbly inter-
esting bit of reading for every-
one from the art student to
the neophyte, and particularly
for the Catholic a—king norms
upon which to form his taste
in religious paintings, sculp-
ture. architecture and crafts
Those within whose province
It falls to commissioa th* de-
sign and adornment of Catho
He churches and schools wfll
find in it a challenge, as wet!
as a lucid appraisal of what la
•ad what Isn’t Christian art.
The challenge is that very
few of the valid contemporary
artistic statements of religious
thought have been don* on
commission, and on the other
hand, much of what past— for
art in today. Catholic
churches and homes exempli
0— “the embalmed style of
the ststuc factories" <k*
cendeau of lrih and 18th can-
tury “hUUWee* which iraare
formed (Chrutteafty) into a
saccharin* cradle song "
TH* cm JONS ran far M
art that win reflect the Cfana-
Uareity af th* prweeat day. *
bmdttkrr thtag they out.
than M has been »n centuries
They even not* that ta these
days when th* bturgy is a*
longer “a spectator occasion ’*
there will h«s* to be develop
edra new ecclesiastical archl-
tecutfe
...
for the new par-
Uciphiioo la divuw worship.
**
They wig the respect due to
P«**l*ive critics by their evi-
dent determination to see
through anything in modem
art which is only a cliche.
Simply because a figure ia
portrayed in a stylised robe H
u not to be called "liturgical
art." That Christian art began
exclusively as "the n-M» of
the illiterate" u questionable.
Th* ’ shave and a haircut” ap-
proach to religious art is no
more valid than staging Ham-
let in modem dress
In short, “th* look of mod-
em can be simulated, imi-
tatrd and faked with great
dexterity” and the Getleins
for two are dm fooled
They arc not fooled, for ex-
ample, by Salvador Dab. al-
though they grant that be is
the most popular of contempo-
rary artists who choose reli-
gious these*, that He it a su-
perb technician, and Uut see-
era! of his works embody a
great deal of truth (one of
these is not. m their opinion,
his Last Supper).
CFON GEORGES Rouault
they confer the title “greatest
reUgmua artist of the BHb cen-
tury” Second tawrvfa among
PSigleri they award la Emul
NeM* who "discovered far
himsetf and far many who
have seen his works that
Christianity ia art need not he
the sweetness of Hofmann, but
may be the pMrctag light af
the best af art. even in the
doth century
“
(Heinrich Ikfmaon execut-
ed the familiar “Christ in th*
Temple" and “Christ fa the
Garden of Gethscmane," 18th
century products of a religion
of withdrawal, a "pseudo-reli-
gious body at sentiments
...
incapable of coming to grips
with the problems of any age,
caber in history or fa the life
of a human being from child-
hood fa death” The Getiefas
make the indict meat )
THE FACT that abstract or
arttoo painting focuses the at-
tention of the artist and view,
er on the "process of making
the painting" fa what makes it
unlikely that true religious
pstn ting will come of it. the
Gcileins observe The difficul-
ty u not so great m sculp-
ture and “modem sculptors
have created religious art"
(Epstein. Barlach. Marcks,
Zsjar. Moore. Manroi But
they feel that the major hope
tor the reunion of art and reli-
gion is the crafts work now
being done ceramics, weav-
ing. metalwork, woodwork.
"... Contemporary craft*,
m—they not*, "are already
producing »«*ha far the
Churrh that bring dirin* wor-
ship far the worships*! fat*
touch with th* modern wot Id
end make available to th*
glory af Ged th* best that can
he made, rath— than copies af
"IS interesting observation
is fast fa* enre*, th* central
idea of Chrtattontty and really
the e*ty poem at art proscrib-
ed is the liturgy, hat never
been t favortt* with artists
but it shews signs rf broom-
fag fast with many contempo-
raries.
Another observation: "On*
of the most hopeful signs for
a row religion# «n is fast
Maotu wm chosen to decorate
... the only unornamented
doer remaining in St. Petro s
to Rome." Ann* Mae Buck-
ley.
CRAFT - Altar frontals are prescribed by Church rubrics but rarely used, the Getleins
point out, citing the one above, done in green of various shades by Margaret Kaye,
as conveying the idea if the spresd of Christ's teaching, the Gospel and Epistle theme of
In the Pentecost season. Photo is from "Christianity in Modern Art."
ARCHITECTURE - Sanctuary of the Chapelle du R[?]saire
in Vence, France, designed by Henri M[?]tisse in 1951.
The chapel it cited by the Getleins as one proof that "the
groat masters of modem painting...hod vision of a
kind that could find fruitful expression in Christianity."
Movies Better
Than Ever?
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Movie code director Geof-
frey Shurlock and his staff ex-
amine most American screen-
play* before the studios start
filming them. He tells mo that
in the last six months not one
of them has dealt with dope
addiction, prostitution, abor-
tion, juveniledelinquency, per-
version or gangster violence.
The code chief thinks top-
level thinking in Hollywood,
not commercial pressures at
the theater end, is bringing
about the change, although
"sick" movies that were lyr-
ically appraised by long hair
critics have flopped at the box-
office.
Not aU the 1563 films will
be made for children. Nor
should they be. But an ap-
preciably larger percentage of
so-caOed "mature" themes
will be so treated as to fit
them for adolescents, even in
aoma instances, for smaller
children. If all the major A-
merican film companies and
distributors would now refuse
to peddle "arty" fast-buck
shockers and objectionably
sensational foreign imports,
the UJ». motion picture indus-
try could get back to providing
America's best entertainment.
Rerieicn
. . .
A Child Is Waiting (Good;
adults, adolescents; specially
recommended) This arresting
story of brain-damaged chil-
dren could have been a truly
great, not merely good, mo-
tion picture, if there had been
a little more spiritual warmth
Instead of' ill-defined social
criticism. It may stID search
the hearts and inform tha
minds of millions who do not
understand the “unusual”
child and the challenges his
parents and teachers must
face.
40 Pounds of Trouble (Fair;
adults, adolescents) Light, fro-
thy, phoney but rather amus-
ing semi-musical carbon of
“Little Miss Marker."
The I.lon (Good; adults, ado-
lescents) A switch from the
boy and dog story finds a
charming little girl in friendly
relationship with a lion.
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Where can
you enjoy the
most delicious
Chinese Food?
■
Thousands of people
say at Henry Lam's
NEW YORKTea
Garden*
IWnMtflnSi. Mwrttton, NJ.
It VMM
Delicious Chinese dinners
you’ll com* back for
again tad again. Orders
to take out. Air condi-
tioned. Reservations arc
suggested. Cocktails.
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ft For
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Latin American Bishops Request
783 U.S. Sisters for 87 Projects
WASHINGTON (NC) An
unusual “shopping list" with
an apostolic stress is currently
being circulated among heads
of U. S. communities of re-
ligious Sisters.
The list details 87 petitions
by Bishops in U Latin Am-
erican countries for 783 Sis-
ters to carry on a wide range
of educational, medical and so-
cial welfare projects in their
dioceses.
The list was compiled by
the NCWC Latin America
Bureau at the request of the
Pontifical Commission for
Latin America in Rome. It
is based on official petitions
for Sisters received by. the
commission through the apos-
tolic nuncios in the several
Latin American countries in-
volved.
THE BODY of the list is a
83-page section detailing the
petitions background infor-
mation of the diocese involved,
area description, the nature of
the project, and other relevant
facts.
Sisters considering appeals
aye advised first to ask and
answer * number of pertinent
questions.
These Include determining
the fields in which the com-
munity by its previous ex-
perience is qualified to work;
the financial conditions under
which it is prepared to work;
administrative and sodo-geo-
graphlc factors that might in-
fluence its planning; whether
it is prepared “to accept a
hardship post in an area of
difficult climate, of primitive
living conditions, of a poverty-
stricken economy unable to
provide any support”; and
whether it Is ready to under-
take a form of activity not
previously attempted by its
members.
THE ELEVEN countries,
requests from which ere in-
cluded in the list, ere: Argen-
Una, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicar-
agua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay
and Venezuela.
Rev. John J. Considine,
M.M.. director of the NCWC
Latin America Bureau, said it
is expected that more such
lists will be prepared end dis-
tributed as additional requests
come from LaUn America.
Alabama Salutes
Sister-Teacher
CULLMAN, Ala.-Gov. Johh
Patterson of Alabama present-
ed a citation of appreciation
to a Benedictine Sister who
has given more than “68 years
service as a teacher to the
students of Alabama.”
Mother Annunciate Jane-
why. 0.5.8., received the rec-
ognition from the Governor at
Sacred Heart College here
where ahe is still on the job
teaching Latin. The88-year-old
Sister is believed to have an
unequalled record in America
for years of teaching.
'Scene of Heartbreak'
NCWC Pioneer
Recalls Ellis Island
WASHINGTON - A woman
has focused attention on the
workings of the Department of
Immigration of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference.
She is retiring from the de-
partment Jan. 31 after 41
years of service.
Sarah Weadick, a native of
New Haven, began her work
at New York's Ellis Island,
port of entry, In 1821 when
there was: “An odor of human
bodies, garlic, fruit, bread and
butter, a medley of foreign
faces and a babel of tongues.”
“It was a scene, too, of
drama and heartbreak.” Miss
Weadick said. "So many per-
sons already in this country
were unable to stay because of
physical or mental illness,
over..uhscntxd quotas or oth-
er legal difficulties. Thank
God. the days of large scale
group deportations are over!'*
A RECIPIENT of the Cross
Pro E celesta et Pontiflce
from Pope Phis XII, Miss
Weadick recalled that when
ahe started working for NCWC
the department had seven em-
ployees and handled about
7.200 cases. The department
presently has 23 employees
and processed 4J.310 cases to-
volving 81,082 persons to 1882.
Min Weadick said that im-
migration news is often made
at the porta of entry but it is
the follow-up work with Immi-
grants to dioceses that is con-
ridered vital by the NCWC.
"TO follow these people to
their new homes and help
them get started along the
path that leads to worthwhile
membership to the community
that is the work that chmsz-
es our efforts." she said.
CATCHING UP - The luncheon-bridge end fashion show
scheduled for Feb. 14 at 12:30 p.m. at the Chanticler,
Millburn, seems a long way off for members of the Worn-
an's Guild of Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentis-
try who are sponsoring it, but the committee it already
swamped with work and prizes. Checking over prizes
are, left to right, Mrs. Thomas A. Sanioro. Mrs. William
DiGiacomo, chairman, and Mrs. Patrick Frank.
Three St. Paul's Parishioners
Take Final Vows Together
NEW YORK—Thrve fosters
from St. Pauls iGreeiivtile).
Jersey City, will pronounce
final vows at the coovent at
the Helpers of the Holy Souls
at Mth St here on Feb. 2
They are Sister Msry Claire.
HHfo. the former Mary
O'FarreO; Sister Mary Rob-
ert Bellamune. HJLS, the
former Dolores Blauhaut, and
Suter Mary Andrew Bobo’a.
lIJIS., the former Joan Pola-
shock.
BLHJtop John M A. Feams.
Auxiliary Bishop of New York.
*UI bleu the sous and Bene
diction tfll be celebrated by
Mtgr U« L Mahoney, pas-
tor of St Paul s
Two other Helpers of the
Holy Souls from St P*u» i
look final vows Jao 19 us
Pans. France, at (he mother
house there They were foster
Mary Joseph. lIJIS. the foe-
»*r Margaret Nimbley. and
Sitter Mary Regina. HJLS..
the former Dorothy HaUinan
Michigan Sister
Passes the Bar
DETROIT (RNSI - The
first member of a woman's
religious order ever to become
• member of the Michigan
State Bar was admitted to
legal practice in ceremonies
JwM here She is Sister Mary
Pavlowski. 21. one of It
* Mr and Mrs Leo
Pavlowski of Muskegon. Mich
A member of lbe Religious
Sisters of Merry, foster Leo
was one of five women in a
group of 71 new lawyers who
took the oath.
She was graduated magna
cum lande from the University
of Detroit Lew School last
Ju** ami currently is toe
comptroller of Ml. Carmel
Mmy Hospital here In ad
ditto* to her hospital duties.
Sister Leo u a faculty mem-
ber at Mercy College.
North Jersey Date Book
PubUrilr chairman ara Invited to auka BM or thla
aervira. Wa will need tha name oI the (Maker Uf any)
•»d uric. and tha namaof tha chairman.
THURSDAY, JAN. 24
Uaioa-Westfleld District CoaacU of CatboUe
Women Benediction, 8 p.m., St. Ann’*, Gar-
wood; meeting following. Anna B. Hogan,
Jersey City attorney, speaker on Legion of
Decency; Mrs. William Rlfino, Plainfield,
program chairman. Reports by district chair-
men; Mrs. Daniel Saporita, Mrs. Charles
Kamudt, hospitality chairmen.
St. James Hospital Ladles Auxiliary, Newark
Meeting, 1 p.m., hospital auditorium; Mrs.
Thomas Cantalupo, Newark, chairman.
FRIDAY, JAN. 28
All Bouls’ Rosary, East Orange Card Party,
8 p.m., school ball; Mrs. Joseph Norton,
chairman.
SATURDAY, JAN. 26
St. Vincent’s Hospital Auxiliary, Montclair
Dinner-dance, Montclair Golf Club; Mrs.
James Dorment. Mrs. Emil Tietje, chairmen.
College of St. Elizabeth, Essex Alumnae
Theater party to “Mr. President;" Matt
Grace Neaglc, Orange, chairman.
Bacred Heart Mothers' Guild, Clifton Bazaar;
Mrs. Henry Vuoncino, chairman.
ML 8L Mary's College Gaild, Metropolitan
Chapter Executive meeting, U am., gen-
eral meeting. 1:30, Hotel SUtler-Hiitoo, New
York City; elections. *
SUNDAY. JAN. 27
Ettes-Newark District Council of Catholic Wom-
en Benediction, 3 p.m., St. Augustine’s,
Newark; meeting following.
Inirnuttoeal Federation of Catholic Almanac,
Jersey chapter Executive meeting. 4 p.m.,
home of Helen Corbett, Madison; Eleanor
Twomey, Spring Lake, presiding.
CYO Center Women's Club, Jersey City - Day
of recollection, l p.m., CYO Center; Rev. Phil-
ip Laverc, 0.F.M., St. Francis Monastery.
New York City, speaker. Tea; Mrs. Robert
D. Abbot, Mrs. Gordoo Graham, chairmen.
MONDAY, JAN. 28
8t
„
p“l a **> Cross Rosary, Jersey City -
Meeting, 8:30, auditorium; grocery social,
Mr*. Patrick Petrozelli, Mrs. John Ferrone,
chairmen,
8L Joseph’s Guild for the Blind - Meeting,
8 p.m., St. Joseph's Home for the Blind, Jer-
sey City.
FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Gaild, Hudson Helghta-
Meetlng, 8 p.m., psrish ball; films by Public
Service, Mrs. Salvatore Albanese, chairman.
BATURDAY, FEB. 2
Holy Rosary Nursery Guild Dinner-dance,
Hotel Suburban, East Orange; reception, 7
p.m. Mrs. Joseph Vuocolo, Adelyne Caruso,
Mrs. Anthony Nords, chairmen.
SUNDAY. FEB. 3 1
Doa Bosco High School Mothers’ Guild, Ramsey
Meeting, 3 p.m.
MONDAY, FEB. 4
St Joseph’s Altar and Scapular Confraternity,
Bogota Meeting, 8:30, cafeteria; penny so-
cial, Mr*. John Healey, chairman.
Our Lady uf Lourdes Rosary, West Orange
Meeting, evening.
Christ the King Rosary, Hillside - White ele-
phant sale-Chinese auction; proceeds to sta-
tion wagon for'Sisters.
TUESDAY, FEB. 8
Marylawn Mothers' Club, South Orange Meet-
ing. 1:30, gymnasium: Martin Loftus, Fed-
eral Food and Drug Administration, speaker.
St. Vincent's Hospital School of Practical Nurs-
ing Alumnae. Montclair Meeting, 7.30, Hal-
loran Pavilion; Thomas Mueller, Newark
Police Detective Bureau, speaker on nar-
cotics.
noly Cross Rosary, Harrison Meeting, 8 p.m.,
auditorium; film, Helen McNamara, chair-
man.
SL Anne's Rotary, Fair Lawn Meeting, 8:48,
auditorium; Dr. Herbert Keller. Paramus,
speaker on subjects of heart disease and vari-
cose veins.
Caldwell
To Select
Heart Queen
CALDWELL
- The Student
Improvement Fund of Cald-
w*U College will select toe an-
nual “Queen of Hearts” at a
dance Feb. 18 to toe campus
auditorium.
Candidates from earh eiast
are selected The eUxi rais-
ing the most money in propor-
tion to members crowns its
queen Three nominees al-
ready chosen are Kathleen
Snec, senior; Dorothy Jscobil-
ti. junior, and Shirley Hughes,
sophomore
CAROL O'Connor beads the
student fund committee and
Manao Wolf and Janice Gras-
so are chairmen of the dance
assisted by Rose Hinchlifle.
Martha Meehan and Anita
Vantuno
Proceeds from last year's
project were used for a con-
sole stereohi ft which is now
in toe student lounge.
Flying Sister
Aids Africans
ELDORET. Kenya (NO -
A medical missionary Sitter
is flying a small plane to over-
come distances in the roadless
mission area ahe senes in
northwest Kenya
Sister Michael Theresa, who
It taking advantage of flying
experience ahe bad before she
entered toe Medical Mission-
aries of Mary, is toe first
member of toe 2Ay*ar-old or-
der to use a plane to medical
mission work.
The Medical Missionaries
plan to bare a central hospital
in Turkana with several out-
stations. These stations can
be visited regularly, now that
the Sisters have the plane.
Letter From Cuba
Teacher Says School
Is Now an Arsenal
c
A ktler sent secretly from Cuba to a Dominican
bister here tells how the American Dominican Academy. Havana
has been turned into an arsenal.
'
The letter was sent by a young teacher who was once a
student of the Dominican fosters. She is presently unemployed
as she gave up teaching under toe communists. The names have
been witnbeld.
The young woman also wrote that during May the commu-
nists removed a life-sued statue of Our Lady of Fatima from
anoutdoor niche at the school “Krushchev's bust was put in her
place." she wrote, “but now he is gone too
”
HER LETTER continued Giving up teaching “has made me
lose anew pair of shoes as they will only be given to students
and workers through schools and unions. The rest of the per-
sons are considered parasites and worms with no right to wear
■hoc* I am ooe or the other or boto . .
.
“Believe it or not, we are getting fat because if you don’t
want to starve, you have to eat flour at every meal and many
sweeta ...
“IT HAS BEEN a month since we saw the last eggs and we
•till know when we'll see the next ones
...
We do not
give so much importance to these earthly things ... we keep
00 with all our good hope in the Child Jesus and His love for
us, as well as our love for Him.
"We are peaceful because we know tost at the end, no mat-
ter the time it Ukes, the Uvea it costs or the sufferings of how
many innocent people, the gates of Hell shall not prevail against
if (the Church) and that la what counts."
Caldwell Scientists
Turn to Journalism
CALDWELL - The science
department at Caldwell Col-
lege has started publication of
a newspaper, and the year-
book has stepped out of its
you realistic field to plan a
fashion show for Feb. 8.
The newspaper. The Catal-
yse made its appearance on
the campus this week. The
initial issue presented a gen-
eral perspective of current
scientific events.
THE PAPER will appear
monthly with the intention of
"making students aware of
the most up-to-date scientific
developments and 'to inform
them of research being con-
ducted on toe Caldwell cam-
pus."
Barbara Kutchman, a junior,
is toe first editor-in-chief. She
is assisted by Judith Strella,
a sophomore, as managing
editor, and Barbara Mohr, a
freshman, at layout editor.
Jane Mooney of Union and
Lucille Russo of Metuchen are
heading the “Carillon” fashion
show in toe auditorium to
raise funds for the 1963 year-
book. Ten students will model.
Junior College
To Open in N.Y.
SYRACUSE. N. Y. (NC)-A
Catholic Junior college for
young women will open here
to September under toe ad-
ministration of-the Sisters of
St. Francis.
To be known si Maria Re-
gina College, toe two-year in-
stitution will admit from 30
to SO students next fall.
Paterson Nurse Head
Gives Board Report
PATERSON Sister Maria
Lawrence, director of the
School of Nursing of St. Jo-
seph's Hospital here, returned
from Washington with a re-
port on the three-day board
meeting of the National Coun-
cil of Catholic Nurses of which
she is a member.
Sister Maria Lawrence an-
nounced a program of revital-
ization "to gear the council to
help CathoHc nurses meet
what was described by Mrs.
Marie Costello of Chicago,
who presided, as drastically
changed demands on them'.**
A COMMITTEE on goals
has been appointed to asaist
in the development of indivi-
dual leadership in the profes-
sion "to not only work with
the laity in their own dioceses,
but to participate in civic ac-
tivities within their communi-
ties as well.”
The committee, under the di-
rection ot Sister Madeleine
Clemence of Fall River,
Mass., will report at the April
30-May 3, 1964, national con-
vention in Chicago.
Anything but
Old Hats!
FAIR LAWN—OId sheets,
old shirts or stockings ire
needed by the women of St,
Anne’s Rosary Society here
who are sewing for cancer
dressinga, Mrs. Joseph Ger-
ber (SW 84118) will pickup
any donations.
Stewardesses
Honor Patron
PARIS (NC) - Air steward-
esses from 37 countries took
part in a- novena here honor-
ing St. Genevieve, patroness of
Paris and of air stewardesses.
Maurice Cardinal Feltin of
Paris presided at the highlight
of the novena — the moving
of the saint’s relics from the
church of. St. Eticnne-du Mont
to Notre Dame Cathedral.
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A NEW DIMENSION
IN GROUP PROTECTION
“TRIPLE CHOICE” from New Jersey Blue Cross-Blue Shield
Comprehenxive. provide up to 345 d»>*
« hospital)cation coverage per year and when com
»W>,hs«fc Blue Shield and any of tevrral
rider* afford even greater flexibility to fit the
•pacific need* of any group.
Now, based on research intotoday’s changing needs.
New Jersey Blue Cross and Bloe Shield offerthe
purchaserof group health care protection a breeder
uleetion ofprograms.
Two new Blue Cross programs, companions to
Check these highlights:
Blue Cross for Hospital Bills
Group Comprehensive
‘
p" ,w «*
■ Up to 60 days of hospital care, age 65 through 69
■ Up to 30 days of hospital cart, aga 70 and over
NEW "385”
(Expos**)
■ Up to 365 days of hospital cart, to
age 65
■ Up to 120 days of hospital cart, aga
65 and over
Blue Shield for Doctor Bills
NEW "385-D”
(Expended DedaeUMs)
■ Offers, at. lower rata, th# same ex.
panded coverage as ‘*365" except
for the following deductibles payable
to the hospital by the member
$2O par day for the first tiva days
in hospital
$lO par day for the next five days
BgtapSp&Mi
SJ 1 *•'»i»■-*
BUIE CROSS
forHasptolMs •
lespkil lenktflea of New Jirsiy
CAMDEN
130 North Broadway
WOcdSu4-2925
NEWARK
500 Broad Street
MArket 4 2600
BLUE SHIELD
•
: for Doctor Bids
Medical-Surgical Ptaa ef New Jerssy
TRENTON
’
28 West State Street
* LYric 9-4596
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2 N. J Mitchell 3.0260
l»U PARKINS Al KINNit SARA Of ACROSS tHI URlft
FOR YOU - When the Girl Scout Council of Greater Essex County kicked off its publl-
city drive for the annual cookie sale they hod a giant cookie made for the reception.
The cookie was then given to the Girl Scouts of St. Mary's Orphanage. Newark, where
Sister Patricia (above) tried to share If with one of the younger children. The cookie
drive gets under way for the 18,000 Girl Scouts in the area Jan. 25.
SYMBOLS - The Catholic Church is sometimes referred to as the "Bark of Peter." The
sing of the ship with the cross on the mast represents the guidance of Christ for the
ship (the Church) as it hoods safely through the troubles of the world to bring its
souls to heaven.
Essex, Bergen, Hudson CYOs
Announce Journalism Winners
NEWARK—The county win-
ners in the CYO Journalism
contest were announced this
week by the three participat-
ing counties in the archdio-
cese: Essex. Bergen and Hud-
son. The first place winners
will be finalists in the arch-
diocesan contest
The two winning awards
for a grade school newspaper
and magazine in* Essex Coun-
ty have been given to St
Francis and St. Ann s by the
CYO.
t "Xavier Torch." the St.
Francis entry, won first place
in the newspaper division of
the CYO journalism contest.
St. Ann's magazine. "The
Telescope." edged out St. An-
toninus in the magazine divi-
sion.
ST. JOHN'S, Orange, last
year’s winner, was runner-up
in the newspaper division with
Us entry, "The Eagle."
The Essex winners will be
entered in the archdiocesan
CYO journalism contest.
ST. FRANCIS. Ridgefield
Park and Mt. Virgin. Gar-
field, shared honors in Bergen
County. St. Francis topped the
newspaper class with its en-
try, "Angel's Echoes." Close
behind were NaUvlty, Mid-
land Park, with "Angelus”
and ML Carmel, Tenafly, with
‘‘Carmel Crier."
Ml. Virgin woo the maga-
zine category with “Tba Vlr-
ginette.” Placing in order
were St. Joseph's. Lodi, with
"The Gem,'* and Our Lady of
Mercy, Park Ridge, with "The
Jotter."
IN HUDSON
County first
place went to St. Nicholas.
Jersey City, In the newspaper
division and Our ' adjr of Li-
bers. West New York, for Its
magazine.
St. Nicholas' entry Is tiUci
"Mother Pauline Echoes." A
second place tie was shared
by Assumption. Bayonne, with
“Aureola." and SL Bridget's,
Jersey City, for "The Bridge "
MT. CARMEL. Raycnne
won third place us the news-
paper division with "Advisor •
and SL Joseph's. Bayuoor
took an honorable mentkn
award with "The Jotephfte
"
"Echo-One" of Our Lady o!
Libera, was the only mass-
: ne entry.
3 Newark Scouts
Earn Awards
NEWARK The highest
award in Scouting, the Eagle
award, will be conferred on
three members of Troop 128
of Sacred Heaj* Cathedral
Jan. 25 by Msgr. Joseph A.
Doyle, administrator. The
presentation will be made at
a parents' night in the audi-
torium at • p.m.
The Eagle award will be
given to Anthony Sopranzi,
Ifs Prank MarineUa, 10, and
Joseph Pizzarro, 15.
. . . \ • V
Pupils Aid Homeless
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay
(NC) An organization of
Catholic high school and col-
lage students has built 80
bouses in their campaign to
help this country's homeless.
St. Joseph’s
'Follows Up’
TV French
WEST ORANGE - St. Jo-
seph's School became a test-
ing ground for educational TV
at the request of Mtgr. Joseph
P. Tube, archdiocesan super-
intendent of schools.
Three officials of the French
TV program came to the
school and watched the sixth
and seventh grede classes fol-
low up the leeeoa developed
In the morning program by
Madame Anne Sack oty'edu-
cational TV-WNDT. f
Sister M. Timothy. 0.P.,
sixth grade instructor, re-
viewed the morning’s presen-
tation. Sisttr Joseph Mary of
the seventh grade moved a
step further and presented a
model French lesson
Sacred Heart
Science Fair
Set for Feb. 3
HUDSON HEIGHTS - Tb*
Sacred Hewt Science Fair «tli
be open (or the public Feb 1.
at I pm. tn the parith hall
Staler M. Andrea, with grade
teacher. »ili direct the pro-
tram
Ser. Franc it S. Mafrtttki.
Patter. «1U pretent trophic* at
1* to the three top urtenth
•ad eighth grade entrtae Win-
tta* enMea wth be entered In
tbt Jmey Ctty State College
Fair March 1030 and the
Arebdloi.cian Ktementary
School Science Fair March
SMI.
Medalt »U1 alio be awarded
to the top retry tn gradeaone
throogh »ia by the Mother*’
Guild
eta be; Mra, Ml-
cHee! Drmahocb. RtdgrtkM:
Rocco Arriola and SamirI
SeanUnorth. North Bergen.
WhatDo You Think ofYourCatholicPress?
By JUNE DWYER
The youth of North Jersey
are always helping us in our
epostolata of bringing the
news of Catholicism to our
people.
we’re going to take advan-
tage of your enthusiasm again
for our new Young Advocate
Club contest which will run
through February Catholic
Press Month.
We have just finished count-
ing the subscriptions that you
boys and girls rounded up for
us. Now we want you to get
out your pens and crayons and
put on your thinking caps for
some new ideas on the Catho-
lic press and the job it is
doing.
THIS TIME we have made
the same contest for both the
junior and senior members of
the Young Advocate Club.
That means the satire grade
school can work on the same
project —and can display the
work during February, too, as
the deadline Is not until the
very ead of the month.
For our contest you're asked
to make a poster on the Cath-
olic Press. The only restriction
we give Is that it cannot be
aay larger than U inches by 12
laches. You can probably ace
the reaaoo for tbeL We receive
ao many entries that if they
are aay larger we won't have
the room for them.
WHAT WILL you put on
your poster? Anything you
went We hope you will do a
little creative thinking end
come tv with some idea that
has naver been used before.
Or you could win by taking
an old Idea and doing U ex-
ceptionally well.
Your potter might show
what the Catholic press does
for the souls of its readers,
why you should have the Cath-
olic press In your home, how
you can help toe Catholic press
or even give en example of the
types of articles that you will
find In ths Catholic press.
This might mean that you
will havo to do a littla re-
search like taking a good
look at soma of those Catholic
magazines in your school li-
brary or at home. You might
even try reading some of the
other pages in The Advocate
to see what wo are offering
our readers.
MAYBE YOU even have
some ideas on how we can
improve the Catholic press-
or can show us seme good ad-
vertising techniques to use In
promoting our sates.
Whatever your Idea is. be
sure to Include a copy of the
coupon oo this page with each
entry to we kaow exactly who
you are. And be sure that you
make our deadline entries
malted after midnight Feb. 27
will not be considered for the
Judging.
HERE WE CO again, club
members.
Anew cooteet, with
new prizes and anew oppor-
tunity for you to win a cash
priza and honor for your
school and your family.
It ia also our chanca at
Young Advocate Club head-
quarters to sit beck end be
proud proud of the wonder-
ful work that our young "Jour-
nalists" are turning out. And
then it gives us an added in-
centive to work herder to live
up to the quality of your
work.
Go to It now. And good luck
wishes for everyon#.
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NEW JERSEY
//fl'C /5. 000 farms
with the hijhesf rjross income
per acre in the UnitedStates !
Agriculture is a 810 million-dollar-a-year
industry in New Jersey and utilises
29% of the State’s land area. The poultry
industry leads the waywith nearlytwo billion
eggs per year hatched on Jersey farms.
There are 140,000 head of dairycattle in the
stateproducingabout 540,000,000 quarts
of millpeach year. New Jerseyfarmers
grow 50 different kinds of gardenvege-
tables and about 50 establishments
operate each season in processingfruits
and vegetables. Several of these canning
and food-freezing facilities are among
the largest in the world.
The farming industry is an important
part of New economy and keeps
our State “green”. Buy New Jerseyfarm
products when yongo marketing and help
our Garden State prosper and grow.
|L_
431 000
ACRES
AGRICULTURE
848 000 ACRES
FORESTS
NON FARM
WOOD LOTS
ACRES140 000
URBAN AND
AREASBUILT UP
214 ACRES000
WATERSWAMPS AND
100 ACRES000
FEDERAL .
.PROPERTY
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Young Advocate Club
Catholic Press Contest
State*: (Boy* and girl* from the fifth through tht eighth
grade*) Hake a porter on Catholic Pres* Month. It may
not be any larger than 18 Inches by 12 inches.
lute*: (Boy* and girl* from the kindergarten through
the fourth grade*) Make a potter on Catholic Prea*
month. It may not be any larger than IS Inches by 12
tacha*.
(a) Entries must be mailed no later than Wednesday,
Feb. 27, to Mist June V. Dwyer, Young Advocate
Club Headquarters, SI Clinton St., Newark 2, New
Jersey.
'
•
♦
*
(b) Each entry mutt be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of it.
(c) Your entry makes you a member of the Young
Advocate Club.
(and) Prizes of $3, $3 and $2 will be awarded in each
division.
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SAFETY CONSCIOUS - Janet McCarthy, a student at Mt. St. John Academy (Gladstone)
smiles as she is presented a plaque depicting a poster which gave her first prise in
a statewide contest conducted by the Bureau of Safety Education of the New Jersey
State Police. Lt. Zaroslow Fraynyk of the safety bureau (left) mokes the presentation
along with Mother Benedicto, C.S.J.B., superior and principal of the academy, and
Officer Frank Geraghty of Mendham.
Professor Cautions:
Guard Students From Bad Books
CINCINNATI <NC) A uni-
versity professor cautioned
high school literature teachers
to take special care in guard-
ing their students from harm-
ful books.
Rev. M. Joseph Costelloe.
S.J., classics professor at
Creighton University. Omaha,
sounded the warning before
more than 100 Sisters of Char-
ity from three states at an in-
stitute on high school litera-
ture teaching held at the Sis-
terbood’a Mt. St. Joseph moth-
erbouse here.
IN AN INTERVIEW, the
Nehraaka-born Jesuit said that
high school reading lists some-
times include books which stu-
dents aren’t mature enough to
read without placing them-
selves in danger.
“Some of the moral prob-
lems encountered In reading."
be said, “are excessive real-
ism in situation and dialogue.
and tbe portrayal of false
philosophies."
looking at the problem from
another anglr. trouble arises
when students read books that
are primarily intended for
adults, he said.
Father Costelloe observed:
“Were bring in a pagan mi-
lieu in which traditional mo-
rality has been widely aban
dooed " This is. reflected in
present-day writing, he said.
AU teachers bane a
responsibility, he said, to as-
certain what hooka may be
harmful for their students, lie
suggested that “parrots could
be brought into the discussion
on difficult points.”
Indian Bishop
To Visit Hornsey
RAMSEY—Bubop Louis La
Ravaire Morrow. SDR.. of
Krishnagar, India. wiO cele-
brate a Pontifical High Mass
at Don Boko High School
Jan. II in commemoration of
the resit of St. John Bosco.
founder,of the WalMtnna.
Celebration of the feast at
the school began Jan. 33 with
a solemn aovena attended by
all of the student body. The
Mass will be in Immaculate
Hall, with the preacher being
Rev. Paul AnaUra, SO B.
national chaplain of tbe St
Dominic Savto Classroom
Dub.
Bishop Morrow is the third
Bishop of the Salessens to
visit Den Bosco on the way
home from the first session of
tbe ecumenical council
Vocation Notts
Sisters Have
Way With God
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
The opening sentence of a recently published vacation
bulletin read: “When Sislera pray. Christ brings about the
'impossible' , , 1 think'many priests would agree to that
most readily. I am thinking of one priest, a friend of mine,
who in the morning wa* cursed out of the room of a dying,
hysterical woman who refused to make her peace with God.
On the way to the rectory he (topped at a convent of clois-
tered nuns and aaid to the prioress: “Mother, here to a real
big Job for you and your nuns." That evening the woman
herself sent for the priest she had cursed out of her room!
• • •
EVEN MORE “MIRACULOUS" WAS THE accomplish-
ment described in the vocation bulletin. Last week we told
you about St. Joseph of Cupertino, a Franciscan who was
“miraculously" ordained a priest in the ITth century. This to
the story of another Franciscan who was "miraculously"
ordained a priest in our 20th century.
In IKS, Just before Gereon, Goldman's mother died, the
Franciscan Sisters In Fulda, Germany, practically promised
her that they would aee to it that Gereon would be a priest
in 20 years. Everything went along well until Dec. 13, IKS,
when German SS troops broke into the seminary where Gere-
on waa a student, killed his superior, and forced him to Join
the SS troops.
Much of -service was seen on the Italian front. There,
disturbed by the fact that many of his friends were dying
without the sacraments, he asked for and obtained from an
Italian bishop, permission to bring Communion to his dying
friends.
• • •
BECAUSE OP BRAVERY IN ACTIfcN he woo a promo-
tion and permiasioa to visit home. While there be vuited the
Sisters at Fulda who told him that they were praying that be
would be ordained a priest that year or the next, because the
20-year promise to his mother was almost completed.
“But. Sister." he said, "you are praying for the impos-
sible. I still have at least three yean of theology to do.*'
Sister Just smiled and said. “We shall pray!”
• • •
ON TOE WAY BACK TO TOE FRONT Gereon Goldman
met a man who arranged for an audience with tbe Pope.
The Holy Father asked him ti there was anything in particu-
lar that be wanted. “Yes. Your Holmes*," be said, “but what
I want I know is out of the question I should like to be or-
dained a priest but I have all four yean of theology to do."
The Pope. Pius XU. looked at him for a moment, then
wrote a note. “Take Uus." he said, “to the Served Congrega-
tion of Rites
“
Gereon did as he was directed: the perron
sion waa granted, and be was ordained a priest on June It.
tMt. Tbe 2D yean promised to his mother by the anna had
not quite yet elapsed! Father Gereon to a Franciscan priest
today in Tokyo, Japan.
• • •
WE DO NOT RECOMMEND THAT YOUNG men prepar-
ing for the priesthood ask the Sisters to pray them out of
four years in the seminary, but we do recommend that they,
as well as all the young men thinking of the brotherhood, and
all the young ladies thinking of (he stoterhood. ask at) the
nuns they know to pray that they will never lose the precious
vocation God ha* given them.
• * *
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese. Magr. William F. Furlong. St.
Mary's. Etuabeth. NJ. Telephone: EL 2 3134
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P McHugh. DcPaul High
School. Weyoe. N. J Telephone OX 4-3730.
Latin Catholics Learn
Eastern Rites at Source
PARMA. Ohio (RNSI - By*
amine Catholic High School
here has been welcoming La-
th* Rite Catholics since it was
built two yean aga. and now
it has more Roman Rite stu-
dents than those from Bysan-
tune Rite parishes
It has 130 Una Rite sad 90
of the Byisatine Bile pupils,
bat so ooe teems concerned
at tbe school. Applicants must
take the seme entrance test
given to at) Roman Cathode
diocesan high schools and stu-
dents use the religion test
written by Auxiliary Bishop
Clarence E EtoreQ. superin-
tendent of schools In the Cleve-
land Diocese
REV. ROBERT Rugtovsky.
assistant at Si Joaeph Bjrxan-
iae parish and a religion
teacher at the high srhooL
•aid an students have an op-
portunity to learn about the
“cetholkity of the Church"
not given to most high school
students. He said:
“Most high school religion
textbooks dent even mention
tbe other rites of tbe Catholic
Church Of the few that do.
tbe mention to usually in a
footnote Our boys and girls
here at Byuntine Catholic are
being taught about all of the
rites."
Name Candidates
For Mission Queen
SOUTH ORANGE - Om of
four candidates will be chosen
queen of the coronation ball,
sponsored by the Mother Setoa
Mission Unit of Marylawn of
the Oranges High School, Jan.
23 in the school auditorium.
lbs girts, one from each
class, were nominated by
their fellow students Voting
for the queen will continue un-
til Just before the ball and the
winner will be announced by
Rosemary Brcsnahan. presi-
dent of the mission unit, dur-
ing the dance.
Youth Corner
Retreats Win
Teenage Votes
By ED WOODWARD
"Everyone got something
out of it," commented Rev.
Gerald P. Ruene of Our Lady
of Lourdes (West Orange), the
parish which had the largest
representation in retreats con-
ducted last year by the Essex
County CYO.
And, bis opinion was echoed
by the youths themselves,
some more enthusiastically
than others. But all voiced
general agreement as to the
spiritual value. Most are
planning to go again this year
the boys Feb. g-10 at St.
Bonaventure Retreat House,
Pateraoo, and the girls Feb.
15-17 at VUU Pauline. Mend-
ham.
“THE TALKS WERE very
inspirational," remarked
James Ball, a student at Es-
•ex Catholic High School, "and
1 feel that 1 gained a lot from
them. I'm going again this
year if I can."
George Ronkowitc of Im-
maculate Conception High
School shares Bail's views. He
felt that the retreat provided
a great “spiritual uplift
" “It
was also good for us Just to
get away from everything for
a few days." he pointed out.
Something which impressed
Catherine Murphy of East Or-
ange Catholic High School was
the fact that “everyone paid
so much attention, we all got
a great deal out of it."
“I think everyone liked it,"
Catherine added. "About the
only thing that bothered the
girts was when the bell rang
to wake them up in tbe morn-
ing." she aaid with a grin.
Gene Gratlin, a student at
West Orange High School,
agreed with George Ronkowitc
•hoot the value of getting
•way for a few days, but he
considered tbe retreat to have
its most value ' tram a »pir-
ttual standpoint."
AN INTERESTING observa-
tion a provided by Jane Gee-
ver, also a West Orange stu-
dent. “1 Uunk tbe more pre-
paration you have, the better
it a," Jane said “Some girts
go with the idea that it is pm
a social weekend asray from
home. They don’t rvalue some
of the things which you bate
to do"
“Since I'm a Sodaliil," the
continued. “I feel that I got
sWMtf ILTte talks were
very good and they made so
impression because I remem-
bered tbe things Father said
for a long time afterwards.
My reading also benefited
from the retreat."
Catherine Morphy concurred
with this idea. “I'm going
again this year and I believe
I'll get even more out of it
this time- We weren’t aware
of certain Uungs which you
have to do, certain rules which
you have to follow. With the
experience of last year. I
think I*ll get more from this
• • *
IT ISNT only the Essex
County CYOretreats which are
providing teenagers with spir-
itual values. Rev. Declan
O’Rourke. OF.M., CCD direc-
tor at St. Joseph's (East Ru-
therford), has reported on a
one-day retreat recently at-
tended by 33 Junior and senior
boys in Urn parish.
"Tba hoya discovered that a
retreat can be a most enjoy-
able experience," Fatbfer
O'Rourke said. “Father Me-
Elroy (Rev. Christopher Me*
Elroy, O. Carm.), a Carmelite
Friar who conducted the re-
treat at the Carmel Retreat
House, Oakland, made the
boys feel so spiritually alive
that they can hardly wait to
go again."
Father O'Rourke said a
group of freshman boys will
make a similar retreat Jan. 30
and sophomores Feb. C.
Plans are also in the works
for girls' retreats later this
year.
“Do teenagers like the re-
treat ides?" Father CRouke
asks. “Decidedly yes” he
says. "Asa matter ol fact,
those who have made the re-
treat are helping to organize
it for the others. They are an-
xious for all to have a turn."
• • •
THE ALEXIAN Brothers of
Wisconsin have passed along a
list of 10 commandments for
teen-agers which are interest-
ing.
1. Stop and think before
you drink.
2. Don't let your parents
down. They brought you up.
3. Be humble enough to
obey. You will be giving or-
ders yourself some day.
4. At the first moment turn
sway from unclean thinking—
AT THE FIRST MOMENT!
Ditch dirty thoughts or they'D
ditch you.
5. Don't show off when
driving, If you want to race,
go to Indianapolis.
6. Choose a date who would
make a good mate. Don't go
steady, unless you're ready
(to march down the aisle to
the aßar).
7. Go to church faithfully
Tbe Creator gives us tbe
week. Give Him back anhour
• Choose your companion*
carefully. You are what they
are
* Avoid “following the
crowd." Be an engine, not a
caboose
to. Or even better keep
the original Ten Command
ments Live carefully The
soil you save may be your
own.
MARIANNA Magliocbetti, a
Junior at Our Lady of tbe Lake
High School. Sparta, and fea-
ture editor of Use school paper.
Lakeview, has been appointed
teen board representative for
a tern talent contest being
sponsored by Extension
Candid Camera,
Teen Version
CHICAGO (NC) - Here’s
what a priest and two boys
have done in a war against ob-
scenity.
Two men were arrested end
500 copies of 35 allegedly ob-
scene magazines were seised
in n raid on a cigar atora,
made possible by cooperation
of the priest ami two of his
high school'pupils.
CHARGES OF selling ob-
scene literature were placed
against Irvin Graf, 53, owner of
the store, and his clerk, Peter
Peterson, 66.
The two pupils of Rev, Fran-
cis Lawlor at St. Bits High
School obtained photos through
use of a hidden camera of tha
magazine display in the atom
during the Christmas vacation,
police said. The photos were
used in obtaining a warrant
for the raid from Judge Daniel
Ryan in Jury Court. Father
Lawlor said the photos wern
taken after the store was dis-
covered to have supplied
smutty msgaxines to other
pupils.
Essex to Crown
Snowball Quean
SOUTH ORANGE - More
than 1,000 teenagers arc ex-
pected to attend the annual
Essex County CYO Snowball
Dance Jan. 26 at Seton Hail
University.
The highlight of the pro-
gram will be the selection of
a Snowball Queen from among
13 girls from parishes in the
county. Joyce Zena of St.
Peter’s (Belleville), the 1962
queen, will crown the 1963
winner.
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ADULT
EDUCATION
COURSES
at
SAINT PETEB’S COLLEGE
begin week oi, February 4
CHOOSE YOUR COURSES...
• improvement of written and oral English
• learning to be your own art critic
• forming a stamp collection
• English for the foreign born
• psychological problems
• trading in the stock market
•
a citizen's legal rights
• historical evolution of world crises
• reading improvement
• elementaryArabic, French, German,
Italian, Russian, Spanish
•the man Beethoven and his music
Write or telephone
Jersey City 6, N.J.
DE 3-4400
D
I
INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25,000
Commercialtrust Cos.
OF New Jersey
MAIN OFFICE) 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City
It Coinrnitut Officii
JERSEY CITY - BAYONNE - UNION CITY
OPCN MONDAY IVININOS (lu.fri Mala Offl«)
JttSIY CITY aad BAYONNE 1 fa • - UNION CITY • H •
SAN DEPOSIT VAULTS
(•rnbat Yadaral Iwm tatam aad radaral Daeartt Inaunata Can*.
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
COURSES IN
SOUTH ORANGE
Leading
To The Master's Degree
Late Afternoon,
Evening A Saturday Classes
SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS
JANUARY 31
REGISTRATION STARTS
JANUARY 25
CoOtprfMs Schooloil
JM Sauces
(M.BA Dnrae)
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CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CAIDWEU, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OP ST. DOMINIC
Polly Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
Founded In 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
College ofSaint Elizabeth
Convant Station, New Jersey '
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16 35
Strut C»1 b» Stmof Oturs
m
Sittert of Reparation
of lh» Congregation of Mary
*
Traa r—r M
The Christian inv '’* r°u *o devote yourteif to the
Brothers
*#rvlc* of Christ in the clauroom.
,
| , ,
Brothers are educators and leader* of
or Ireland youth throughout North Americo.
For details, write: Rev. Br. I. C. O'Connor,
21 Fryer Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A folly accredited liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Sister* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
ltMttiiiltiituiiiiiiiintiiiriiMWtri»iiniiiiiiininnimiMm«m..iM..«.«11l
Vocation Retreat
In monastic silence & prayer, let us help you decide
your vocation.
Write to: •
Retreat Master
Sacred Heart Monastery-
Box 5742
Baltimore 8, Maryland
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On College Front
Pirates to Fate Boston College
SOUTH ORANGE - Earlier
.this month, Seton Hall Univer-
sity's cagers went to the i'a-
lestra in Philadelphia, lost,
and returned to construct a
short winning streak and play
some of their best basketball
of the season.
Now the Pirates are return-
Jng from another “unsucccss-
«!" jaunt to
the Palestra
itfc intentions of starting an-
other victory skein and con-
tinuing their improved play.
NEXT ON THE list win be
a strong Boston College team
which will visit here Jan. 23
as the Pirates swing Into the
second-half of their schedule.
St. Peter’s College wiU con-
clude iu two-game Florida
tour with a game at Jackson-
ville Jan. 34.
Paterson Seton Hall, which
ran its winning streak So
seven games last week, win
entertain Paterson State Jan.
28 in its only outing during
the coming week.
While the Pirates lost to La-
Salle, they didn't lose pres-
tige as they played a strong
game against a team which is
marching steadily toward a
post-season tournament bid.
Seton HaU slipped behind in
the early going as the Explor-
ers—with Bill Raftfry of Kear-
ny directing the attack—piled
«P a big lead with 18 Held
goals in their first 23 attempts.
NICK WERKMAN regained
bis scoring pace with 78 points
in two games last week, lie
poured In 40 as the Pirates
nipped Fairfield, 93-91. and
added 36 against LaSalle. That
raised Werkman to a 338-
point average, four points
above runner-up Barry Kra-
mer of N.Y.U, in the national
scoring race.
The loss to the Explorers
dipped Seton Hall's record to
8-3, but tha locals hope to
boost that standard against
Boston College and L.I.U, this
week. The Blackbirds will vis-
it here Jan. 28.
Out manned under the back-
boards by Miami's tall squad
Jan. 18, St. Peter's suffered
its fourth loss in 12 games.
Tim Kehoe continued to pace
the Peacocks with 23 points.
St. Peter's was hampered
somewhat in rebounding when
George Kennedy was hurt.
When St Peter’s took on
Jacksonville last season, a
racehorse battle • developed
with the Peacocks outlasting
their hosts. 83 84.
PATERSON SETON Han
registered its second straight
two-point victory, but it didn't
need double-overtime or any
last second shot to decide the
outcome as it did the previous
week. The Pirates beat Kings
College. 87-83. in the Central
Atlantic Conference
The victory pushed Seton
HaU to a 4 0 record with was
against each of the ether
league members. la alt
game*. Seton HaU Is 12
Butch Carnathaa reached the
high point in his career with
27 points for the etnaere.
Standings
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St. Alary's (E) Passes St. Peter's in Top 10
Schoolboy cagers ran Into a
sbakeup last week which gave
The Advocate's top ten its
biggest shuffling in quite a
while and saw St. Mary's (E)
wrest the lead from St. Pater's
Prep as the result of two of
the key games.
The prospect of another
scrtmble during the coming
week ia less likely since few
of the leaders have crucial
contests on tap,
AMONG THE more at-
tractive of the games lilted U
St. Peter's scheduled visit to
Marist Jan. 24. The Pctreans,
who appear headed for
another Hudson County Inter-
scholastic Athletic Association
crown. could kill any
flickering hopes being enter
lained by the Bayonne team.
Neighborhood rivalries spice
the majority of the schedule
with St. Aloysius facing city,
rivals St. Mary's (JC) Jan.
23 and Bt. Michael's (JC) Jan.
27 ia games which will attract
local Interest.
St. Aloysius tumbled three
foes during the past week to
run its record to 104 and its
winning streak to seven
games. '
The Aloysians routed both
Seton HaU Divinity, 81-47; and
St Cecilia's, 74 47. but bad a
touch battle with Immaculate
Conception before winning, 88-
BERGEN Catholic, which
sprung the big upset at the
season —a 83-48 win against
St. Peter's last week will
be at home to Its pubUc school
rival, Paramus. ia what should
be the stiffest test for a mem-
ber of the top tee.
But. the Crusaders
sparked by Mike Sullivan and
Ted Burt have found their
home court to ibrtr mlfog in
recent game* and they may
be able to Improve their 74
record against Paramus. The
OrmM tout beat Pope Plus
wd Oman of Peer*, hi. ad
ditto* to «t Peter's, test week
I* hike tu firs: place record m
the Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference to 3-0.
Borne red-hot foul ihooUng,
an agresslve, praising de-
fense and the finely scoring of
Bob Shareckl led St. Mary’s
(E) to a big 35-48 triumph
acainst Roselle Catholic Fri-
day. That boosted the Hlll-
toppers’ record to 8-1 and it
eliminated Roselle Catholic
from the unbeaten ranks
which now have no North Jer-
sey Catholic quintets.
ST. BENEDICT'S Prep (3-
3) and Seton HaU (84)
tightened the rice among tha
top live as they both scored
important victories during the
peat week. Tha Gray Bees,
whq am fourth, stopped Law-
renceviUe. usually out of the
state prep school powers.
Seton HaU established itself
behind St. Bendict's among
Essex County schools with a
57-38 win againat Essex Cath-
olic and a 89-42 de-
cision against Our Lady of (ha
Valley.
Despite Us loss to ' Seton
HaU, Essex Catholic reap-
peared on the list with a 89-81
victory against All Hallows for
a 7-5 record-
DePaul joined St. Aloysius
with thq longest winning
streak among North Jersey
Catholic schools, seven, and
Roselle Catholic with the best
record, 10-1.
The Spartans, who beat
Pequamtock and St. Mary’s to
extend the streak, have been
featuring a balanced scoring
attack with Tim Nagle, Dave
Gleason and Leon Macs scor-
ing consistently in double fig-
ure*. Gleason matched hli see-
aon high with 29 points against
St. Mary’s.
DON BOBCO bad at much
luck as other North Jersey
trams in trying to stop Tren-
ton Cathedral. The Dons, wlio
were 9-4 before a game with
Clarkstown Jan. 2, feU. to-
-39, to the Trenton club. How-
ever, Mickey Vaughn enjoyed
his hast back-to-back games
of the season, scoring S3 points
in two games as the Dons
breexed past Queen of Peace,
CO-43, before losing to Cathe-
dral.
Holy Family, which ia tha
defending champion in the
Northern Division of the HC-
-IAA, saw Its hopes of repeat-
ing aU but dashed. The Blue
Bishop* lost to Emerson, to-
st, and Memorial, 49-40, to
fall to a 84 record. Those
losses slso caused the Union
City team to slip out of.the
top ten.
While his team doesn't ap-
pear among the leaders. BiU
ConneU of St. CecUia’a la in
the spotlight this week as he
tries for the 1,000-point mark.
BUI taUied 58 points last wtek,
raising his career total lo 976
before a game with Sacred
Heart Jan. 23.
SHOOTING PRIZE - Nick Werkman (right) accepts the basketball which he used to make
his 1,000th point recently from Rev. John J. Morgan, athletic director of Seton Hall
University. The Pirate ace's coach Richie Regan, smiles his approval.
The Top Ten
(»■«hides games Jan. 21)
SC Mary’s (E) f-1
SC Peter's Prep t*4
Roselle Catholic
...
is-i
SC Benedict's Prep ... 13
Seton HaU 84
Bergen Catholic 74
Sc Ateyahn ]»4
Dee Bosce
.....
at
Derail lf-1
Essex Catholic
.......74
Big 8 Plans
Two Divisions
When the Big Eight Confer-
ence begins competition in
basketball and basebaU' next
year, it wiU operate in s two-
division set-up with a playoff
to decide the champion
This was agreed upon by
league members at a recent
meeting along with the break-
down of the divisions. One wiU
have Our Lady of the Valley.
Morris Catholic, Bayley-ElUrd
sod Oratory. The other srUl in-
clude ImmaeuUU Conception,
St. Luke's. DePsul and St.
Mary’s, Rutherford.
EACH TEAM wiU play each
other team in its divisloo twice
and each member of the oth-
er division once. That will
gif* each team a 10-gam*
league schedule
The week of Feb 21. 1884,
will be tail open to allow for a
championship playoff between
the leaders of the two divi-
sions.
In addition, the second
teams in each division will
meet fur the runner-up honor*
and the third-place squad* wiU
compete Trophies wiU be giv-
en to each winner.
A junior varsity tournament
wiU also be held in conjunc-
tion with the playoffs.
A ptayolf between the two
leaders in each division ia also
being diacutaed for the 1864
seaaon. AU eight
leans* ■IU beta one rivlttt
far the 18*3 football seaaon
wttfc the beet won-loat record
determining the champion at
lijmi beam doom in tbt put.
Last Chance
Trackmen Shoot for Nationals
By ED GRANT
NEW YORK - The last
chance for many New Jersey
Catholic Track Conference
athletes to qualify for the na-
tional katerschoUftlc cham-
pionship* comes up Jan. 28
when the St Francis Prep
meet it held at New York's
Itnth St Armory.
This will be a busy week all
atound for conference athletes,
with the sixth annual may
championships to bo held Jan.
24 and 2i at tha Newark Armo-
ry. Freshman and sophomore
events are an the earlier date,
the four varsity races on the
later.
STEVE ASHURST of Our
Lady of the Valley and Ger-
ry Murphy of St. Benedict's
are the two NJCTC runners
particularly on the spot this
weekend. Neither has yet qual-
ified for the 440-yard run at
the nationals and they wiU
have virtually no chance of do-
ing so in the New Jersey ar-
mory races coming up in Feb-
ruary.
Ashurst finished fourth
in the 800-yard run at the
Cardinal Hayaa meet Nov. 18,
while winning his section, but
his time of 1:18.8 was over
the qualifying standard of 1:18.
Murphy went unplaced as he
ran about 1:17J. This week, the
boys have a shot at the 440-
yard distance itself and must
hit 52.3 or better.
That both are capable of
this docking was evident ftUm
their performances at the
qualifying trials for the Mill-
mo Games Jan. Id at Seton
HaU University. Ashurst ran
324 on a cold, windy day to
get Valley Into the iCUlroe*
meet for the first time. Mur
phy docked 328 after a tall
had put the Gray Bee* out of
tha running on the first Up.
THE OTHER qualifiers for
the Feb. 2 race at Madiaao
Square Garden were Seton
HaU. which ran 2:38.1 and Et
sen Catholic, which hit 3:364.
(Valley’* time was 3:28.1). It
was the first tima the NJCTC
had swept the three positions
Vadim Bchsldcnko anchored
Seton HaU to 328, while Denny
Murray ran 32.7 for Esse*.
The only national qualifier*
ia the Hayes meet were Ed
Mulvihill of Christian Brothers
Academy, who cleared 5 feet.
11 indies in the high jump,
and the Seton HaU two.mile
i*Uy team, which ran 8:13.2
as it placed sixth. Schaldcnko
unfurled a 2:80.4 on the final
leg for the Pirates, while John
Bonder docked 3:02.8 on the
third leg.
Essex Catholic split up iu
two-mile relay team to give
Dr boys a tuneup for the in-
dividual racea coming up next
month and had two sectional
winners in the 1,000 in Murray,
who ran 3:23.0. and Ed Reben-
ack, who clocked 2:13.4. Neith-
er Ume was good enough for
a place in the final standing*.
SETON HALL will be de-
fending the varsity relay HUe
on the 20th and wUI make it
tough on aU challengers. The
Pirates were nursing a few
injuries last weekend, but
coach BiU Persichetty hopes to
have aU of his boys ready for
this one. Seton HaU will field
a good 880-yard team and will
either doable up In tbr two-
mile relay, or run its best club
in the distance medley and
the second team la the two-
rnlie event.
Other leading contenders
will be Essex Catholic and
Christian Brothers Academy,
both of which havo the depth
necessary to field at leait
three scoring trams. Bergen
Catholic. St Peter's and St
Benedict's will be the dark
horses.
The Individual race fa-
verifies should be Valley ia
the «*>>'•rd relay. St. Aloy-
sius (which ran 3:34 at the
Hayes meet) in the mil* re-
lay, Essex in the two-mil* re-
lay and Seton HaU in the med-
ley. If Seton HaU choose* to
meet Eaaex bead on in the
two-mile. St Peter's will be
the medley favorite. If Valley
electa to run the mile, St.
Benedict's could take the M.
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Setonia Relay Teams Make Plans
SOUTH ORANGE - A scep-
tic Til the cad. coach Johnny
Gibson of Seton HaU was till:
awaiting firm word from the
Eastern College Athletic Coo
terrace earlier this week be-
fore making foal plant for
the Pirates ta m ta separate
meets » Toronto and Boston
this weekend
Peace was signed between
the NCAA and AAU over the
past wa*fc*ad and the ECAC
waa supposed to can ait it*
boycott of AAU sanctioned
meet* in a letter to be mailed
to aU of Its member schrola
Jan 21.
However there wa* no
guarantee enclosed that the
Toronto sod Boston meet*
would accept the late entries
from the colleges.
IT SEEMED quite probable
that the Pirate* would make
tbe trip, hvwever, and Seton
HaU fans w.ll look forward
eagerly to the performance of
the two-mile relay ream, which
ran 7:33.7 at the first (and
maybe last) meet sponsored
by tbe United State* Track
Federation on the east coast
Jan 12 at West Point.
The as me (oursCme who
scored that impressive win
oner St. John's will run at To
roc to and Boston. Tom Tush-
iagham. a Canadian, will lead
off. followed by captain Ed
Wyrsch. Kevin Hennessey and
George Hermann The Pirates
will probably be ma»ched with
Manhattan, Villanova, George-
town and Fordbam. with the
Wildcat* and Hoyas the moat
dangerous foes
Seton HaU wit] also send a
mile teem to Boston In the
persons of Frank Governale.
Bob Dowd. Bob Deldm tod
Jimmy FUcber. There la a
chance that trials scheduled
for Jen. 22 might have chang-
ed that lineup slightly.
THE AAU-NCAA truce ap-
pears to have been settled
pretty much on these lines:
(1) the AAU wiU continue as
the international representa-
tive *f American track at
least until tbe 1884 Olympics
and will also sponsor the only
truly national championship
meet* here, (2) the Track
Federation wiU stay in exis-
tence. may sponsor some com-
petition for ha members (col-
leges. Junior colleges and high
school*) in those areas where
it is strongest, but wiU be no
more than a paper organiza-
tion here in the cast, where
the “great revolt” never re-
ceived any ground roots sup-
port from coaches, athletes or
fans.
Scoring Battle
Remains Tight
NEWARK - Although his
average dipped during the
past week. Joe Camillery of
St. Mao"* <JC) increased his
lead. The Gael ace scored 37
punt* ia two games, slipping
to a 2S T standard.
However. Tom Brooks (23.1)
of St. Joseph's was limited to
21 points in hit last two
outings and he dropped from
second to third place behind
Rich Corsetto (24.7) of St.
Bonaventure
Behind the leading trio.
Mike Modoski of Si. Anthony'*
used a 32-point effort in one
game last week to boost his
standard to 214. Just slightly
below fourth-place Tom Gree-
ley (21.4) of Holy Family.
John Morrison of Seton Hall
pvlled himself Into the 20-point
class with 41 points in two
game for an even 20.0 mark.
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we bought
it
savings!
Vi / /
for the things you want...
'
open a
AT FIRST NATIONAL!
Smart lamiliea set their sight* oo a g0a1... and reach It
through regular savings. Whether it's anew car, new appli-
ance, additions or improvements to your home ... you’llbe
enjoying the benefit! sooner than you think when you make
a habit of regular savings deposits. Nest payday, why not
atop in at First National and open your aavings account
Then* are eleven conveniently located First National
. throughout Hudaort County.
Ask us about tint NationalSeeing* Certificate*,
with a guaranteedyearly interest of 1%.
Betterbanking begin* at... , -
your fulirsavice bank! ★.TT
THE ST
FMST T I NATIONAL BANK
'*■■■»■& OFJEMaMYCMTY
•V •wwfi I*mmt Cmsmmks • r,smi mmim ham
M«i» Officer One Exchange Place, Jersey City
•
• • •»< t»» «ther convenient efllces la
Jersey City, HekekM. West New Tort, Harrison and Kaaray
TRUCKS
New Jersey's largest
Selection of NEW *
USED Truck* for
$»•*• OiabtiK. Truck Monaear
e»rVIC® rwnllllleS fw
Handle Ivory Slm Track
KONNER
Hi
N. Vt Oldnt Truth D"l,
473 Bloomfield Ave.
Caldwell, NJ.
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
MITAI ROD lIS FROM S2»»
All Mak«s
-and Modtls
PACE MOTORS
47 CINTRAL AVL
IAITORANM
IST. l*t»
J.'t LAROIIT miCTIOM
OP QUALITY
SKI EQUIPMENT
SKIS
CLOTHING
RENTALS
?sr sw
• UN. TILL «T*
DENVILLE BOAT
it SPORTS CENTER
RT, 44, DENVILLK OA 7-3030
BREAKING A BOULDER
OR MOVING A MOUNTAIN
WHATEv
YOU*
J08...
RENT
comun Am mtAi hah
IWKWmI qh j||^
•*r Iml Nr* u*«li Nr mdf
S2S/4my.
DALE RANKIN
NMWrar. NJ.—tH. IB—KKi TU Mitt
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•ATTENTIOI
All Church Sodotioa, C.Y.O.'* and Church
Group* of 20 or moro SPECIAL DISCOUNT on
Willow Brook
RT. 23 WAYNE - CL 6-3134
jS&JUUttatt
ONE YEAR or 12,000 MILE GUARANTEE ■ WARRANTY
Our roconlly oxpondod torvico fadlitiei and our toloct buying of
uttd cart now onablot ut to offtr this unhoard of 1 yoar or 12,000
mliot guaranloo-warranty on wood cart. Our buyort aro imtructod
♦p buy only low miloago ono-ownor automobilot of tho highott
quality.
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION OF OVER 200 CARS
’6O RAMBLER $1495 '6O CHEVROLET $1395
ffcj SL J *»!• *U* <LI turtkt hlno. It A U , w/v.« cyt. two. totn*. X.
'59 CHEVROLET $1095
SS ££•' * Door' «'T. tllwr Bhw. V-i.
IN HP. Alto.. H AH.. ■;>.
’6O VALIANT
WN tidJw. Blivtr Gruy, R«t h tiH
UpkatMary. Mud. u.m.« cyl. RAH-
’S9 PLYMOUTH $695
•*"» < door Mtai, Mack top. «hl;.
h °djr. • Cjl.. Mio.. R AH. w/w.
ll $2295
CaavpitlU*, til »UU VA. IN 1!P,
Aula, trout.. R. A H. PJL A FA.
$1195 ’6l CHEVROLET
-i < MOTOR SALES
ti lAFATETTE AVt. at RT, 208 IhTERSECTIOHt
HAWTHORNE. N. J.
Sacrifices Accomplish
A Variety of Goals
You should sacrifice for the
missions in gratitude for your
faith, to justify your posses*
sions, to win intercessors.
God gave you your faith
without any strict merit on
your part. In gratitude, you
should seek to give this faith
to the millions of pagans in
the world.
You can justify what you
possess only by sharing some
of it with those who have no
eyes, for Instance, no shoes
nor clothes and even not
enough food.
Another reason for sac-
rificing for the Propagation
of the Faith is to win inter-
cessors for the salvation of
your soul. Our Blessed Lord
once said we were “to make
friends' with the Mammon of
iniquity," that is, with our
money. Another time He urged
us not to invite the rich to our
table but the poor. The rich
would iuvite us back and we
would be thus rewarded.
When you die, the black
hands of Africa, the yellow
hands of Asia, the converted
souls of all lands whom you
aided with your means, will
plead to God to have mercy
on your soul.
Mission Appeal
In Verona
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of tbe
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Jan. 27 at
Our Lady of the Lake,
Verona, Rev. Francis C.
Carey, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Father Carey and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis -
at Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone 623-83M.
Honrs: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrssse St, Paterson L N. J. Phono ARmory 4040#
Hours: Daily, t non. to > p.m.: Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Donations to tb« Society for tbe Propagation of tbo
faith
ore income tax deductible.
Pine Branches
Shelter Altar
Sister Alma Jude, of the
Maryknoli Sisters in Guate-
mala, describes her arrival in
the pueblo of San Martin set
between the volcanoes that
mark the boundary of beauti-
ful Lake AtlUan.
"The occasion was San Mar-
tin's fiesta," writes the Sister.
"The welcoming committee
became larger as w« ap-
proached the temporary pine
branch shelter which would he
Father's attar. More people
gathered, greeting us by kiss-
ing our hands and our ro-
taries. then Father vested and
fire crackers were set off be-
fore Mass began.
“After Mass Father told the
Indians he hoped he would
build a chapel for them soon.
We Sisters, whose Spanish
was still very experimental,
then started catechism. Our
audience was appreciative and
attentive every man, wom-
an and child gased at us spell-
hound —as I told the story
of Christ’s love for us.
"All too soon it was time
for us to make the 40-minute
return trip to our home sta-
tion. Before wo went we
prayed that some day we
might go back to San Martin
where for us that day Cod
came down upon a simple
wooden table beneath pine
branches to be with his chil-
dren for a few previous mo-
ments. Will you not pray that
we can have a permanent
home for Him soon tn the
Guatemala haven?
Appeal to Japanese
Love for Artistry
Rev. George J. Hirschboeck
hat received an asaigttment to
start a mission among the
famed Nlshijin silk weavers tn
Kyoto, Japan. Knowing the
task would npt be easy, ho
sought a way to getChristian-
ity across to the people. He
decided to emphasize the
beauty of Christian doctrine to
the people who lived in an
atmosphere permeated with
the appreciation of artistic
harmony. He also organized a
cooperative to help them.
Father Hirschboeck decided
to build a permanent church
that would attract the Jap-
anese eye for beauty. He got
Rev. Karl Frueler, a Swiss
priest architect, to help Mm.
and a contemporary church of
unique style and grace was
built.
Now fhe non-Christian neigh-
bors are so proud of the new
building that it has become a
place tar all. visitors at the
area to see and visit. The Jap-
anese. young and old. are
coming tn realise that Chris-
tianity and modern life an not
only compatible, but necessary
for happiness.
Father Hirschboeck. realis-
ing bow difficult cooverttoo
work is among the Japanese,
asks that we pray for the
success at hu work tn this
particular section of the Lord's
vineyard.
Used Clothing
Put to Work
Sisters of Charity staff St.
Augustine's School at the mis-
sion conducted by the Dinar
Word Fathers in North Little
Rock, Ark. The Sisters have
made used clothing work a
great good.
By appealing to widely scat-
tered communities, the Staters
received many cartons of
clothes which they price with
in reach of the people who
are extremely poor.
The effort is to help the peo-
ple become better clothed, not
necessarily to convert them to
Catholicism tn a hurry, but to
make them think and want In
know about tbe faith. About
1230 per month has been real-
lied from the supervised sale
oi articles.
No embarrassment seems
to be suffered by tbe people
because the sale of articles la
conducted in a highly efficient,
noo-patroniung manner. Al-
lowance is made for the oc-
casion*I person or family en-
tirely without funds, though
the Sisters insist that those
who can must meet the mod-
est pncea set tar them.
At the present time young
children's clothing is needed
Urn most. They find this
clothing project a fine one
in at) the ways It affects the
mission and the people, and
the Sisters are moat grateful
for those who are helping
them and their good Negro
parishioners and friends.
Priests Are Scarce
GUADALAJARA. Mexico
(NC) The Catholic Church
In this country now haa 6,933
priests, one for every 5,039
Catholics ss compared to the
one for every 800 in the U. S.
Drastic Change Needed
In the Sudan: Mission Priest Fears Disaster
CINCINNATI (NC) - A
priest can get In trouble In
the southern Sudan simply by
sitting In the shade of a tree
and reading hia Breviary.
New restrictions on Chris-
tianity by the Moslem govern-
ment of the Sudan call for the
priest to pray nowhere but in-
side a church.
REV. ANTHONY Todesco,
F.S.C.J., Provincial of the
Verona Fathers in the US., de-
tailed the misaloncr's prob-
lems In the Sudan, where a
hostile government appears
bent on destroying their work.
He is a veteran' of 10 years
in southern Sudan and former
superior general of the mis-
sionary society
Father Todesco, now at
Sacred Heart Seminary In
suburban Forestville. said that
the current persecution of the
Church in the Sudan ia "a
disaster humanly speak-
ing."
Some of the activities which
may bring fines. Jail, or ex-
plusion to a missionary in
southern Sudan, he said, are:
distributing clothea to needy
people; supplying medical
cere to the sick; offering help
to an abandoned leper, and
visitinga fellow missionary.
The reasons given for ex-
plusion of the missionaries
including more than one-third
of the Verona Fathers up to
this time are only excuses,
he aaid. .
“IT 18 OBVIOUS,” said
Father Todesco, “that the
Moslem government ia deter-
mined to suffocate the Church
and all Christianity in
the Sudan In order that only
Mohammedanism will sur-
vive."
When a missionary priest
visits another, for example. U
the visit comes to the attention
of government officials they
will ssy U demonstrates that
the mission station from which
the priest set out no longer
needs a priest, and order bis
expulsion.
Bishop Ireneo Dud of the
Wau Diocese, only native Bish-
op in the Sudan and a product
of the schools conducted by
the Verona Fathers, pointed
out this latest gambit of the
Sudan government In a let-
ter to Father Todesco.
“NOW I HAVR only one
priest left at each station,"
wrote the Bishop. Father
Todesco said this leaves too
few priests to care for the
people of the area.
An expelled priest told
Father Todesco in Italy re-
cently that “the expulsion no-
tice doesn't tell you much; it
simply says that there isn’t
any reason for you to clay in
the Sudan any more.”
But the tough measures of
the Moslem government
proved to be a two-edged
sword, at least at the begin-
ning. be said.
Last autumn, just before the
new restrictions were to be-
come effective, approximately
70,000 people in the southern
Sudan all adults asked
to be baptized, be said. Bishop
SUto Mazzotdi, Vicar Aposto-
lic of Juba, reported that ap-
proximately 40,000 In bis dl-
occur alone were baptized at
that time, Father Todesco
said.
Father Todesco asked Bish-
op Msizoldi how many of hta
approximately 275.000 Cath-
olics in the Juba Diocese had
gone over to Mohammedan-
ism, “1 don’t have 20
apostates in the whole region,”
Bishop Maxxoidi told Mm.
**olls," continued Father
Todesco. “shows the mentality
at the people of southern
Sudan —* how much they re-
spect the mtatiooaries and
bow much they oppose Mo-
hammedanism."
TO UNDERSCORE their fl-
delity, he said, under the new
»U the tribal chiefs must
be Mohammedans, and all
government clerks also must
embrace Islam if .they hope to
receive any advancement. In
some Instances it means the
difference in a child's succesa
or failure at school, he added.
Father Todesco elso re-
ported that many pagan adults
in the southern Sudan who
were unable by circumstances
(too many wives, for example)
to embrace Christianity never-
theless had taken Christian
names to discourage the Mo-
hammedan officials from try-
ing to convert them.
Another member of the
Veront Fathers, Bishop
Augustine IJaroni, F.S.C.J., of
Khartoum, capital of Uie
Sudan, told Father Todesco in
Rome that the Sudanese gov-
ernment's claims of a
Mohammedan majority are
grossly exaggerated.
INSTEAD OF the eight mil-
lion Moslems usually claimed
there are no' more than 3-1/2
million, in Bishop Baroni’s es-
timate. Father Todesco agrees
with Bishop Baroni that the
majority of the Sudan’* 12
million people are pagans, and
that efforts to set up Mo-
hammedanism as the only re-
ligion are based on a false-
hood.,
At the same time, said
Father Todesco, the Moslem
government has closed all tbe
mission schools in southern
Sudan but has allowed schools
conducted by the Verona
Fathers In the northern part
of tbecountry to remain open.
Since this is where the Arab
and Moslem population is con-
centrated, out of 8,000 children
In the Verona Fathers’ schools,
about 9,000 are Mo-
hammedans. “They expressly
forbid any teaching of
religion.” Father Todesco
said, "but they obviously re-
spect the work that we are
able to do for them, even it
they don’t seem to appreciate
it.”
Asa member of a mission
society that pioneered in the
Sudan some 75 years ago and
as a former missionary there
himself. Father Todesco views
the present situation with <ad-
ness.
“Only some drastic change
will avert a disaster,” he said.
Couldn't Crate It
So He Flew It
BOSTON (NC)—"I couldn't
put it in a crate So the only
thing left to do was to fly it
down there,"
With these parting words.
Rev. John L. Sullivan of the
missionary Society of St
James the Apostle climbed
into the cockpit of a second-
hand. twoseater Piper Cub
and look off on a wveklong
flight to Chiceiayo. Peru.
THE AIRPLANE is a gtfl
to a Canadian pried. Rev.
Paul Mooney, from hu tanner
parishioners tn Toronto, Ont.
Father Mooney is now work-
ing in Chtcaleyo with a group
of diocesan priests sent to
Peru from Canada.
"I used the same type plane
for miseton-bopping when I
was down there.” uk) Father
Sullivan, who ha* also served
ss a misutMsry in Peru. He
is now engaged to obtaining
sod shipping supplies needed
by other priests m the area
Father Sullivan's flight plan
Includes stops for refueling
approximately every V*> miles
during hta trip.
"The plane has a cnusuig
raaga at about 300 miles," he
explained. hut well stop
wherever gas is available.''
Timing of the flight* wilt de-
pend partly on the weather, he
said, since the plane is not
equipped tar instrument land-
ings.
Safety equipment aboard in-
cludes a shot gun. a tropical
survival kit. a machete, sig-
nal flares and mirrors, a first
aid kit, a tix-day supply of
water and a solar-powered
still tar distilling more, if nec-
essary.
Father Sullivan is a licensed
pilot with more than 90 hours
at fl)ing to Ms credit. Hta co-
pilot it hta father, John L. Sul-
livan of Srituate. Mast.
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Help Students to Become Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
-
*
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminaries In Indio, Philippines
and Japan, wt have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.
I
Sw.
i
TIAR Off
Dear Folhen
Enclosed find $■ for sponsoring a student
to the priesthood for days. A
SM«U
■
-lONS STATS™
MAIL TO
HELP HIM TD REACH HIS GOAL
REV. FATHER RALPH, N«n.o,
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
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Eritrea: A Church For Fathtr Tercntt
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»•* »to* tot; tar* tm Ito atom |Wi on to*
hithway torn I* ** proper Church where ton may nnUp
to Christina* . . . Tat tor mod* EMM far toU prnjecl Y*«i
Until**. anaß *r Urge. trUI to Ip Un EBARO'S ilmh tat*
Urtot to**4.
IN Hdf>Katol Mmm AJ
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ailRCHE.H OF Till EAST
WHEN THE CHILDREN COME IN la warm up. racy-cheeked
Irom wintry weather. do you mr think to other children whew*
rhteka nr* pinched and blue with cold? Orer a million PALES-
TINE REFUGEES *r* ytill la our care, homelet* tine* the Arab-
ia war to IWd . . . Their children hat* no place to heep
warm. The lament# lath to heIpint them la too (reatnt aloft#
ttraln on our fundi . . . Tow 110 donation for a food package
will help a family for on#month And. »*pecLilly at tola triton,
couldnt you tend SI for a blank.! to help keep one of them
warm?
LONG BEFORE THE !BON CURTAIN. Christiana to tto EiM
wer* ewt tot fm na by age-old difference*. Different language*,
different eutiamt. teen a different way to c*l*toatlag Holy
MaMl . . . Pope Pina IX. aware to Ikit tad tcparaUea back to
IMS, acat tot (real Preach BcaedieUne aehtoar, CARDINAL
PITRA. to Ratal*. Tto Cardinal rtailed Moacow aad St. Peter*-
harg llbrarie* aad Id Baalllan ateatileries, relanilag to Rom*
wito a wealth to kaowledge about toe Eatlent Charebn ...Tto
P*p* later called a conference, nut to which grew toe Idea far
a dlriataai to toe Pr*p*gaU«a to toe Faith denied Jett I* EAST-
EEN RITES. Later tola hccaaw a separate cangregtUra ... Fa*
nearly U yean toe CATROUC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSO-
CIATION hat beet toe Pope* financial ana helping filiation-
•Hea ta IS countries where Eaticni Rite* predominate. Year
membership ill a year per peraoa; tl for a family) will auaUla
)?**•••h. * • * STRINGLESS GIFT In any amount will help
to* Holy Father where be finds toe need la greatest
ORPHANS* BREAD. Hundreds to children in India, Iran, Irai
and Epypt have no parenU to car* for them. Our good aiitrn
and priest* cannot make up to thaw little ones their great loti
... All they can do la offer a warm meal, a pair of naw thoea
• comfortable bed—yea. even a bit of that lovo without whirl
iJ.Jrt! ,f# '* 10 ble*k! Ww|,‘ you Join our CLUB for OR
phans? A prayer a day, a dollar a month—that’a all they aak
MASS STIPENDS are often the only aupport to our mlaslon-
artea. Wo appreciate your tending them. Alto, when making a
Will. Pirate remember ua. Oar official title: THE CATHOLIC
NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
Dear M ensign or Ryan:
Enclosed please find
~ for
City Zeno Stole
‘Rear EastOlissionsj^
lIAUFIC Pißßlktai oao. oi.aa. . . .HANOI CARDINAL SHUMAN, President
Mage. Joseph f. Rye*. Naff Soo>
W WWAIR ASSOCIATION
4RO Lexington Ava. of 46th St. Ntw York 17, N. Y
Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
M hose carefuland understanding service is in accord u ith
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
THOMAS J. OIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbti.r 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
AHo* 8-1382
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOO • BOGOTA
LITTLE FERIY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOW FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECKi TE 6 0202
BOGOTA: HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY 8 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Monoger
TE 7-2332
ESSEX COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Fwiwrol Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
CORNY 8 CORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVI.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eoit Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. HueUenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArtcet 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESses 3-6033
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
ORartge 7 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BaiEVIIIE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WIUIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVIUE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
- 303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORonge 2-2414
L V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL P. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. j.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens*
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE O. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
NECKER-SHARPI
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
UNIon 3-1 lOC
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENUNE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHIEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
James A. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderjon 4-0411
MORRIS COUNTY
BIRMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON. N.J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tplu
Pompton Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY t GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MIIIER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-6664
OORNY « GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
F°r ,UH"« ,n thU •^lon Th« MArk.» 4-0700
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
»«44l M (Opgot.f# Holy Crott) No ArKogtoo
BUY OIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4
■moot wby Albort H. Hopgor n iko iargott
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Queen of Peace Plans
40-Room Convent
NORTH ARLINGTON -
Archbishop Boland will break
ground Jan. 26 for anew con-
vent to serve the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Chestnut Hill who
teach at Queen of Peace
Grammar and High Schools.
The convent will be located
on Franklin PI. and will pro-
vide for 40 Sisters. It will
be modified French provincial
colonial architecture.
THERE WILL ALSO be a
leveling of the athletic field
which lies behind the near
structure. The field will serve
as a practice football field for
the school and a running track
will be installed around It
Completing the plans Is a four-
car garage to be added to the
reetbry.
Msgr. Leßoy E. McWil-
liams, pastor, announced that
the Archbishop will break
ground following Confirmation
ceremonies on the 26th. A one-
day fund drive will be held
March 31, Passion Sunday,
with about 600 volunteers due
to visit the 3,300 families in
the parish.
The new convent will be
three stories high and will be
I. shaped. There will be rooms
for 38 Sisters, a complete su-
perior's suite and a guest
suite for two Sisters, with pro-
vision for seven future rooms
on the third level. A large and
small parlor will be provided,
with an additional parlor com-
bined with conference room
and visiting family dining
room.
A chapel will seat up to 36
Sisters. The music room will
be placed near the chapel.
CFM Promises
Aid for South
CHICAGO (NC) - Thirty-
six couples of the Christian
family movement will aid
pastors in the South during the
summer months, it was an-
nounced here at the meeting
of the CFM coordinating com-
mittee.
The couples will take part in
the Home Missions Vocation
Program, it was stated at the
meeting, attended by couples
and chaplains from 60 dio-
ceses. >
The committee also report-
ed the movement will include
in its program for parish-cen-
tered groups some of the
recommendations made at the
recent National Conference on
Religion and Race, which six
CFM couples attended as rep-
resentatives.
Sees Communism
Ahead in Bolivia
FLINT. Mich. (NC) Bo-
livia can be saved from com-
munism only if the U. S. real-
ises that the contest is one of
ideals and not just foreign aid,
a priest-educator said here.
Rev. Timothy Sullivan. OP.,
of the University of St. Simon,
Cochabamba, Bolivia, said m
a talk that whether or net Bo-
livia falls to communism will
probably be decided within
three yean.
FATHER SULLIVAN said
communists are spending their
money In Bolivia on political
indoctrination by means of
books, newspapers and other
means of communication. At
the same time, be said, the
U. S. is pouring money into
tbe South American country
but la being baled for it.
He explained that Bolivians
feel the U. S. owes them the
money for having exploited
their country in the past by
taking out its raw materials
and processing them else-
where.
Describing the contest in Bo-
livia as one of ideals. Father
Sullivan commented: "What
my students want it not ma-
terial assistance What they
want is a philosophy of social
justice that can destroy the
past."
The U. 8. is not providing
the answer, but the commu
mats are —and lb# people
are accepting M, he said.
Ask Prayers
For Bishops
UNION CITY - The Now
Jersey Knights of Columbus
will offer their 10th »nnii.)
spiritual bouquet for the hier-
archy of the state Feb. 10, it
was announced this week by
Louis D. Carr, state chairman
of Catholic Activities.
The St.000 Knights through-
out the state will be asked
to offer their prayers after
Holy Communion for the inten-
tions of the members of the
hierarchy A report an the
number participating will be
made by each grand knight
through district deputies to the
state chairman.
I« a letter directed to all
grand knights, Carr noted that,
to the usual Intiwtlian. there
would be added "that Cod
grant to His Holiness, pop*
John XXIII — simple, human,
understanding and inspired in-
strument of Our Lord and
Savior — health and life to
bring to a fruitful conclusion
the ecumenical council he hat
brought into being.”
Acting Chaplain
At All Souls
MORRISTOWN - Rev. John
P. Sullivan. O.P.. of Holy
Rosary, Hawthorne. N.Y., is
the acting chaplain at AH
Souls Hospital In the absence
of Rev. Walter P. Alger, O.P.,
who is on a six-week vaca-
tion.
Father Sullivan is a Dom-
inican missionary and has
given retreats, novenas and
missions in all parts of the
country. He will celebrate
Mass each morning at 0:10
a.m. In the newly redecorated
chapel.
U.S. Food for Bolivia
LA PAZ. Bolivia <NC> ~
Bolivia’s Catholic charities
£;v
r distributed surplus U.S.
tood to more than 342,000
needy people last year.
NEW CONVENT - This is the architact's randaring of the new convent planned for
Quean of Peoca parish. North Arlington. Ground will be broken Jan. 26 by Archbishop
Boland. The architect is Gerard J. Oakley of Bergenfield.
Latin American News
Venezuela, Vatican in Talks
CARACAS. Venezuela (NC)
Venezuela has for some time
been negotiating an agreement
with the Holy See. a cabinet
minister disclosed here.
Justice Minister Miguel An-
gel Landaes told newsmen that
the talks are necessarily alow
because of their delicate na-
ture.
Venezuela has never had a
concordat —a formal agree-
ment between the Holy See
and civil authorities an mat-
ters of mutual concern.
The country became Inde-
pendent In 1830 when it peace-
fully seceded from Colombia.
The government assumed that
it inherited tbe Spanish Cath-
olic kings’ right of "patrons-
to” over the Church in Amer-
ce, including the right to
nominate Blahops.
Rut the Holy See haa never
recognized the right of "pa-
tronato" In tha Venezuelan
government.
TIIE HOLY SEE haa per-
mitted the National Congress
to nominate Bishop* through
an informal agreement be-
tween the Holy See and Vene-
zuela. Venezuelan Bishops take
an oath to respect the "pa-
tronato” in "all that does not
conflict with tha rights and
prerogatives of tbe Holy See “
After the fall of dictator
Marcos Peres Jimenez in 1956,
negotiations started up be-
tween tbe Holy See and Vene-
auela to reach an Informal
agreement on a "modus viven-
dl.”
BUt tine* that time, there
have been no reports of such
talks until now.
•
Catholic Protest
SAN JOSE, Costs Rica (NC)
—A Catholic education group
haa protested that Use Costa
Rican government la granting
fetal recognition to Protestant
group* and denying it to Cath-
abet.
The Federation of Centers
of Catholic Education protest-
ed to the Director of the Pub-
Be Registry bens because the
office granted legal status to
tbe Evangelical Lutheran As-
sociation m this 66% Catholic
country, which allows the
Lutheran unit to establish uni-
versities and college*
The Cathode federation
pointed out that tho govern-
ment preciously refused to au-
thorise the Catholic Church to
establish a university. When it
denied legal status to the
Cstholic group, the registry
invoked a "law dealing with
organizations which does not
recognise religious groups."
Government sources say
that "the Evangelical Luth-
eran Association, has-no reli-
gious character beyond its
name.” and confine* itself to
cultural ends.
•
Political Alliance
UMA. Peru (NC) - This
country's Catholic ■ oriented
Christian Democratic and mod-
erate leftist Popular Action
parties signed an electoral pact
nd have agreed on a joint
program of social reform.
TV alliance, which leave*
its door open to other politi-
cs! parties, was organized to
prepare for June 9 national
electloos.
TV ruling military junta,
which seized power last sum-
mer. hat promised to turn the
reins of government over to
tV constitutionally elected
officialson July X.
•
Mission to Congo
YAKUMAL. Colombia (NC)
Colombia's foreign mission
institute has announced that it
is sending 16 missionaries to
tbe Congo.
Rev. Jesus Emilio Jaramtl-
to. superior general of lb*
Varumel Institute for tbe For-
eign Missions, said that the
move was made at the request
of tV Sacred Congregation tor
the Propagation of the Faith
Up to now the 23-year-old
institute has served only in the
mtssioo areas ef Colombia.
In Ceylon
Anti-Christian Policy
Laid to Buddhists
COLOMBO, Ceylon (NC)
What mixture of men. motives
and movements has produced
the discrimination against
Christians, especially Catho-
lics. on this sunny island'
The most obvious element b
Buddhist politico-religious ex-
tremists. They exert pressure
through Die All Ceylon Bud-
dhist Congress, which repre-
sents a bated, assertive mi-
nority.
THE BUDDHIST extremists
make use of politicians Poli-
ticians. tn turn, exploit Bud-
dhist sentiment. Leftists, hos-
tile to all religion, make their
anti-Christian attitude look de-
ceptively like friendship for
Buddhism.
Soma Buddhists have formed
a liaison with the smallest of
the three Marxist parties. The
Communist Party, also small
but active, has been wooing
Buddhists, and with some suc-
cess.
The government party, the
SLFP (Gfeat Ceylon Freedom
party), is not communist. In
the House of Representatives,
the
_
Communist Party, the
Trotakyites and the leftist
MEP sit with the opposition.
But on every measure that Is
anti-Christian then* leftist
pame* rota with the govern
ment.
By fraternizing with the
communist* end other Marx-
ists. the government prfrty ha*
pushed many Catholics into
supporting tbe conservative
UNP. Few Catholics would
give unqualified support to aU
of tbe UNP policies, but tbe
government party gave them
Wife choice when It came out
(or a takeover of schools in
1960.
Now tbe government party
complains that tbe Catholics
have been pro-UNP end uses
this at another excuse for hos-
tile measures.
Meeting Scheduled
On Latin Students
MILWAUKEE. WU. (NC) -
Tha 1961 meeting of the Cath-
olic Conference on Inter-Amer-
ican Student Problems will
be held at Cardinal Stritch
College hers Jan. 23417. The
theme of the meeting: "Latin
American Students Un-
tapped Potential.”
Additions Planned
At Oak Knoll
SUMMIT The Summit
Board of Adjustment last week
gave the go-ahead signal for
additions to the high school and
convent at the Oak Knoll
School of the Holy Child.
Tho decision of the board
came after a public hearing
Jan. 13, at which several resi-
dents voiced objections to the
building plans. Approval for
the project had already been
received from the Arch-
diocese of Newark’s Building
and Sites Commission.
CHIEF ADDITION to tho
achool will be anew cafeteria,
which.was recommended when
the school was visited by tho
Middle Atlantic States Associa-'
tion. Thara will also be a biol-
ogy lab, language lab and one
additional classroom, which
will ralsa the school's capaci-
ty from 143 to 300 students.
The convent addition will
consist of a throa-story wing,
built to tho rear of tha pres-
ent residence, which it the
original Oak Knoll home. U
will have a chapel, dining
room and community room,
one on each of the three floors.
Groundbreaking will be held
in March, aa toon aa tha
spring thaw seta in.
Goods Dealers Hold
Convention in Miami
MIAMI BEACH (NC) - The
50th annual convention of tha
National Association of Cath-
olic Publishers and Dealers In
Church Coods will be held
here Jan. 24-20. A memorial
Mass for dacaaaed members
will bo offered by Bishop Cola-
man T. Carroll of Miami Jan.
.Si.--
English Parishes
VALLEYFIELD, Qua. (RNS)
—Bishop Alfred Langois of Val-
leyfield baa authorized the es-
tablishment of two English-
speaking parishes in bis pre-
dominantly French-language
diocese.
Haitian Priest
Asks Asylum
SANTO DOMINGO, Domini-
can Republic (NC) Jeen
Baptist* Georges, who served
** Haitian Minister of Edo
cation from 1931 in ÜBS. ha*
requested potttiral asylum at
(V Dominican Republic's cm
basay in Halil, according to
report* received here.
Reports from the Haitian
capital of Port-au-Prince also
stated that aU members of
that neighboring nation's cab-
inet have presented their res-
ignations to President Fran-
cou Duv* her No reason for
tbe resignations was given.
Father Georges' request for
asylum is the latest incident
in tbe Duvalier government's
campaign against the Church
In Haiti. Within the pest two
moolhs a French-boro Bishop
end It French prest* have
been expelled. Since ISO*, the
Duvalier regime has ousted
three Bishops anti 17 priest*.
Fellowship
For Teachers
NEW BRUNSWICK - A
political science fellowship for
teachers in New Jersey public
and private schools has been
announced by the New Jersey
State Society of Washington,
D.C., and the Eagletoo In-
stitute of Politics of Rutgers
University.
One social studies teacher
will be selected from each
New Jersey congressional dis-
trict and two from the state
at large 17 in all to
spend two weeks in Washing-
ton this summer observing the
work of their congressmen and
attending a series of seminars
with representatives of the ex-
ecutive branch, major interest
groups, congressional person-
nel and journalists.
Funds necessary to finance
the program will be raised by
the New Jersey Stete Society.
The Eaglcton Institute will be
responsible foif selecting the
teachers and administering
the program. Congressman
Frank C. (timers, Jr., past
president of the New Jersey
stete Society, is serving as
chairman of tbe program.
Pray for Them
Mass Offered for Fr. Russok
NORTH HALEDON - Rev.
Edward Russok, 5.D.8., 34.
chaplain at the Don Bosco
Junlorate of the Daughters of
Mary, Help of Christians, here
died Jan. 19 In his sleep, ap-
parently of a heart attack.
A native of Poland, Father
Itussok was ordained in bis
homeland and came to tha
U. 8. 10 years ago. He served
ttt savers! Saleslan parishes in
North Jersey before being as-
signed to the junlorate.
A Solemn Requiem Mass
wu offered Jen. 22 at St. An-
thony's Church. Paterson, by
Rev. John Divlzia. 5.D.8., pit
tor. Assisting st the Mass
were Rev. Joseph liahich,
S.D.B, pastor of Immaculate
Heart of Mary. Mahwth. and
Rev. Ignatius Koztk. SOB. of
the juniorate TV eulogy was
given by Very Rev. Chester
Wisniewski. S D 8.. director of
Don Bosco Tech.
A sister who lues in West
Germany is the only survivor.
FATHER RUSSOK
Cardinal Dies
In England
LONDON (NC) William
Cardinal Godfrey of Westmin-
ister died here Jan. 22 follow-
ing a heart attack He wu 73.
Hi* death reduce* the number
of Cardinals to 64.
Cardinal Godfrey entered tbe
hoapital a fortnight ago with
an undisclosed dines*. Later
he left the hospital and return-
ed to his residence but suffer-
ed a slight heart attack Jan,
19 and received lb* test riles.
Hu condition wu reported
slighted improved at first,
but he then suffered another
heart attack.
Cardinal Godfrey was named
Archbishop of Westminister in
December, 1936. Two years
talar, cm Dec. It, 1636. Pop*
John Mined Mm a Cardinal.
A uttve of Liverpool. Car-
dinal Godfrey wu ordained in
1916. Following n career a* a
seminary pruft*aor in England
and Rom*. V was named
first Apostolic Delegate to
Groat Britain tn 1939.
In November. 1933. Pop*
Pun XII appointed him Arch-
bishop of Liverpool, lb* post
he held when he waa named
Archbishop of Westminister.
Cardinal Godfrey was a
member of the Central Prep-
aratory Commission for tho
ecumenical council.
TV Holy See added to his
responsibilities in June, 1957,
when It established a separate
Byzantine Rite ordinariate for
Ukrainian Catholics in England
and appointed Archbishop God-
frey Byzantine, aa well as
Latin, Ordinary.
Joseph M. Byrne
NEWARK - Joseph M.
Byrne Jr.. K.M.. K.S.G., 70,
former Newark city commis-
sioner and a trustee of Notre
Dame University, died Jan.
21 at Presbyterian Hospital. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was
offered Jan. 23 at Our Lady of
Guod Counsel Church.
Mr. Byrne was a lifelong re-
sident of Newark and attend-
ed Notre Dame for two yesrs.
He left at that time to join
tha firm of Joseph M. Byrne
Cos., insurance and travel com-
pany founded by his father,
and was president of It from
1924 until his retirement in
1937.
He served one term in the
New Jersey Assembly and two
four-year terms as a city com-
missioner. For 19 years, he
wu also a commissioner of
the Port of New York Au-
thority.
A trustee of Good Counsel
Church and of Newark Col-
lege of Engineering as well as
Notre Dame, he was invested
as a master Knight of the
Sovereign Military Order of
Matts in 1950. In 1954 he was
named a Knight of St. Gre-
gory hy Pope Pius XII. He re-
ceived a "Men of the Year"
award from the Notre Dame
Alumni Club of New Jersey in
1936.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Marie Keller Byrne of
Newark, two tons. Joseph M.
Byrne 111 of Short Hills and
Richard J. Byrne of Shrews-
bury. three daughters. Mrs.
H. Francis Murphy of Bristol,
Conn.. Mrs. John B. Schulte
of Middletown and Mrs. Rich-
ard H. Tierney of Red Bank,
three sisters and 22 grand-
children.
College Adds
Two Courses
JERSEY CITY New
courses on the philosophy of
history and music will b* giv-
en at St. reter's College dur-
ing tbe spring term by Dr.
Will Herbert of Drew Univer-
sity and Dr. Frederick M.
Breydert of New York.
Dr. Herbert, a visiting pro-
fessor oo the St. Peter's cam-
pus this year, will lecture on
"Philosophies of History from
Augustine to Toynbee." He la
graduate professor of Judaic
Studies at Drew.
Dr. Breydert. a native of
France, will teach a course tn
music appreciation. He has
taught at Brooklyn and Man-
hattanvill* Colleges and at tha
High School of Music and Art
in New York.
,
St. Ann's Schedules
Lourdes Novena
NEWARK R«v. Canitlus
Kiniry, S.A., of the Gray-
moor Mission Band, will
preach the annual solemn
novena in honor of Our Lady
o! Lourdes at St. Ann’s
Church, starting Fab. 3.
Devotions wtU bn held each
night at 9 p.m. through Feb.
11. On the feast day, Very
Rev. Canon Marty, director of
tbe shrine at Lourdes, will of-
fer Mass there for the inten-
tions of all who attend tha
novena at St. Ann's.
James P. Mylod
GLEN RIDGE - James P.
Mylod, KS.O, *3, a trustee
of Seton Hall College of Medi-
cine and Dentistry, died Jan.
16 at Mountainside Hospital.
Montclair, after a brief illness.
A Solemn Requiem Man was
offered Jan. 30 at Blessed Sac-
rament Church, East Orange.
A lifelong resident of this
community. Mr. Mylod was
graduated from Seton HaU in
1900 and received his law de-
gree from New York Law
School.
He served for one term in
the New Jersey Assembly and
was borough counsel of Glen
Ridge for 33 years until he re-
tired in 1946
Mr. Mylod also served as a
trustee . of Sacred Heart
Church. Bloomfield. He re-
ceived a Doctor of Laws de-
gree from Seton HaU and was
named a Knight of St. Gre-
gory by Pope Pius Xll in i>
30.
Surviving are his son. Philip
J. Mylod of Glen Ridge, two
daughters. Mrs. Mary Dolan
of Washington. DC., and Mrs.
Patricia Mr Menamm of South
Orange, and 16 grandchildren.
Other Deaths ...
Mrs. Edward Jocham of Jer-
sey City, mother of Rev. Ed-
ward F. Jocham of St. Matt-
hew’s, Ridgefield, and sister
of Sister Clare MajeUa, prin-
cipal of St. Aloyilus High
School, died Jan. 16 at her
home.
James Tvnrey of Union, fa-
ther of Sister James Irene,
0.P., died Jan. 16.
Rev. Matthew J. Walsh.
C.8.C., 80, president of Notra
Dame University from 1922 to
1928, died Jan. 19 at tbe uni-
versity inflrmary.-
Mrs. John Gallagher of Jer-
sey City, nursing supervisor at
St. Francis Hospital for the
past 10 years, died there Jan.
19.
EUswortk Clansman, 65, of
Jersey City, brother of Sister
Mary Gregory, 0.P., of St.
John's, Jersey City, died Jan.
18 at St. Francis Hospital.
la your Preyerr alto remtm-
btr than, your dtcratrd
pritur.
Newark
...
Rev. Valentine Chiebowskl,
Jan. 27. 1912
Rev. Peter Jullen, Jan. 27,
1927
Rev. James F. Flanagan. Jan.
27, 1933
Rev. Edward J. Donovan,
0.P.. Jan. 27. 1956
Rev. Patrick F. Pindar, Jan.
. 28, 1938
Rev. Thomas A. Walsh, Jan.
26, 1950
Rev. James A. Cloherty, Jan.
29, 1916
Rev. Louis J. Bohl, Jan. 30,
1917
Rev. Ago-tino Costanzo,
C.F.C., Jan. 30, 1931
Rev. Edward A. Degen. Jan.
31. 1941
Paterson
...
Rev. Felix L. Perio, Jan. 29,
1954
Rev. Gerald McGlynn,
0.F.M., Jan. SL 1956
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SETON HAU UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
South Orange, N. J.
ANNOUNCES
READING IMPROVEMENT
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS AND ADULTS
SPRING SESSION 1963
Selon Hall Univarsity offers reading Improvement
courses for college students and adults at its reading
center located In McQuald Hall on the South Orange
Campus.
Classes will be held on Monday and Wednesday eve-
nings from 6i30 p.m. to 7j45 p.m,, beginning on Mon-
day, February 4, 1963 and end May 27, 1963.
Applications will be accepted until February 1, 1963
For application and further Information, contacti
Professor Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
Telephone! SO 2-9000. Ext. 171
•••
.
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CAMPAIGN BLESSING - Bishop McNulty blesses Frank McCabe and John Granstrand,
co-chairmen of the fund drive for Our lady of Good Counsel Mission, Pompton Plains,
20 , Ho|y Spirit Church, Pequannock. With the Bishop are Rev, Daniel A. Vec-
chiollo, left, administrator of the mission and Rev. James Doyle, pastor of St. Therese's,
Paterson. The workers will visit homes Jan. 27.
Almanac Features Council
NEW YORK Special arti-
cles on the Second Vatican
Council, Papal peace plans and
the desegregation of Catholic
■ schools in New Orleans fea-
ture the 1563 National Catholic
Almanac, edited by Rev. Fell-
dan A. Foy, 0.F.M.. of St. An-
thony’s Guild, Paterson.
THIS IS THE 59th edition of
the almanac, which is prepar-
ed by seminarians of the Holy
Name College. Washington,
and put into final shape by an
editorial staff of priests under
Father Foy. The book is pub-
lished and circulated by
Doubleday and Cos. of New
York.
The article on the council
brings up to date the develop-
ments of the first session held
last year and includes discus-
sions of their significance. The
article on the Popes’ peace
plans details Ideas presented
by Pius XII and Pope John
XXHI oa ways to promote
world peace.
There are also special arti-
cles on "The Morality of Nu-
clear Testing and Warfare."
"The Role of the Lay Person
In the Church” and "Cteaerr-
alism and Lfi>er*U*m in the
LlgM of Catholic Social Think-
tag."
A 41-PAGE section deals
with news events of Catholic
interest during 1982. Regular
features of the almanac which
have been revised and updat-
ed in the I*o edition include
statistics on the Catholic
Church in the U. S. and the
world: biographical sketches
of all members of the Sacred
College of Cardinals and of all
DS. Bishops, articles on psy-
chology. censorship, birth con-
trol. doctrine. Uturgy and
.Church history.
There are ready reference
listings of Catholic periodica!,,
ptpal encyclicals. Catholic so-
cieties and associations, can-
onisations and patron saints,
marriage laws, a glossary of
terms in Catholic use, the ecu-
menical councils of the Church,
Principal devotions. Catholic
universities and colleges, fa-
moos Catholics, religious com-
muni tics and secular tastitu-
lions.
Final Vows
For Brother
GARRISON—Brother Mario
Hancock, S.A., of Newark will
make his final vows as a
member of the Society of the
Atonement (Graymoor Friars)
Jan. 27 at Our Lady of the
Atonement Chapel/here.
Brother Mario, the former
Grady Hancock, ii the ion of
Mrs. Myrtle* Hardriek of
Newark. H* attended Newton
High School and Newark Tech
before entering the Graymoor
Brothers in 1956. He is pres-
ently serving at 'Graymoor
headquarters here.
Graymoor Brothers are
specialists who use their
to further the work of the so-
ciety. They are currently sta-
tioned at all Graymoor col-
leges and seminaries in this
country and at mission posts
in Japan, British Columbia,
North Carolina and Texas.
BROTHER MARIO
Classes for Parents
NEWARK—A series of five
classes on Preparation for
Parenthood begins Jan. 28 at
St. James Hospital and will
continue each Monday night
from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Bishop Wright Says Service
Belongs in Camp Program
PITTSBURGH (RNS>—Bish-
op John J. Wright of Pitts-
burgh urged delegates to the
seventh national convention of
the Catholic Camping Associ-
ation to introduce service as
well aa recreation into their
program.
“I would make two requests
of your association," the Bish-
op said. "I would request that
you seek opportunities for em-
phasis on service—to the com-
munities with which you are
associated, to young people
less privileged than those one
ordinarily meets In camping.
I would request that you make
service to the community and
service to the less privileged
e part of the camping Expe-
rience.
"SECONDLY,” continued
Bishop Wright, "I would ask
that you be on guard against
anything that might contribute
to the depersonalization of
youngsters who go into campl
ing. Focus sharply on person-
ality and the perfection of per-
tonality rather than on pro-
gram for its own sake and
mere organization.”
The prelate declared that be
admired priesta who entered
intimately in activities such
as camping “because they see
the apostolic potential in
them.”
"Camping is not merely rec-
reation and enjoyment for its
own sake,” be said. "Camping
should be linked to the apos-
tolate, and to ecucaliana! and
social emphases which justify
the true talents and gifts of
self which you bring to this
important work."
St. Adalbert’s
To Fete Pastor
ELIZABETH The parish-
ioners of St. Adalbert’s Church
will give a testimonial dinner
Jan. 27 in honor of Msgr. Jo-
seph A. Smoien, pastor, on the
occasion of his elevation to
the rank of domestic prelate.
Msgr. Smoien will offer a
Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving
in the church at 13:15 p.m.
The dinner will be held at 8
p.m. in the school. Anthony S.
Gwiazdowaki is general chair-
man.
Paterson Pirates
In ‘Who’s Who’
PATERSON - The names
of 14 seniors at Seton Hall
University here who were sel-
ected for Who’s Who ta Amer-
ican Universities and Colleges
were announced this week.
The awards are based on
scholarship, participation in
extracurricular activities and
leadership.
Those selected were:
John Andreotu of Clifioa.
Phyllis Carltao of Lodi, Mary
Ann Conoscenti of Garfield.
Edward DeYoung of Prospect
Park, John Harknett, Jean-
nette Rigglo and Grace Monte-
murno of Fair Lawn, James
Kusick of River Edge. Lois
Noorman and Jeanne Vignaii
of Paterson, Charles Reta-
bsgen of Wayne, Catherine
Schaberg of Hackensack and
Kathleen Vtaels of East Pater-
soo.
Conlin, Keenen Elected
To St. Elizabeth’s Posts
ELIZABETH John A. Con-
lin of Hillside has been re-
elected president of the St.
Elizabeth Hospital Board of
Managers and George E.
Keenen Jr. of Westfield has
been elected first president of
the St. Elizabeth Hospital
Foundation.
The elections took place
Jan. 17 at the annual dinner
meeting of the board of man-
agers in the hospital’s new
educational center. Conlin,
who had served as temporary
president of the foundation
daring its organizational
phase, wss elected first vice
president under Keenen and
vice-versa.
Serving under on the
board of managers will be
Keenen, Joseph J. Tomasulo
of Cranford, Leonard Diener
of Elisabeth. John A. McMan-
us of West Orange and Roland
T. Chard of Roselle. Frank K.
Sauer of Elizabeth was reap-
pointed as counsel. The same
officers will serve the founda-
tion.
Sister EUen Patricia, ad-
ministrator. reported that the
hospital had 9.974 admissions
and 4.127 operations during
1982. with 88,558 patient days.
There were 7,501 clinic visits,
115.881 laboratory examina-
tions, 17.471 X-Ray exsms
nnd 1,423 radiation treat-
ments. There were 2,033 ba-
bies born at St. Elizabeth's
during the year.
Good Friday Bill
Is Introduced
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
joint resolution to designate
Good Friday a public holiday
was introduced in the House
by Rep. L. Mcndal Rivers of
South Carolina.
St. Thomas Plans
School of Theology
BLOOMFIELD—The School
of Theology of St. Thomas the
Apostle Church will open »u
sixth term Teb. 10. with
classes canttautag on Sundays
through March 10.
Rev. William Keller of Seton
Hall University will leach the
course on Church History,
whOe Rev. Joseph J. Sharer of
Seton HaR wifi lecture on
family relation*
Among the topics to be
treated by Father Keller are
"Planting Um Faith ta the
New World," "The Church ta
Early Republic.- "The
Problem of Church and
State." "Immigration and
AmeneanhaUoa” and “The
Emergence of the American
Church of Tbday."
These classes will begin at
t;U p.m.
Titles of Father Sharer’s
talks include ‘The Sacredness
of Marriage." "Parents and
Child Discipitoe," "Parents
and the School,” "llow In
Tench Children the Sacnd-
aoos of Marriage.’’ and "Self-
Denial and theChristian Life."
Them classes wtO be held at
7:15 pm
Registration for the School
of Thoobgy will be accepted
on Jan. 27 or Feb. 3 after each
Mata in the rear of the church,
es wdl as en Jen M end Feb.
4 after awtena sendees.
Grad Council
At Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE - Setae
UaU University will offer
graduate course* leading to
the master s degree in It ma-
jor areas with the opening of
the Spring semester Jan. 3L
Dr. Joseph G. Connor, dean
of graduate studio, reported
that a record enrollment of
IJR students attended the fall
semester and this total will bo
exceeded this spring.
Registration begins Jan. 25
and more than 200 courses
win be offered ta the school
of business administration, the
college of arts and sciences
and the school of education.
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North Jersey Calendar
BATURDAY, JAN. 28
Greenville Council, K. of C„
Jersey City Exemplification
of major degree, clubhouse,
7:30 p.m. District deputies
James C Rochford and Vin-
cant J. Pagnotta In charge.
KG. Alberque Council, K.
of C.. and Columblettes,Ridge-
field Park Dinner-dance,
clubhouse.
SUNDAY, JAN. 27
' Catholic Institute of the
Press Communion break-
fast, Robert Treat Hotel, fol-
lowing 9 a.m. Mass at St.
John's, Newark. Speaker, Rev.
Francis J. Houghton on “Im-
age-Makers on the Make."
L’alea of Adult Sodalities,
Archdiocese ef Newark Day
of Recollection. Our Lady of
Sorrows, Kearny, 3:30 p.m.,
conducted by Rev. Alan Bor-
suk, Seton Hall University.
ML Carmel Psreata Guild,
Boonton Accordion concert
by children of the school with
the Sano Symphony, 3 pm.,
St. Catherine of Siena Audi-
torium.
Essex County Catholic War
Veterans Convention, St.
John’s, Orange, preceded by
High Mass at 10 a.m.
St- Adalbert's, Elizabeth -
Testimonial dinner for Msgr
Joseph A, Smoien. pastor, 8
p.m., in school hall.
TUESDAY, JAN. 29
CaUwllc Men of Wayne -
Dinner, Donohue’s Restaurant,
7:15 p.m. Bishop James A.
McNulty and Joseph Spendlcy
speakers.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 38
Holy Trinity, Westfield -
Opening of annus! Trinity
Forum. Dennis J. Clark, exe-
cutive secretary, New York
Catholic interracial Council,
speaker on “Conscience, Color
and Community."
| Guild ol Bt. Joseph the
Worker, Newark Evening of
recollection. Essex Catholic
High School, 8:20 p.m.
Urges Schools
On Lutherans
ATLANTIC CITY (RNS)-A
leading Lutheran educator
called here for the establish-
ment of parochial elementary
and high schools which would
demonstrate the "relevancy of
the Christian faith to all stages
of learning."
Dr. Conrad Bergendoff. ex-
ecutive secretary of tbo Luth-
eran Church in America's
Board of Theological Educa-
tion, emphasised that bo did
not advocate a full-scale, sep-
arata school system such as
that operated by the Catholic
Church.
"Not every congregation can
or should have -.rochial
schools,” he said in - speech
to the annual convention of the
National Lutheran Educational
Conference.
"But ta every Urge city cer-
tainly then should be aa ex-
ample or model of a Christian
elementary school and a Chris-
tian high school, where the
church shows the relationship
of Christian truth in aU hu-
man knowledge.’* Dr. Bergen-
doff said
Inter-Faith Symposium
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (RNS)
Six nationally prominent
Catholic and Jewish leaders
will participate in a sympo-
sium entitled "Encounter: A
Cathollc-Jewish Confrontation”
at Rockhurst College here Jan.
29.
Aim of the symposium is
“to provide ah opportunity for
Jews and Catholics to explain
themselves to each other
and to those of other faiths
to whom this dialogue will be
of interest."
Sponsoring the event sre
Rockhurst College, a Catholic
school: the Jewish Community
Relations Bureau and the Bs-
tisbonne Center of the Sisters
of Notre Dame de Sion.
The symposium will cover
differing historical sociologi-
cal and cultural factors con-
tributing to the Catholic and
Jewish positions on such public
issues as Sunday laws, aid to
parochial schools, prayers in
the schools snd adoption poli-
cies.
Speakers will include Wil-
liam B. Ball of Philadelphia,
executive director of the Penn-
sylvania Catholic Welfare
Committee, and Rabbi Arthur
Gilbert, staff consultant to the
Religious Freedom and Public
Affairs Project of the Nation-
al Conference of Christians
and Jews. Both will discuss
‘’Catholic and Jew ta a Plura-
listic Society.”
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Prelate Has Praise
For Catholic Press
ollc pres* has been pndsed'bv
U>e chairman of the NCWC
Press Department for its in-
toting to the mission of the
Church and in particular for
the success with which it has
met "the challenge and the
ecumenica) council."
Archbishop Joseph T. Me-
Gucken said that In the first
council session the Catholic
press “distinguished itself not
only by its competency and
honesty In reporting. . . but
by its generosity in giving
valuable assistance to other
international news agencies
and periodicals."
HIS REMARKS were Issued
as Church groups throughout
the nation prepared to ob-
serve Catholic Press Month
in February.
The Archbishop called at-
tention to further challenges
which will be presented when
the Vatican Council reconven-
es in September, noting it will
bring "vastly greater oppor-
tunities" than the first session.
"At the second session." he
said, "the harvest will be
reaped. The public interest in
the council will be heightened
and the Catholic journalists
will undoubtedly rise to the
occasion, so that the tremen-
dous Catholic and nen-Catho-
tic reading public may be sat-
isfied.^
Archbishop McGucken also
noted that among the First to
recognise the importance of
the press was Pope John, who
granted an unusual audience
to reporters in Rome.
The San Francisco prelate
said that Catholic journalism,
because it fills a role similar
to that of St. Paul and the
Evangelists, has been called
the “Fifth Gospel." He voiced
his confidence that Catholics
recognise their duty to sup-
port the Catholic press and to
keep themselves informed by
reading CathoUc publications.
PACKAGING PROJECT - In order to furnish every member of St. Joseph's parish, Du-
buque, lowa, with holy water, the men of the parish “packaged” eight ounces in poly-
ethylene bags and distributed the bogs during Sunday Masses The priests of the parish
blessed 75 gallons of water. Shown sealing the bags are, from the left, Joseph P. Kane,
Thom[?]s P. Kon[?], and James Heller.
Parishes Vacant
Church in Algeria Challenged
ALGIERS. Algeria (NC)
The chaos which has hit this
country less than a year after
it woo independence is deeply
affecting the life of the Church
here.
Already the Church hat lost
about of itj people. Euro-
peans who fled to France aft-
er the seven years of bitter
fighting between Frenrh
troops and Moslem rebels end-
ed The Church ia continuing
to function, however and is
playing an important roie in
bringing education and mater
ial aid to Algeria's imposes-
ished peoples. Nevertheless, it
is'faced with making major
readjustments after more than
• century and a quarter of
work her*.
WHILE THE CHI'RCI! has
suffered, its essential struc-
ture remains intact. Thrrr are
four dioceses; Algiers. Con-
stantine and Oran is the
north, and to the south. Lagh-
oust in the Sahara.
A few priests have left the
country for political reasons
or because of discourage meet,
but the majority have stayed
on An effort is now being
made to regroup isolated
priests into communities
Those who stay will have to
adapt to anew apostoUte
without parishioners The
main apostolic activity of both
clergy and laity from now on
will be u> act as Christian
witnesses by teaching and car-
ing for the sick and for the
hungry.
CantasAlgeria ia distrib-
uting aid received from Cath-
olic Rrbrf Services NCW’C and
other CathoUc agencies
throughout the world It has
been able to ferret out
the neediest of the needy,
whereas the o/flcul govern
mem rebel machinery has be-
come bogged down.
Education in Algeria hat
suffered greatly The Church
is strutghng to maintain its
network of about too schools,
colleges and professional
training -eenier* Lost year
30.000 students were being ed-
ucated in these schools.
Despite all difficulties, there
is still cause for hope—most
notably in the fact that the
clergy, led by Archbishop
I-coo Duval of Algiers, enjoy
the respect and confidence of
the masses
Father Kueng
To Visit U.S.
BOSTON <RNS) - Rev.
Hans Kueng, a young Swiss
CathoUc theologian whose
writings have gained a wide
audience in theoiogirat cir-
cles, will visit the US. this
spring at the invitation of Bos-
ton College, a Jesuit-conducted
school here
At 34 Father Kueng is dean
of the theological faculty of
the University of Tuebingen.
Germany. His book, "The
Council, Reform and Reun-
ion." was hailed by both Prot-
estant and Catholic leaders.
His visit to Boston College
wilt be in connection with the
school's centennial observance
this year. On March 21 be will
speak on "The Church and
Freedom" as the 1963 Candle-
mas lecturer at the school.
HU American tour will in-
clude visits to Chicago, South
Bend, Ind., Seattle, Spokane.
Pittsburgh, Houston, San
Francisco, Lot Angeles, Wor-
cester, Mass., and New Ha-
ven, Conn. He will return here
for an April conference fea-
turing leading Protestant and
CathoUc theologians.
Seion Hall Newark
Registration Set
SrrON HALL - Kagtetr*
tton for the spring term at
Scion Hall University College
begin Jan 23 instead of
Jan. 24. due to the ronttrra-
tion of Bishop John J.
Dougherty, president of the
University. on ’.hr original
date.
Registration will continue to
Jan » Hour* of registration
will be 4 20 to * » p m. daily
and 0 a m. to noon on Satur-
day. Jan 28. More than 500
courses will be offered in edu-
cation. business administra-
tion, nursing, and arts and
sciences.
Council Stamp
Issued in Spain
MADRID <NC>-A new one-
peseta postage stamp com-
memorating the ecumenical
council hat gone on tale In
Spain.
Rolling Hills
Adds Model
A Ktylon Keletie
WAYNE T0WN8HIP (PFS)
Hiiuucrj naroia Aflincr
and Sam Yarosh of Clifton
m«lc!°l °tw
D
thl«
n
m
W ,lt ' ,<f
t
vel
k.xHk
Weinman's Blvd. off Preak-
neaa Ave.
The new model wiU be a
grade-entry split and will offer
aeven rooms, one-and-a-half
baths, a paneled recreation
room and a patio. It will sell
for $23,990.
The new npllt will Join other
ranch, apUt-level, bilevel and
two story homca which are
offered at Rolling Hilla from
123.990. The home* are being
built on heavily-wooded, fully-
landscaped plot* 100 x 150 feet
and larger in an area which
baa city sewers.
The buildera, who art devel-
oping the tract at another
Harmer Project, are currently
delivering homes in the
fourth section, according to
tales director Ixmls Kantcr of
the Henry L. Peto realty of-
fice, Clifton.
Best Seller Is
‘Expandable’
A Cbmnitn-Ctrroll Rtlttt*
TOMS RIVER (PFS)—Five
sales during the past week at
at Rivererest Manor, the
140-home community off Rt. 37
in Tom* River, raised the total
number of homes told to date
to 37, according to an an-
nouncement made by co-buikl-
er* Samuel Fromkin and Saul
Leighton.
The '•expandable ranch,” a
borne designed for the growing
young family and introduced
by the builders last fall, has
proven the most popular mod-
el. To datr. 11 of these homes
have been sold.
The model, a hi level ranch
type borne, it so designed that
the lower floor, built above
grade, may easily be finished
imo three full additional rooms
including a family room, a
den or library and a fourth
bedroom Spare la alto provid-
ed for another bath
The "expandable ranch”
t«Ua for SI}.**). includes
a formal livag room. L-shap-
ed duung room, science kitch-
en with all built ins. separate
breakfast room, three full sir
ed bedrooms, Ule bath and
garage
Only 25 Homes Left
Of Middlewood’s 194
A Kdylon Reletst
OLD BRIDGE (PFS)-Only
23 homes remain to be aold
at the 194-house Mlddiewood-
at-Old Bridge community on
Bentley Ave, off Rt. 18. re-
ports Value Realty, Inc. of
Clifton, the sales agent.
The agent notes that 151 of
the 189 homes sold have been
delivered, and additional oc-
cupanciea are slated through
the (vinter.
The homes, built by licdy
Heights Construction Cos. of
Clifton, are set on fully-land-
leaped plots, 63 by 100 feet
and larger, in an area serv-
iced by city sewers. The tract
offers Cape Cod, ranch split-
level and bi-revel homes priced
from $15,490 to $18,490.
Featured ia a seven-room
one-and-a-haif-bath bi-level
ranch model priced at $lB,
490. The house has a partial
brick exterior and entry ia
through a double door into a
mezzanine foyer.
A few steps up off the foyer
is a living room with picture
window, a dining room, and a
kitchen with breakfast area,
built-in wall oven and counter-
top range, oakra cabinets, and
Formica counter top. The
sleeping wing offers a master
bedroom with two closets and
access into the bath, plus two
other bedrooms. The bath In-
cludes a vanitory and tub-
shower.
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Pay bills with a
personal loan from
FIDELITY
UNION TNUST COMPANY
Seton Hall University
School of Education
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special instruction for
students who hove reading problems ond those
who desire to improve their reading ability.
PLACE
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
February 2, 1963 to Moy 25, 1963
Enrollment limitd
SCHEDULE
Pupils will be scheduled for one hour each Saturday
between 9:00 and 12.00
GRADE LEVELS OP CHILDREN
Grade 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. Evaluation of reading ability
3. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs pupils will be
placed in groups of 3,4, or 5 students who hove
similar difficulties and who will profit by working
together
STAFF
Director, psychologist, and trained reoding specialists
APPLICATIONS
Write to: Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy. Director
Reading Center, Seton Hall University
151 Ellison St., Paterson. New Jersey
or: Telephone LA 5-3425
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Anew Roman Catholic Church and School
IMMEDIATELY adjoin this beautiful community!
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3-BEDROOM RANCH AT $16,490
You ten eho teted from Bi-level
end Split-level designs
Middle wood offers impossihle-to-beat, last-
opportunity advantages to homeseekers, low
prices no longer available in communities
so close to metropolitan centers, a select
environment, complete facilities. Eighty per
cent o( our homes have been sold 133
families live here only a small group
of homes remains. Act now save
in money and traveling time)
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-LOT OWNERS • BEL-AIRE ADDS STILL ANOTHER “FIRST* IN CUSTOM HOMES!*
WALL TO WALL CARPETING
IN EVERY ROOM OF
absolutely withoutextra cost!*
YOU OME!
T
Ltm R to Bet-Alre to pick mn min tor yeur mooiy into a
custom home that is already tomaut tor its gnat value) This
time K*s FREE wall-to-wall carpeting... a deep, rich, liuurwui
floor cavaring that blankata ovary inch sf ovary room, (aicapt
kitchen and hath, at course), in any homo yea bay from Bet-Alre,
regardless of its cost Remember, yeu pay nothing extra —it's
all part ef our famous Value Package, and you gat it only from
Bel-Aka, Now Jersey’s Most Recommended Builder!
Hereto What llae You Oat Prom Beel-Alre with Ivery Homaa
♦ FREE CALORIC CUSTOM KITCHEN! Gleam,ng 1963 color-
coortlmatod built-in oven and countertop range with hood
and exhaust tan, matching colored sink, and plenty of built-in
cabinets)
♦ NO MONEY DOWN FOR ALU Vets and non-vets alike pay not
one cent down. Your ownership ol a lot can quality you)
♦ NO PAYMENTS FOR S MONTHS! BeMurato own special
Deterred Payment Plan makes it posublet
fi *-*r
as.
Bel-Airo
Mew Jersey's Meet Recommended Builder
SF'"
♦ ONE CONTRACT-ONE RESPONSIBIUTYI We personally
handle every aspect of your home. One contract protects you
•very step of the way!
♦NO MORTGAGE PLACEMENT FEESI We arrange and place
the best possible mortgage at abielutsly na cost No youl
♦ DOUBLE GUARANTEE! Every BeWUre Home to guaranteed
bath by the national manufacturers of the brand name products
In the home...and by Bel-Airo itself!
low as
CUSTOM BUILT ON YOUR LOT
SEE 11 NEW MODELS! Including Splits, Cape
Cods, 2-Story Colonials, Ranches, and Bl-
Levels! Four fully-furnished highway model
showrooms are open every day from 10 A. M.
to Dusk...or write today for your own FREE
Booklet with full details!
•OFFER UNITED TO FiaST » HOMES
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WOULD YOU
LIKE TO LIVE IN A
NEW HOME
COMMUNITY
WITH ITS OWN
PAROCHIAL
SCHOOL?
Ipllliillisiiiiiiiil
IS COMING SOON/
4 MODELS
noun 9, HOWELL TOWNSHIP, N. J.
7 MILES SOUTH OF FREEHOLD
U.S. News
Birth Control
Law Nears
Court Test
MIDDLETOWN, Conn. (NC>
The legal drive by the
Planned Parenthood League of
Connecticut to get the state's
anti-birth control law before
the U. S. Supreme Court took
another step toward that goal
here.
The Appellate Division of the
state Circuit Court upheld
Jan. 17 the convfction of two
top officials of the league who
were charged with dispensing
advice on the use of contra-
ceptives.
The court found no error in
the conviction of Dr. C. Leo
Buxton, 48, a Yale University
professor of obstetrics snd
medical director of the league,
and Mrs. Richard W. Gris-
wold, 62, the league's execu-
tive director.
THE APPELLATE Court, in
an unusual move, immediate-
ly certified the case to the
State Supreme Court of Errors
for a review of questions
which it said were of “great
public importance.” The Court
of Errors is the state’s high-
est
The U.S. Supreme Court de-
clined to rule on the law’s
constitutionality in 1961, say-
ing the law is ignored.
Planned Parenthood then set
up a birth control clinic in
New Haven, where Mrs. Gris-
wold and Dr. Buxton were ar-
rested Nov. 11, 1961.
The 84-year-old law, adopted
by an overwhelmingly Protes-
tant legislature at a time
when Protestant morality gen-
erally held artificial birth con-
trol to be immoral, prohibits
the practice of artificial birth
cootrot and the dispensing of
devices and information on
birth control.
•
Protestant Retreat
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(NC) A one-day retreat for
Protestants will be held here
Feb. 17 at St. Mary’s Catho-
lic Cathedral.
The event was arranged by
the pastor. Msgr. Leo P.
Kampmann. Retreat master
will be Msgr. Daniel Moore,
editor of the St Louis Review,
diocesan newspaper.
“The purpose of this retreat
Is not to instruct Protestants
in the Catholic Faith,” Msgr.
Kampmann said. “Rather we
simply want to help them
grow spiritually, and to come
closer to Almighty God."
•
Fire Victims Aided
PHILADELPHIA (NC)
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia has presented
83,000 checks to the widows of
two firemen and to the pastor
of a Catholic school destroyed
in a seven-alarm blaze which
took the firemen's lives.
The checks were given to
Mrs. John M. McKernaa,
mother of two children, »»h to
Mrs. Charles Senior, mother
at four.
• The pastor is Rev. John J.
MeHale of sc Elizabeth’s par-
whose school was leveled
in the night-time fire. The two
firemen died when they were
trapped by a collapsing wall.
•
Measure Repealed
RICHMOND, Va. (NC)
The Richmond City Council
has repealed an ordinance
which banned dispensing birth
control information and de-
vices except through phy-
sicians, licensed manufactur-
ers and druggists.
The action was taken by a
6-3 vote after a 90-minute de-
bate. A principal spokesman
against the repeal was E. Mil-
ton Farley, an attorney rep-
resenting the Diocesan Coun-
cil of Catholic Men.
Birth Control
Funds Asked
WASHINGTON
District of Columbia bai ask-
ed Congress to approve a
budget of $9,000 to operate a
birth control clinic at which
contraceptives would be pro-
vided for indigent married
women seeking such assist-
IBM.
The item is included In a
1320 million budget which
President Kennedy bas sug-
Kitted to Congress to operate
tbe government of the nation's
capital during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 19M.
AT PRESENT, the city Is
conducting a program of in-
formation about birth control,
using motion pictures and film
strips. It operates on a budget
of $1,090 a year and does not
offer contraceptive devices.
Dr. Samuel Schwarts, direc-
tor of the Bureau of Maternal
and Child Health of the Dis-
trict of Columbia’s Health De-
partment, said that a $13,000
budget for the program was
considered, but was rejected
by the Bureau of the Budget.
Tbe three-man Board of
Commissioners governing the
capital city—which has no
elected local government-
then substituted a $0,000 budg-
et request which received
White House approval.
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